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This book is dedicated to all the people in the world who deserve to be free.   

Free to live their lives authentically, 

Free to be who they are: 100 percent original, 

Free from fears, 

Free to dream big and go for it, 

Free to have hope for a brighter future. 

I believe we all have the right to be free and live a courageous life and this book is written to 

help give others wings to soar because we all deserve to fly. 

This book is also dedicated to my kids who showed me that anyone can make a difference ... if 

they just choose to. 

- Chantelle Adams 
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Introduction  
 

by Chantelle Adams 

 

You might wonder, why is she jumping out of a perfectly good airplane and falling 10, 000 feet 

to raise $10,000 to build a school in Nicaragua when she is terrified of heights? That is a very 

good question and to answer that question we need to go back a couple of years. … 

 

In June 2011, I gave each of my four kids a toonie (aka a Canadian $2 coin) and a challenge to 

use their own creativity and talents to turn those $2 coins into more for charity. They decided 

they wanted to build a school for kids, just like them, in Africa. This was an ambitious goal, but 

possible. Plus, I wanted them to see the power they have to contribute and that they could use 

their gifts and talents to make a positive impact on the world. 

 

Now, don’t get me wrong, they are regular kids who knew how lucky they were and wanted to 

share with those who had less. 

 

My oldest son came back first with his idea that he wanted to do a lemonade stand, but with a 

twist. He said he wanted to charge a premium $1 per glass, but with each purchase customers 

would receive a free toy and a free refill: a great marketing strategy.  

 

Tate decided to do a magic show. He loves magic and practiced his tricks until he had them 

mastered. Tate is normally very quiet and shy, but he was ready to step out of his comfort zone 

for the kids in Africa.  

 

Their dad, a volunteer firefighter at the time, shared what the kids were doing with the fire 

department, and they offered for the kids to take their bottles to the bottle depot. This was 

something even the youngest kids could do to contribute! They had to take the lids off of 

hundreds of water bottles and even got a few blisters, but that didn’t stop them.  

 

Do you think it is possible for four kids under the age of ten to raise enough money to build a 

school in Africa? 

 

In exactly one year they surpassed their goal of $9,000 (which I thought would take them ten 

years to reach) and raised a phenomenal $11,000—more than enough to build that school. 

 

This inspired me because if my four kids could raise that kind of money and build an entire 

school in Africa, then why couldn’t I do something like that too? 
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They had used their talents, creativity and innovation to soar higher than anyone had imagined, 

and in so doing, they were giving the children and communities in Africa wings to fly, too. 

 

As I look at my four kids I get teary eyed just thinking about the kids whose lives they have 

changed forever. ... Now we want to do the same for the kids in Nicaragua. 

 

You can see where my inspiration for building a school comes from, but why jump out of an 

airplane?!   

 

Well, I have been crossing off fears for the past few years because a dear friend of mine passed 

away from breast cancer much too soon. She wasn’t ready to go and she wasn’t done living and 

doing all the things she hoped to do. She died with regrets, unfinished business and many 

dreams left to fulfill.  

 

She had lost her husband the previous year to cancer and left four sons without any parents. 

 

My heart ached for this family and their tremendous loss. What really shook me was at the 

funeral, when her oldest son stood up and shared about her final hours, when the cancer had 

overtaken her and she was left so weak that even breathing was a struggle. She pulled her son 

close and mustered all the strength she could to whisper, “You need to go get that book.” As 

her son looked at her with a look of bewilderment, not sure what she meant, she said, “You 

know, the one about curing cancer; we need to beat this thing.”   

 

Right to her very last hours she was determined to beat cancer and live because she wasn’t 

ready to go. She still had so much she wanted to do in her life, and she still didn’t believe that 

her time had come. 

 

Tears streamed down my face as he spoke, and not only did it tear at my heart because of the 

void that was now there, but also something started to stir in my soul. I started to feel a strange 

surge of courage that started from a place I could hardly connect with, because for so long, I 

had let my fears rule my life and my decisions.  

 

I realized that my fear of failure, my fear of being hurt, my fear of looking silly, and my fear of 

what others would think, were keeping me stuck, not really living the life I wanted to live. 

 

In this moment of grieving I found a new determination to live life more fully, more freely, with 

no reservations, no worries, no fears.   

 

This moment was a turning point in my life and from it I began my personal courage revolution. 

 

I decided then and there that I was done letting fear dictate my decisions and decide my fate. I 

didn’t want to have regrets in my final hours. 
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So I went home and wrote a list of fears to conquer and started doing things that scared me. 

Here are some of the fears I have already conquered: 

 

• Rappelling down a waterfall. (Fear of the ropes breaking.) 

• Riding a donkey along a tiny mountain trail; believe me, donkeys can run! (Fear of 

running right off the edge of a cliff.) 

• Zip-lining across amazing rainforests in Puerto Vallarta. (Fear of heights.) 

• Sliding down a beautiful rock waterslide into a pool of ice cold water flowing directly 

from a spectacular waterfall. Trekking through a river to get there was a thrill in and of 

itself. (Fear of sliding down a slippery slope into a pool of ice cold water. ... What if I 

slipped? What if I hit my head? What if ...) 

• Learning to drive a Quad and enjoying many excursions in the mountains. (Fear of 

flipping, crashing or riding off the edge of a cliff.... basically a fear of death or serious 

injury.) 

• Hiking Fisher Peak, the tallest peak in the Kootenay’s, towering over the other peaks at 

almost 10,000 ft. This is a big feat due to my fear of heights. (Fear of falling to my death 

and, of course, fear of heights.) 

• Skiing for the first time ever at age 32! (Fear of heights and not being in total control.) 

• Wakeboarding on Lake Okanagan. (Fear of failure and fear of pain.) 

• Trying the Flo Rider, surf simulator. (Fear of losing my bathing suit in the process, fear of 

the laughing crowd.) 

• Learning to drive a boat. (Fear of almost running my husband over again!) 

• Taking a chance and approaching influential, successful people to connect with. (Fear of 

rejection.)  

• Starting my own business and seeing it soar! (Fear of failure, fear of imperfections.) 

• White water rafting. (Fear of being swept under.) 

• Entering a Latin Dancing Competition. This was one I didn’t think could actually happen 

until I was invited to be a part of a charity event, Swinging With the Stars. … I danced the 

cha-cha and helped raise over $240,000.00 for charity! 

 

One of the biggest fears to still conquer is skydiving, so and on August 28, 2013, I will be 

jumping or maybe being pushed out of an airplane and falling 10,000 feet. Every time I think 

about it, I get butterflies in my stomach, but knowing that I will be helping a community have a 

brighter future gives me even greater courage.  

 

Our little family of six will be traveling to Nicaragua to help build the school your donations will 

have paid for, while documenting it all, so we can share with those who have supported The 

Courage to Fly Project, the actual people whose lives will be forever changed! 

 

But, this isn’t just about building a school for a thousand kids and positively altering the course 

of their lives ... which is awesome! 
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I am also starting a courage revolution for you and me, where we no longer let our fears rule 

and dictate the outcomes of our lives, but where we are in control and we create our destiny. 

 

I don’t want to have any regrets when my time here is done; I want to live a courageous life: I 

want to love without the fear of being hurt, I want to forgive without the fear of being wrong, I 

want to live without the fear of being judged, I want to discover without the fear of what ifs, 

and I want to experience without the fear of the unknown dictating my actions.   

 

For me, it is time to break free, to start living and experiencing each precious moment we are 

gifted to enjoy. 

 

So, I enlisted a courageous army of freedom makers to contribute to this book, The Courage to 

Fly, which will inspire you to live a Courageous Life by finding your wings and allowing yourself 

the freedom to soar in love, life and business.   

 

While helping you live your most courageous life here, we are helping kids in Nicaragua find 

their courage, their voice and their wings so that they too can fly.   

 

As Malala Yousafzai, who was shot in the head in an attempted assassination by the Taliban 

because she was speaking out for her right to get an education, delivered in a powerful address 

at the UN, "The extremists are afraid of books and pens. The power of education frightens 

them. Let us pick up our books and pens, they are our most powerful weapons. One child, one 

teacher, one book and one pen can change the world." 

 

You can help educate the children of the world, and in so doing give them the greatest weapon 

of change ... an education, hope and courage for a brighter tomorrow. 

 

Go to www.couragetoflyproject.com to learn more and to see how you can get involved. And to 

help you on your way to living your most courageous life I want to give you a gift, a Courage 

Igniter Session. Go here to collect your gift from me to 

you: http://couragetoflyproject.com/courage-igniter-session/ 

 

I want to hear your stories of courage, because you all have them, I want to connect with you 

and help you live your most courageous life.  Thank you for being a part of The Courage 

Revolution and The Courage to Fly Project. 
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Seven Things I Know About Active Letting Go – (Sure Beats Waiting)  

 

by Danielle LaPorte 

 

Note: “active letting go” is not to be mistaken for “passive letting go,” whereby life rips stuff 

out of your grip, or you paint yourself into a corner, or things get so heavy they stop you in your 

tracks and you have to ditch them just to carry on. Active letting go is a little more…pro-active. 

It’s a practice. It’s awake. It’s somewhat delightful (except for the agony of it). 

Seven Things I Know About Active Letting Go: 

1. There’s always more to let go of. It’s endless and it’s beautiful because it’s endless. Just 

surrender to the endlessness of it. 

2. Typically, letting go is painful – in varying degrees, from wince to damn near crippling, it’s 

gonna hurt. Fact. 

3. Hard leads to soft. Imagine ripping off a bandage; dropping an heirloom off at the thrift store 

and resolving to not go back to get it; kissing him or her that way for the last time and tearing 

yourself away because you need to grow in the other direction; boarding the plane with a 

heavy heart… When you steel the nerve to be tough enough to let go, you cross over a sacred 

line. And on the other side, Tenderness is waiting for you, and She’s very proud and she’s very 

encouraging. 

4. Baby steps are okay, but you can’t avoid the pain that surfaces when you commit to the 

letting go. (See, you just can’t get around the pain part.) 

5. From the mundane to the monumental, letting go hurts. Always has, always will. (Yes, a 

repeat of #2. It bears repeating.) 

6. Acceptance is medicine. When you just accept that the pain of letting go is part of the deal, 

your let-go wound will heal faster. 

7. Out of, say, 123 people I’ve talked to about letting go of all sorts of stuff – material and 

emotional – 88 percent of them wish they’d done it sooner, and 97 percent of them have no 

regrets whatsoever. Only 3 percent are still confused. When you let go, the odds are in your 

favor. 

I’ve let go of a dizzying amount in a relatively short amount of time. In two years: a business, a 

marriage that ended lovingly but necessarily broke my heart (open), a home filled with things I 

chose with great intention. A friendship that grew so small it choked any possibility of newness. 
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Bags of gorgeous clothes and jewelry. Boxes of well-loved books, and photos, and legal 

documents, and other evidence of how smart I thought I was back then. My proud stack of 

Dwell Magazines. Wedding shoes. Ambitions. My hair stylist. 

By nature, I’m not a collector. I am, as my friend Marianne puts it, a ruthless, serial shedder. I 

was joking to a soul sister that If I let go of anything else, I’m not going to have a sofa to sit on, 

I’ll be wearing flip flops in the winter, and only two people are going to come to my funeral. But 

I’ve surrendered to the endlessness of it. And it’s a resolution that softens. 

For me to shed even more (I’m on ShedVenture with Bindu Wiles and 155 other shedettes), 

well, I’m getting close to the marrow these days. Thankfully. The marrow is the source of 

vitality. 

Deep, deep, deep beneath constructs of time, and idealism, and things I “captured” along the 

way is the freedom that has been pulling me forward my whole life. Always forward. 

(And by the way, why do we need to capture memories? As if they need to be tamed and 

penned lest they get away. My memories can come and go as they please. They’re much more 

meaningful that way. This might explain why I have next to no photos in my home. Anyway …) 

So I’m still shedding — taking deep breaths and actively letting go. I’m not waiting until I’m 

ready to let go. I’ve waited long enough. Carried stuff long enough. Longed long enough. For 

lightness. For that tender place on the other side of courage. 

Empty your hands and your heart. Regularly. 

Take deep breaths. Often. 

And move stuff over and out. 

Make space (what a creative act! Space-making!). 

The space is full of what you really need. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Decide what you can let go of right now in your life and take the steps to shed something 

unneeded, something keeping you stuck, something weighing you down—just release it and 

move through the pain until you reach that peaceful place where you know you have done the 

right thing. 
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Quote to Ponder: 

“Holding on to anything is like holding on to your breath. You will suffocate. The only way to get 

anything in the physical universe is by letting go of it. Let go and it will be yours forever.”  -- 

Deepak Chopra 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Danielle LaPorte is the outspoken creator of The Desire Map, author of The Fire Starter Sessions 

(Random House/Crown), co-creator of Your Big Beautiful Book Plan, and soon-to-be publisher 

of Danielle Magazine, launching in early 2014. An inspirational speaker, former think tank exec 

and business strategist, she writes weekly at DanielleLaPorte.com, where over a million visitors 

have gone for her straight-up advice — a site that’s been deemed “the best place on-line for 

kick-ass spirituality,” and was named one of the “Top 100 Websites for Women” by Forbes. 
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Often It’s the Deepest Pain Which Empowers You to Grow into Your 

Highest Self 
 

by Karen Salmansohn 

 

The Vortex, I call it. 

Everyone has one in their life (at least one)—a time when you are tested in seemingly 

insurmountable ways—and you find yourself spiraling uncontrollably downward. Maybe your 

Vortex was when you were thirteen and a parent suddenly died. Or twenty-four and you found 

out your sister had breast cancer, and you got fired—both in the same month. Or twenty-nine 

and you discovered you could not have a child. Or forty-two and going through a divorce. Or 

fifty-one and happily retiring, only to discover playing golf all day is a formula for depression. 

My Vortex lasted about a year, during which time so many bad things happened, I kept waiting 

for a Candid Camera crew to appear from behind the planter in my living room. First, the real 

estate broker, real estate lawyer, and moving company I hired found sneaky ways to rip me off. 

Next, a longtime business buddy hired me to package new groovy chocolate bars, then never 

paid me. 

But those were nothing compared to the lowest point in my Vortex: a sexual assault—which 

came out of nowhere—by someone I knew as an acquaintance. As soon as I managed to get 

free and far away from my assaulter, I called an ex-boyfriend who was also an ex-lawyer to ask 

his advice. I figured because he knew both the law and me intimately, he’d be a wise adviser. 

We met at a café. I was in tears. 

“How could someone be so … so … so evil?” I asked. 

“People aren’t evil. They’re weak,” he said. 

Weak? This word somehow calmed me. 

Later when I tried to understand why I preferred the word “weak” to the word “evil,” I realized 

that “weakness” meant there was at least hope for change in someone who’d done something 

evil—and most importantly, hope for me to find a way out of my Vortex by choosing not to be 

weak myself. 

That’s when it hit me. In life, you always have a choice. 

1. Be weak. 
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2. Be strong. 

Whichever of these paths you choose will determine your ability to bounce back from life’s 

myriad setbacks, crises, or traumas. If you want to survive life’s many challenges, you must put 

in the conscious effort and discipline to be a strong person. It’s essential you create a fiery will 

from within—harness that power of decisiveness—and choose to be your strongest self. 

Often it’s the deepest pain which empowers you to grow into your highest self. 

I realize that it’s easier to lounge around in depression and angst than to rise above challenging 

circumstances. Believe me, I know because at first I chose to follow this weaker path. 

Initially I was traumatized by my sexual assault. I started experiencing anxiety around people. If 

I’d be writing in a café and a stranger chatted me up, my left eye would twitch. And no, it 

wasn’t the caffeine. (Trust me. I’m a pro at espresso. And I’m a pro at casual conversation with 

strangers.) 

Basically, after the assault my automatic tendency was to keep all people at a distance. I had 

trouble trusting anyone. Even people I’d known for years. After all, I’d witnessed how people 

could change in a moment. And so I pretty much became paranoid about everyone I came into 

contact with. Especially men. 

Then I gained weight—twelve pounds—which is a ton on my five foot three frame. Maybe 

subconsciously I figured there was safety in creating a big wad of fat between me and men’s 

sexual urges. It was easy to gain weight. I had all this chocolate around my apartment from the 

nonpaying chocolate business buddy. He was a bad businessman, but he made some damn 

good chocolate! 

Soon enough, this upward weight gain created a further downward emotional spiral. I began 

feeling bummed about my bigger bum, which further increased my yearning to stay inside away 

from people and close to my chocolate bars. I was a self-help author! Why couldn’t I help 

myself get through this? Sometimes, when I saw the growing discrepancy between who I was 

and how I was behaving, I’d mutter to myself in a kind of mock-voiceover: “Behind the scenes of 

the self-help book author…” as I unwrapped another chocolate bar. 

Honestly, I was surprised I’d chosen this weaker path of chocolate and withdrawal into solitude. 

I’ve always thought of myself as a very strong person—as have those who know me well. My 

friend David once introduced me at a party as “This is Karen. She’s a ‘doer.’ ” Most of my friends 

see me as disciplined and spirited. In my heart I believed this “disciplined and spirited me” was 

the real me. Yet if I wasn’t being “disciplined and spirited” during a crisis, was I truly this me—or 

somebody else entirely? 
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I pondered this more and realized: 

Who you truly are as a person is best revealed by who you are during times of conflict and crisis. 

It’s easy to be your strongest, highest self when things are rolling along smoothly. But how you 

handle life’s setbacks and traumas reveals your authentic character. If you can be strong during 

challenging times, then…well, you truly ARE a disciplined and spirited person. This identity 

makes you not only a very cool person—but a very happy person. 

Just as it takes willpower to choose to stay on a healthy diet during times of great temptation, it 

also takes willpower to choose to remain a positive and happy human being during times of 

crisis. Basically, to live a happy life takes effort and work. Happiness is not for namby-pambies! 

For this reason, you need to develop a long-term vision for who you uniquely value being—

recognizing which core values make you the happiest—so you can stay focused on embracing 

these values, no matter what your trials and tribulations. 

I know what I value: I need to feel loving, loved, creatively charged, healthy, sexy, self-

confident, and know I’m continuously growing. 

I also know: Life is constantly testing our ability to feel and know those things. Actually, if there 

were a single instructional goal for living your best life it might be “Keep your eye on the prize of 

happiness, even when caught in the eye of the Vortex.” 

Guess what else? Lucky unlucky us: Often the greatest happiness in life comes from going 

through a crisis—and growing into a stronger, better person. In fact, Aristotle, one of my 

favorite philosophers, wrote in great detail about how true happiness does not come from 

experiencing pleasures of the body and ego—but from having experiences that stimulate your 

core self—your “soul”—challenging and inspiring you to grow into your highest potential as a 

person. 

Hence, when you’re in the midst of a Vortex it’s essential you put in the emotional effort to 

improve who you are as a person—facing your core pain—stretching yourself to become your 

strongest, wisest, highest-level self. Aristotle was right! The greatest reward out there is 

actually not found OUT there at all! It’s found INSIDE you! The greatest reward is knowing that 

you are refusing to settle for being anything less than you can be. There’s nothing more fulfilling 

and thrilling than discovering yourself to be a stronger person than you ever dreamed yourself 

capable of being. 

My Vortex made me who I am today, and the good news is, I actually like myself more because 

of it. My Vortex challenged me to make that choice: Be weak or Be strong. 
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And when push came to shove, I chose “Be strong,” Baby! 

 

Courage in Action: 

What is your Vortex, when have you felt like you were spiraling downward out of control? Now 

look at that Vortex whether you are currently in the eye of the storm or if it is now in your past 

and try to see the lessons that were learned through that experience.   

What did you gain: did you become stronger, more patient, and able to empathize? Did it lead 

you to self-discovery or to understanding who you are or taking more time to renew and 

replenish you?! Write down what you gained and how it has helped mold you into who you are 

today, in a positive way. 

 

Quote to Ponder: 

“Trials, temptations, disappointments—all these are helps instead of hindrances, if one uses 

them rightly. They not only test the fiber of character but strengthen it. ... Every trial endured 

and weathered in the right spirit makes a soul nobler and stronger than it was before.” -- James 

Buckham 

 

About the Author: 
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You Will Fly Again … 

 

by Melody Ross (Brave Girls’ Club) 

 

Want to know four words that changed everything for me? Here they are: “You Will Fly Again.” 

This article is for anyone with a broken heart, anyone with a broken spirit, anyone with broken 

wings, and anyone who is trying to figure out how to put his/her life back together.  

This is for you. 

I met my darling friend Lula some time last year, a beautiful, tiny woman with small hands and 

kind eyes and long white hair. When she looked at me for the first time, I felt like she looked 

right through my skin and saw everything I ever felt. After we talked for a few minutes, and I 

thought I was getting away with the surface conversation we were having, she took my hands 

and said, “You feel like you have been fired from everything you thought you knew, with no 

explanation, don’t you?” 

My mouth fell open; I was stunned. I had never had anyone put my feelings into exactly the 

right words, like she had. 

Then she looked at me deeply and softly squeezed my hands. We were sitting knee to knee. She 

made sure I was really paying attention, waited for a few more big tears to fall and she said, 

“Melody, you will fly again … I promise.” 
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I then went on to tell her about the dreams I was having and the way I was feeling and the 

books I was reading and how everything just pointed to broken wings, wings that felt like they 

could never heal or mend, that my best years were over, and how devastating that was. How 

permanent it felt … 

I told her how I’d always been a huge proponent of “pick yourself up, dust yourself off, and 

start all over again,” but how this time it was different. I couldn’t do it. I felt broken, and I didn’t 

know how to ever feel whole again. 

I told her about the recurring dream, of being a little birdie, and sitting under the tree watching 

all of the other birds fly, birds I used to fly with, and new birds, and birds that didn’t even know 

how to fly when I used to fly, but now they were flying. I told her how I would just sit under the 

tree and watch all the birds fly and cry, but that I didn’t know for sure why. I wasn’t sure if I 

couldn’t fly, or if I wouldn’t fly. All I knew is that I wasn’t flying … and that it hurt. 

I told her that I had read books about how to find your passion, how to “fly.” I read books about 

how to find out who I was and what I wanted to do with my life. 

But they only made things worse. “You see,” I told her, “I know how to fly—I have flown before. 

I used to fly, fly, fly day and night. I don’t need anyone else to show me how to fly or how to 

find my wings. My wings are broken. What do you do when your wings are broken? 

Well, it hurts. It doesn’t make sense. I think that’s one of the hardest parts, that one day you 

feel like you could conquer the world and soar to the highest heights, and then one day you feel 
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like you are riding the wind, letting the current take you away … everything flows … you have a 

bird’s eye view of life. 

Then something happens, and now that I have been through it, I am seeing it happen again and 

again to other birds. It doesn’t matter why you feel like you lost your wings or that they are 

broken past repair. It doesn’t matter whether it’s because your husband cheated on you or 

your business partner betrayed you or your cancer test came back positive or your house went 

into foreclosure or you lost the baby you waited so long for or the parent you need now more 

than ever or that one of your children has gone astray or your husband is chronically ill or you 

are chronically ill or your business failed or your prayers weren’t answered the way you wanted 

them to be. 

It doesn’t matter—it all hurts the same. And a lot of times it leaves you to crash to the ground 

in a botched emergency landing. 

There’s one truth that ties it all together, though, that you will fly again. You will.  

We humans, we fly with our hearts. All we need is hope and faith. When we lose that, that’s 

what puts us under the tree, flightless, watching everyone else and wondering what happened. 

I know it’s hard to find hope and it’s hard to find faith when we feel like the whole world just 

got swept out from under us. When we feel like we are too full of holes to be anything but 

empty. But, I promise, you can fly again, and you will. I know that. Let me tell you how I know. 

I discovered a couple of things recently. One, there are over 17,000 different species of 

butterflies; and two, there are over 10,000 different species of birds. I also learned that the 

anatomy of a wing is so super-high-tech that it absolutely, positively has to be by divine design. 

I learned that God takes all of His masterpieces very seriously. He gives his winged things, and 

all of His creatures, great and small, everything they need to be successful, to fly, and not just 

to fly, to soar. (Unless you are a chicken, but I’m sure there’s a big huge reason that they don’t 

have soaring wings, but hot wings instead.) 

And I didn’t just learn this recently, but a very long time ago I learned that even though we are 

all human beings (created in God’s image) there are millions of different kinds of us and that we 

are all made with everything we need. And unlike wings on a bird or a butterfly, we fly with our 

hearts. 

And we were meant to soar. 

Let me show you and tell you how I know. This is about as personal as I have ever gotten, even 

though anyone who has ever read my blog knows I am a pretty open book. I put it all out there, 

take it or leave it, love it or hate it, this is me with no apologies, none. What I am about to show 
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you is extremely personal. And let me tell you why I am sharing this. Lately I have received so 

many letters and emails from people who are in pain—so much pain—and I have tried so hard 

to keep up with personally answering each, that I decided it was time to admit how broken I 

had been at one time and how ashamed I felt for being in pain. Weird to feel ashamed that you 

can’t fly, but we do. At least, I know I did.  

 

Above is an image of my personal secret. I made this sculpture one night when I could not find 

any words. Then, when it was done, I put it in a dark box, put the lid on and left it there for 

many months.  

I did not want anyone to ever see it because in all honesty, this sculpture was me. And it is/was 

you, if you are broken or ever have been broken.  

This sculpture is wingless and hairless and clothe-less and eye-less and hopeless. This was 

where I was. I knew that the only thing I could do was to give my heart to God. (That is what is 

in the sculpture’s hand.) I felt like my arms and my legs were barely attached to my body 

(attached by just a thin string) and my wings were not attached at all. I did not know how I was 

even breathing because my heart was not in my body, but in my hand.  All that I had left was 

enough hope to hand my heart off to God, to beg to Him to help me fix my wings. That was all I 

had left in me. I was crying out and begging … begging for the courage and strength and the will 

to fly again. 

My hope in sharing this it that it helps you to know that I have been there, and I know that you 

will fly again. I know it because I did. And it is miraculous and beautiful and amazing, and now I 
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can see the birds under the trees where I used to be. Not only see them, but really, really feel 

them so much that I have to tell them what I know—and I know you will fly again! 

Something else I learned … What to do when you find an injured bird? According to the 

Ornithology Society,  

Place an injured bird in a covered box (with air holes punched in it), and keep it in a warm, quiet 

place. Do not try to administer first aid or offer food or water to the bird, and avoid lifting the 

lid to check on its condition. The less it sees of you, the less stress it will experience, and the 

better its chances for recovery will be. 

Exactly what I had done with my little sculpture—put it in a dark box, put a lid on it, and let it 

be.   

So, are you giving yourself a break? Are you letting yourself heal up? Do you understand that 

it’s okay if you need to be left alone to get things figured out?  

For me, once I was in that “covered box and in a warm quiet place,” I was really able to let God 

do what He needed to do for me, but that took a lot of trust. That was toward the end of 2007, 

when I closed for restoration. I really did, too. We moved way out into the country, an hour 

away from everything, for a whole year. That wasn’t planned on my part, but looking back it 

was exactly what I needed. 

Here’s what happened in an uneventful, natural way, with no big ceremony or any warning—

the lid just came off the box. 

I sat there for a moment, and tried to fly. And guess what? I still knew how! And now I am flying 

a little bit more every day! I feel so good, especially when I think about how I believed my flying 

days were over. But, oh no, no way, that’s not the kind of life that was meant for any of us. We 

were born to soar! 

So here I am, a flying birdie, even though I am not one of the really fast birds or one of the 

elegant or exotic birds.  I am who I am and I am flying once again. It was time for me to fly 

again, and it was not on my time because I would have chosen for it to come much sooner. But 

it was on God’s time, and “God is never early or late, but always right on time,” in the words of 

Egonda’s daddy, one of my greatest teachers. 

I will end with a final message from my sage friend, Mary Kay. Earlier this year, we sat in her 

Pilates studio and as she always does, she said some very wise words. She said, “I wish that 

New Year’s resolution did not come in January.  January is the worst, most unnatural time … 

everything is dormant and we cannot plant or grow anything. This is just not natural. Winter is 

for rest, renewal, and recharging. Spring is for growth and spring will come soon enough.” And I 
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then realized that flying is this way too. Some years we are in the winter of our life and it seems 

like nothing is happening, that everything has stopped and is cold and lifeless. But it is only a 

season, and then spring comes and we can fly again.  

You will fly again! Now, go make a list of all the things you can do while you are in your little 

box. Rest, mend, heal, take time for yourself … because before you know it, you will be soaring. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Melody Ross - artist, writer, seeker. 

From very humble beginnings, Melody Ross has come to be one of the most well-known names 

in the art and design community. From her original company, Chatterbox, to her current 
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positivity in the face of adversity; her hard-earned wisdom; and her loving, free spirit. In 
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of teacher, having created and facilitated life-changing curriculums for both live retreats and 

online courses through the Brave Girls Club that have literally changed thousands of lives.  

Melody has authored and published 15 books, manufactured and sold thousands of products 

that have become collectors’ items, and won countless awards for product innovation. 

Melody’s art, products and books have been featured on many television programs and 

magazines. 

In 2009, Melody stepped away from Chatterbox to start Brave Girls Club with her sister, Kathy 

Wilkins. It has exploded into a worldwide organization that combines art with life skills to help 

women live bravely and joyfully, know that they are beloved, and create the beautiful lives they 

want to live. Melody also now licenses several product lines including an extensive gift and 
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More than anything, Melody loves being a wife and mother. She has enjoyed living her life in 

beautiful rural Idaho with her husband of over 20 years, with whom she is head over heels 

madly in love. They love to spend time together with their 5 creative, fun and amazing children. 

The entire family is very involved in Brave Girls Club and they also enjoy & support each other 

in many other activities. 

"I believe in the goodness of others and of life, and in seeking beauty and truth and fun and 

unity and extreme bravery. And when I can't find it ... I believe in going out and creating it." 

(Melody Ross)  

 

Find more of Melody's writings and learn about the Brave Girls Club at 

www.bravegirlsclub.com. 
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Are You Worried? The Upside of Negativity 

 

by Nisha Moodley 

 

A few weeks ago, I ran my first half-marathon. Until the night before the race, I was totally 

freaked out. I hadn’t really trained, my sneakers weren’t broken in, my race shorts hadn’t 

arrived, my hip was hurting, blah, blah, blah. I had a million reasons why this was a bad idea. 

Sitting in bed the night before the race, my mind wandered to fantasies of how I could get out 

of my commitment. I’ll spare you the details, but one fantasy involved somehow magically 

manifesting a mysterious illness. Geez. 

Once I caught my manic mind and reeled her back in, I had to get real with myself. Am I going 

to run this race or not? 

Yes, I wanted the sense of accomplishment that finishing the race would give me, but I was 

afraid. I decided to look a little deeper… 

I quickly did an exercise in practical pessimism…with a feminine twist: 

This exercise is from The 4-Hour Workweek, by Tim Ferriss. Here are the questions that Tim 

posed and I answered (the book contains more questions, but these were most relevant to my 

specific freak-out): 

Instructions: If you are nervous about making the jump or simply putting it off out of fear of the 

unknown, here is your antidote. Write down your answers, and keep in mind that thinking a lot 

will not prove as fruitful or prolific as simply brain vomiting on the page. Write and do not edit – 

aim for volume. Spend a few minutes on each answer. 

 

1. Define your nightmare, the absolute worst that could happen if you did what you are 

considering. What doubt, fears, and “what-ifs” pop up as you consider the big changes you can 

– or need – to make? Envision them in painstaking detail. Would it be the end of your life? What 

would be the permanent impact, if any, on a scale of 1-10? Are these things really permanent? 

How likely do you think it is that they would actually happen? 

2. What steps could you take to repair the damage or get things back on the upswing, even if 

temporarily? Chances are, it’s easier than you imagine. How could you get things under control? 
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3. What are the outcomes or benefits, both temporary and permanent, of more probable 

scenarios? Now that you’ve defined the nightmare, what are the most probable or definite 

positive outcomes, whether internal (confidence, self-esteem, etc.) or external? What would the 

impact of these more likely outcomes be on a scale of 1-10? How likely is it that you could 

produce at least a moderately good outcome? Have less intelligent people done this before and 

pulled it off? 

4. What is it costing you – financially, emotionally, and physically – to postpone action? Don’t 

only evaluate the potential downside of action. It is equally important to measure the atrocious 

cost of inaction. If you don’t pursue those things that excite you, where would you be in one 

year, five years, and ten years? How will you feel having allowed circumstance to impose itself 

upon you and having allowed ten more years of your finite life to pass doing what you know will 

not fulfill you? If you telescope out ten years and know with 100 percent certainty that it is a 

path of disappointment and regret, and if we define risk as “the likelihood of an irreversible 

negative outcome,” inaction is the greatest risk of all. 

 

The Feminine Twist: 

I realized that part of my fear of running the race was that I didn’t trust myself to take care of 

myself in each moment (“What if I’m injured but keep going anyway?”). In speaking with other 

women over the past few weeks, I’ve realized that I’m not alone in this. Being natural nurturers, 

women tend to want to make sure everyone is happy. This nurturing nature is beautiful, but 

when part of its manifestation is sacrificing our own well-being and happiness, it’s unhealthy. In 

the past, I have often disrespected my own boundaries in an attempt to make other people 

happy.  As it turns out, the people I love want me to be happy, too. 

If you haven’t always made the healthiest choices for yourself or listened to your gut, you will 

naturally feel unsafe when stepping into new territory. This is, in part, because you don’t trust 

yourself to have your own back! The best way to express your beautiful nurturing nature while 

going after what you want is to be sure your self-care stays intact. 

After answering the questions above, I added these two questions: 

5. What is the first sign of being off-track? Rather than wait until I am crippled at the side of 

the course, it would be good to know what the first sign of trouble is and adjust accordingly. I 

wrote down the first signs that I felt my body would whisper. 

6. What can I promise myself? It would be easy to hear those first whispers – the first signs of 

trouble in my body – and ignore them. I had to make a promise to myself that I would 
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continually bring myself back into my body to check-in, and if there were warning signs, I would 

act on them.   

 

The Result: 

I finished the race! I ran the first 12k (only stopping for water) and for the last 9k I did run/walk 

cycles. I stayed connected with my body, listening to her (not my mind, which encouraged me 

to bail and go eat a cheeseburger), and heeding her wisdom. I felt so proud that I burst into 

tears at the finish line. I didn’t know what I was capable of until I did it. 

 

Why Being Negative Can Be Positive: 

If you, like me, have read a zillion self-help books, you’ve probably learned plenty about the 

value of positive thinking. While I consider myself an optimist (I generally assume that people’s 

intentions are good, for example), I can’t deny the fact that I have fears. Rather than ignore 

them, invalidate them, “conquer” or “crush” them, I choose to give them a voice. Why? 

Sometimes what I mistake as fear is my intuition trying to tell me something, like “Hey, don’t 

cross the road yet there’s a car coming.”  I should at least listen. 

When we don’t hear out our fears, they can generate inaction. Have you ever thought of doing 

something, only to be met with the thought “Yeah, but what if ______?” When that happens, 

we often stop dead in our tracks and immediately start thinking about something else; we ditch 

our desires. We’ll never move ahead if we don’t engage with fear. 

 

Courage in Action 

Step 1: Think of something you’re considering doing, but are afraid of doing. 

Step 2: Take out a piece of paper and a pen and answer the questions above. Here they are 

again: 

1. What is the absolute worst that could happen if you did what you are considering? 

2. What steps could you take to repair the damage or get things back on the upswing, even if 

temporarily? 
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3. What are the outcomes or benefits, both temporary and permanent, of more probable 

scenarios? 

4. What is it costing you – financially, emotionally, and physically – to postpone action? 

5. Once you start, what is the first sign of being off-track? 

6. What can you promise yourself? 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step.”   

-- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

About the Author: 
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The True Story of How I Lost My Mother and Found a Tribe 

 

by Amy Pearson 

 

Hi. My name is Amy and I am addicted to approval. 

I have been in recovery for about three years. But once an addict, always an addict, as they say. 

I didn’t always think of myself as an approval addict. I lived most of my life in denial. I was the 

golden child. In high school I was girl of the year, homecoming queen, captain of the dance 

team. I was the first kid in the family to go to college and graduate with honors. I married the 

perfect guy. We bought a house. We drove Volkswagens. What more could there be? 

A common theme Oprah Winfrey touches on is that the universe is always trying to get our 

attention. It may start out as a whisper, but if you don’t listen, the truth will knock you upside 

the head. In my case, I had just finished a Master’s degree and was working as a research 

assistant for a progressive think tank outside of Portland. I was also pregnant with twins – the 

culmination of five years of infertility hell. On the night of November 30th 2007, my brother 

showed up at the door unexpected. Six months pregnant, I was drafting a report on the home 

mortgage interest deduction. Dad was frantic, he said. Mom went to bed with a book. When he 

found her, she wasn’t breathing. It sounded bad, he said. Very, very bad. 

The mind is funny. Sometimes things are just too big to grasp. I told my brother not to freak 

out. “You know dad,” I told him, “she’s probably fine.” And I believed it, one hundred percent. 

A few minutes later, I was hauling my enormously pregnant body into the car. On the way to 

the hospital, I phoned my siblings. It was late and I couldn’t get in touch with my sister. I asked 

my niece to drive over to her condo and find a way to break into the grounds. Still, I wondered 

if all this was necessary. Mom was probably fine. 

I continued to believe it until I got to the hospital. Well until I walked into the room where they 

were trying to resuscitate her. There was my mother sprawled out on a gurney, completely 

nude, while doctors hovered over her, desperately trying to revive her pale, limp body. That is 

when I knew things were not, in fact, fine. 

They did manage to regain a pulse. I asked an ER doctor if she was going to be okay. His 

response was vague; he didn’t look me in the eye. Later a neurologist confirmed that she had 

very little chance of surviving without the help of life support. So we took her off the machines 

and spent the next two days watching her die. 

Time had stopped. 
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Three months later, Alice and Anthony were born. Home from the hospital, sleep deprived and 

surrounded by breast pump equipment, bottles, feeding schedules, diapers, formula, nursing 

pads, pacifiers and books titled things like “what to expect the first year,” I remember staring 

down at those two helpless beings sprawled out on my bed. 

Time was still a non-issue. 

It’s interesting what happens when one gets knocked upside the head. Although I felt as though 

I was in a fog, some things became desperately clear. I didn’t care about the home mortgage 

income tax deduction, or the federal definition of taxable income, or the 2007 – 2009 legislative 

bienniums. Aside from a solid night of sleep, all I really wanted to do was read about things like 

astrology, past life regression, and near death experiences. I openly and unapologetically 

devoured books by Brian Weiss, Raymond Moody, Sonia Choquette, to name a few. The kind of 

books that important people—people who are smart enough to end poverty or solve the 

hunger problem—don’t read. But in my grief stricken and sleep-deprived state, these were the 

books that fed my soul. 

And so it began. My metamorphosis. 

Eventually my supernatural book binge led me to one called Expecting Adam, by Martha Beck. 

A Harvard intellectual gives up her life as an academic to give birth to her Down Syndrome son. 

In the process, she experiences all sorts of unexplainable things, angelic encounters, white light 

experiences, paranormal phenomena and just plain crazy synchronicities. This memoir was 

about as woo-woo as it got for me at that time, yet it sang to me. I wanted more. So I 

purchased my first self-help title, Finding Your Own North Star, also by Martha Beck. I began to 

reassess the life I had created up until this point. On the outside, it looked all shiny and sparkly 

but inside a quiet and increasingly desperate yearning followed me everywhere I went. 

I had created an elaborate façade. I thought the exterior would help me be happy. If I looked 

good, if I dressed right, if I had the degrees, the awards, the guy, the house, the kids, I would be 

fulfilled. People would gaze adoringly as I passed by flashing them a confident smile. They’d 

whisper, “That’s Amy Pearson. Do you know her? Did you hear she single handedly wrote a 

report that wiped out the home mortgage tax deduction freeing up enough money in the 

legislature to eliminate hunger in Oregon? How does she do all that and stay so thin…?!” they 

would marvel. 

The realization that there might be more to life than the near constant time and feeding of my 

sparkly, shiny exterior led to—what by academic standards—was nearly unthinkable and 

certainly laughable … I became a life coach. 
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Martha Beck and her unruly cast of characters became my tribe. The most powerful thing I 

learned as a coach in training is that I, and I alone, am responsible for creating my inner state. It 

doesn’t matter whether people marvel at my gold stars or not; it’s up to me to feel good from 

the inside. As I coach, I learn how create an inner life that is so shiny and sparkly I don’t care 

who notices it. 

Now in addition to my own coaching practice, I work for Martha Beck, teaching classes and 

training coaches. 

I decided to write this because it took me nearly 37 years to notice I had a problem. I hope you 

get it much sooner. But if you don’t, it’s my hope that this article sets you free before the 

universe knocks you upside the head. 

So here are the “ah-ha” moments I’d like to share: 

1. Having a persona is not the problem. We all have them. But does your persona allow other 

people to get to know the real you or does it hide the real you? If you’re using your persona to 

hide, you’ve got a problem. Here’s a clue, if you’re exhausted you are probably addicted to 

approval. My persona required constant work – a Master’s degree, a policy job, staying 

continuously up-to-the-minute on current events. How much time and energy do you give away 

doing stuff you don’t want to do to maintain that shiny and sparkly exterior? 

2. It all starts with permission. Stop judging yourself for what you want. But wait Amy, what I 

want is unacceptable, irrational, not practical and just plain stupid (and besides it’s selfish), you 

argue. Well I respectfully call bullshit. Quoting the great Brooke Castillo, “The extent you don’t 

know what it is you want is the extent you won’t ever get it.” She also says that what we want 

is code for directions to our destiny. And I agree, 100 percent. 

3. It takes a tribe. Quoting Martha Beck, “The unit of biological survival for a human is one 

individual. But for emotional survival it’s two. Everyone needs at least one compassionate 

witness to their experience.” Finding my tribe helped me to break free from my limited 

perspective. It helped me think bigger, see new opportunities, find a new normal for myself, 

but most importantly it helped me to learn the difference between fitting in and truly 

belonging. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Are you constantly seeking the approval of others? If so, take a look at where it is getting you in 

life and in love. I can almost guarantee that those who love you are not going to judge you and 
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tell you that you don’t measure up. Those who love you want you to be happy and probably 

don’t even realize you have this approval addiction. 

Start to notice whether your persona is taking over and how it is affecting you. Awareness is the 

first step. 

Then check in—will this really get you the things you want? Are you really happy with the 

facade you have created? 

Then start breaking down the walls, little by little. Stop the voices that tell you that you aren’t 

good enough or that you shouldn’t be just reading a book. Notice these false beliefs and start to 

put a stop to them.   

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who 

matter don't mind.” -- Bernard M. Baruch 
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My Inner Critic 

 

by Chantelle Adams 

 

Stop right now ... What were you just thinking? The average person has over 50,000 thoughts 

per day and a vast majority of those thoughts tend to be negative in nature.   

I did a little experiment where I tried really hard to keep track of my negative thoughts in a tally 

format, and before 9:00am I had already racked a lot of unwanted points. Most of these 

thoughts were based in fear. 

I also noticed that in focusing on the negative thoughts, I was feeling worse! Our thoughts 

ultimately affect our emotions, and our emotions really decide our actions. Thus, our thoughts, 

in the grand scheme of things, decide our destiny. 

In becoming more aware of my thoughts, I noticed that I was very critical and often compared 

myself with other successful, beautiful and seemingly perfect women!   

Some of the common recurring messages in my head were, “Who do you think you are wanting 

to be a successful entrepreneur? You don’t have a degree ... Who is going to listen to you? So 

many other moms have it all together ... Why can’t you do it all? Do you really have something 

to say that others need to hear?” 

The first key to silencing your inner critic is awareness.   

So often I didn’t even realize the negative messages that played around and around in my head. 

Once I became aware of these thoughts I trained myself to recognize when they were not 

coming from a place of truth, which is often the case.   

If I look at the messages more closely, I can see how there is a positive or less negative way to 

see every statement. I am able to forgive myself for my shortcomings and accept myself for 

who I am and then reassure my inner critic that I am doing the very best I can do, and am in 

exactly the place I need to be right now. As I do this, I naturally sigh and feel a great weight 

lifted as I give myself permission to just be. 

The other tactic I use to combat my inner critic is to fill that space with affirming truths that 

empower, inspire and allow me to be at peace with who I am and where I am at that exact 

point in my life.   
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In my truth I see the beauty that surrounds me. I see the goodness in my heart and the little 

miracles that happen each and every day.   

I remember clearly a time in my life when I was frustrated with not being further ahead, and I 

saw women all over the place who seemed to be living the life of my dreams. My inner critic 

delighted in rubbing this in my face.   

I distinctly remember one phrase that was repeated over and over: “You never finish anything 

you start!”   

This was something I believed and it was really limiting my potential.   

Then I finally took a step back and did the two steps I have shared with you: first I became 

aware and recognized my critical thoughts, and then I took a look to see if this was true.   

As I looked over my life, I saw that I had many passions and interests and I loved learning and 

trying new things. Perhaps I needed to focus on the fact that I love new ideas and see new 

possibilities around every corner, rather than focus on the statement that I never finish 

anything ... I am multi-passionate!  

Once I changed the way I thought about this critical statement I saw that in my life I had not 

been afraid to try different business ventures, quite a few of them, but that I was always able to 

tune in and know when it wasn’t a right fit and cut the ties before getting in too deep. This 

meant that I never went into debt for my business ventures and it lead me to really zone in on 

what I most wanted to do and what I was really good at. Through starting all of these things I 

learned new skills and uncovered new strengths.  

This was a great process for me to learn and grow, as well as have the opportunity to meet 

many amazing people whom I wouldn’t have met otherwise.   

This process of challenging my limiting belief based in fear was so empowering, as I began to 

see these perceived failures for what they were: stepping stones to success. 

As I did step number two, filling my mind with the positive, I realized that the statement, “I 

never finish anything!” wasn’t true. I just like to start things. I am a possibilitarian, an idea 

creator. I am a creative soul who loves to create, and that is good. I am me, and that is good. 

As we become more aware of our thoughts, and are able to really see our inner critics for who 

they are, and then decipher the truth in our story while filling our minds with messages of love 

for ourselves and our lives, then we will find those critics bearing their ugly heads less and less. 

And when they do, we will have the tools to give them the smack down they deserve! 
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Courage in Action 

 

Be aware of your inner critic and take steps to silence her for good. 

1. Take some time to be still with your thoughts and notice the limiting beliefs based in fear 

that you are telling yourself. 

2. Then take those limiting beliefs, one at a time, and challenge them. Look at them in a positive 

light, from a different perspective to see the good in them and in you. Search for the lesson, the 

gift and the growth. 

3. Next, fill you mind with new beliefs based in love and courage. 

4. Write down your new beliefs on sticky notes and put them up as reminders next to your bed, 

on your bathroom mirror, on the fridge ... so you can see and read them often and remind 

yourself that you are strong enough, beautiful enough, brave enough, capable enough and able 

to notice the blessing in the struggle, the lesson in the tragedy and the truth in every message.   

Re-write your story and remember that anything is possible. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Chantelle Adams is a highly sought after motivational speaker (delivering over 150 

presentations a year), author, courage igniter and passionate do-gooder. Her mission is to teach 

our future leaders (aka our kids) to be confident, courageous and compassionate while giving 

the rest of us (aka the adults) tools to soar and live our most courageous lives. 

(www.chantelleadams.com) 
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Chantelle has started The Courage Revolution and is on a mission to face all of her fears and 

help others do the same. The Courage to Fly Project was born because of this desire and she 

has joined forces with the most amazing women on the planet to spread the message of hope, 

freedom and courage for all while raising money to give kids in Nicaragua a chance for a 

brighter future. (www.couragetoflyproject.com and www.thecouragerevolution.com)  

Claim your Free Courage Igniter Session here: http://couragetoflyproject.com/courage-igniter-

session/ 
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Embrace the Pace of Your Success! 

 

by Erin Cox 

 

Big dreamers can accomplish amazing feats when their energy is aligned with divine purpose. 

Once you’ve become clear about your purpose, it’s important to dive in and take as many steps 

as you can in the direction of your dream life. It might scare you, but living slightly beyond your 

comfort zone is the perfect place to be. It’s also completely okay to take calculated risks, such 

as staying at a good-paying, but life-sucking job to fund your big vision, and then doing what 

you can with the time and resources you have. It can be frustrating and slower than you’d like, 

but easing into the discomfort and embracing whatever pace life brings you is key to being a 

joyful and successful spirit-driven entrepreneur. 

Maintaining clarity around your vision as you are leaning forward is absolutely crucial. Through 

meditation, it became clear that being away from my family long hours to work in the 

environmental engineering field was no longer serving me. Problematically, the “other” thing I 

was supposed to be doing was a fuzzy, amorphous, longing. Through journaling and taking quiet 

time alone, this fuzzy knowing became a focused mission. 

Once I was in alignment with my life’s purpose of making the world a better place through my 

writing and speaking (other than being the very best wife and mom I possibly could) the doors 

of opportunity swung wide open. Initially, success came to me at an amazingly fast pace. I was 

clear about my mission and just kept taking steps in the direction of my dream life. 

And then … fear of failure nearly paralyzed me. The flow of blessings slowed to a trickle. I was 

so frustrated and overwhelmed with trying to force success and balance time for my business 

with time for my family that I sometimes wanted to just give up. I felt like I was failing 

everywhere—in my business, in keeping my home, and in being a wonderful mom and partner. 

But the aligned part of me knew better. 

My highest self knew I was far from a failure. I finally moved out of fear, and into acceptance. 

I started fully trusting in divine timing once again and gave up on trying to make everything 

happen as quickly as possible out of sheer sweat, tears, and consuming effort. 

Success takes a lot of time and effort, but it should light you up and feel like pure joy! 
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Trusting in divine timing, or the pace at which everything is meant to happen, is not easy, but it 

is the most authentic and sustainable path to real success. In this place of openness and 

trusting, you can fully engage where you are. 

Calm your mind, take deep breaths, and stop worrying. Be still and quiet, and your next steps 

will come to you. Move forward in the path of your authentic success, balancing your life in the 

best way you can. If you’re a mom of young children like I am, then there will be many days 

when you absolutely can’t put in the long hours. It can make you feel like everyone is dashing 

out ahead of you and you’re being left in their dust, rocking your sleepy baby. Trust me, you are 

exactly where you’re supposed to be. The accomplishment will be there for you next week 

when you have a little more time, or even next year. Just believe. 

Worry does not empty tomorrow of its sorrow, it empties today of its strength. – Leo Buscaglia 

Know with confidence that you have an amazing gift to share with the world. Be quiet, and 

you’ll start hearing what it is if you’re unsure. Once you’ve set out in the direction of sharing 

that gift with full trust in divine timing, the world will feel generous, loving, and supportive. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Take time to be still and allow your dreams the time they need to unfold. This doesn’t mean 

you should just sit and wait, but don’t allow yourself to get swept up in the stress of forcing 

success sooner than it is meant to. Take time to enjoy the ride, the lessons and the growth 

along the way.  

 

About the Author: 
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Erin Cox is on a mission to revolutionize motherhood into a hotter, healthier, and more joyful 

experience, as outlined in her bestselling new book, One Hot Mama: The Guide to Getting Your 

Mind and Body Back After Baby (Hay House, Nov. 2012). Her powerful messages ring true for all 

women – that we need to take utmost care of our physical, mental, and spiritual well-being so 

we have energy and joy to pursue our passions and be the partners and parents we have always 

aspired to be. 

Erin has become an expert in leading a peaceful, healthy, fulfilled life as a mother through her 

personal experiences since delivering her first child in 2006. As the wife of an Air Force F-15 

pilot, Erin has moved four times since her wedding in 2002. As a result, she has bonded with 

and learned from mothers from all over the world. Erin also worked in water resources science 

and engineering before upheaving her life and following her dream of inspiring women with her 

writing and speaking. Erin’s mission is to nurture and support women so they can love and feel 

good about themselves, live their dream lives, and offer their best selves to their loved ones. 

She can be found practicing yoga, snuggling with her three precious kids, or having a glass of 

wine with her husband, Steve, at her home in Klamath Falls, Oregon. 

To learn more, connect with her at www.erincox.com. 
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How Do You Go for Your Dreams, when Those around You Don’t Support 

You? 
 

by Mercedes Maidana 

 

Are you upset because your family, your partner, or your friends don’t support you in your 

pursuit of your dreams? 

Have you ever shared a great business idea, or a life goal with a loved one, only to find that 

their response is indifference or lack of trust in your ability to succeed? They may even tell you 

that you are going to fail. 

If you’ve been holding back from going after your dreams, or if you’re trying to make your 

dreams work but feel defeated due to the lack of support, then this is an opportunity for you to 

reclaim your power. 

When we listen to the voices around us, follow them and believe them, we are giving our 

power away to others, or even to our own fears. 

We all feel fearful when we are pursuing something big in our lives. It is scary to drop what 

you’ve been doing for years and take a different path. It is scary to invest money in a project 

that you don’t know is going to be profitable. Nothing in this life is certain (well they say that 

only taxes and death are). 

When we go after our dreams, we need to use every inch of our self-confidence to build a 

foundation of faith that will support us in the shaky times. 

We need to understand that when others around us are not showing us their support, it’s not 

because they hate us, that they’re mean, or that they don’t believe in us. No, it is actually the 

other way around. Most of the time, our friends and family don’t have the trust, imagination, 

confidence or courage to go after their own dreams, or to believe that their own lives could be 

bigger and better than what they have now. So they reflect back to us their beliefs, their 

hardships, and their scars from past failures. 

The other possibility is that they can sense the doubt that is coming from you, because you 

don’t trust yourself enough. When they reflect your own lack of confidence back to you, you 

may see it as the lack of support. This is why it is so important that we own our dreams and 

believe in ourselves before we ask for the support of others. When we live in doubt, doubt is 

reflected back to us. But when we stand in confidence, trust is reflected back to us. 
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This is not about making others wrong so you can be right. This is about you living your best life. 

You owe it to yourself and you owe it to those around you (yes, even the non-believers).The 

best service that you can do for yourself, and everyone around you, is to live your dreams, so 

you can shine from within and touch others with your light. 

When you believe more in the fear than in the possibility, or when you doubt yourself 

enough to quit pursuing your path, you’re giving your power away and you’re doing a 

disservice to your soul. 

When I was twenty-six years old, I decided that I wanted to become a professional big wave 

surfer. This was only five years after I started surfing. My dream was to be sponsored by the 

clothing company Patagonia, so I could travel the world chasing big waves all year round. I was 

dreaming big, and those around me had their doubts in the beginning. I couldn’t blame them. 

What I wanted to accomplish seemed crazy! 

What if I drowned surfing big waves? Most professional surfers start surfing at a very young 

age, and I got a late start. Nothing was working to my advantage: I didn’t know anyone who 

could open the doors of the surfing industry for me, I had a long way to go to become a big 

wave surfer, I had no money to pay for my trips and boards, and the people around me were 

telling me that I was CRA-ZY- LOCA. 

But do you know what kept me going? 

I had a passion pulsing in my heart that I couldn’t contain anymore. 

That passion marked my path and opened one door after the next. That passion helped me 

drop one big wave after another. 

I gave it my all. I worked my butt off training daily for hours on end. I studied my sport, showed 

up swell after swell, and returned to the lineup after mean wipeouts, long wave hold-downs, 

broken boards, a broken nose, stitches, bruises, and four visits to the ER in a matter of two 

surfing seasons. I gave it my all because I was committed to making it happen. I was committed 

to my dream, all the way to the end. I’d rather live my life to the fullest and die doing so, than 

live a tamed life that wasn’t fulfilling to my soul. 

Three years after I set my dream into motion, I signed a contract with Patagonia and began 

traveling all over the world surfing, while representing my favorite company in the world. 

Do you know what happened to those around me who didn’t believe in me at first? 
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They became my number one cheerleaders. Why? Because they saw my commitment toward 

making my dream come true. They saw that I was not joking around, and that I was not just 

talking about what I wanted. They saw me doing it – over and over again, until I was living it. 

By taking action, we silence all those voices around us and within us. This is not about you 

convincing others of your potential. This is about living your life to your full potential. 

I am sharing this story with you because I know how it feels when you want something really 

bad, and those around you don’t understand you, don’t support you, or don’t believe in you. 

You only need one person in this world to believe in you – yourself. 

Be your biggest fan. Become your biggest supporter. Go take life by the horns. The moment is 

here. It’s now. It’s for you to make it happen. So GO! 

 

Courage in Action: 

Have you ever felt unsupported in your dreams? Do those you love dismiss your big ideas as 

impossible? If you answered yes to these questions I want you to take this article to heart and 

start now to believe and to take action. 

Write down what your big dream is and get specific. Write down when you want to reach this 

big goal by and then break it down into smaller chunks. Now, start taking action, no more 

sitting around daydreaming, it is time to start living those dreams! 

 

Quote to Ponder: 

“It is a blessed thing that in every age someone has had the individuality enough and courage 

enough to stand by his own convictions.” -- Robert G. Ingersoll 

 

About the Author: 
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Mercedes is a Motivational Speaker, Business and Abundance Life Coach and Patagonia Surf 

Ambassador. She has been a three-time consecutive finalist at the XXL Billabong Big Wave 

Awards, nominated as one of the top three female big wave surfers in the world 

(2009/2010/2011).   

Through her work as a coach, Mercedes guides women to go for their dreams and to take the 

necessary action steps to live life to their highest potential. Mercedes is based in Hawaii, but 

travels the world surfing while inspiring others to follow their dreams through her motivational 

talks and writing. She is currently working on her first book, a guide to manifest our dream life. 

http://mercedesmaidana.com/ 
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The Moment Everything Changed 

 

by Taylor Conroy 

 

No idea if this will hit home for anyone like it did for me. This is just something that was a 

turning point in my life. Something that made things very clear. And something I will never 

forget doing. 

It was October, 2011. I was sitting in my little downtown condo in Victoria working on my 

laptop and white-boarding business stuff (I am thoroughly obsessed with whiteboards). After 

having my first sip of a hot Americano, I opened up my Gmail and saw a message there from my 

girlfriend. It had two website links for some non-profit organizations that she had told me 

about a couple days prior. One was for Bobby Bear, an organization dedicated to assisting rape 

victims in South Africa. The other was for RAWA, which exists to serve women in Afghanistan 

who are victims of incredible domestic violence. 

I went to the Bobby Bear page and watched a video trailer for the documentary they had 

recently filmed. The video showed how Bobby Bear—made of material you can write on with a 

felt marker is used to help young rape victims who don’t feel comfortable talking about their 

rape. Instead of talking about it, the girls, some as young as 11—can draw an X on the area of 

the bear’s body to signify the area that their perpetrator touched on them. In the interview I 

saw, there were multiple Xs drawn by a 12 year old. 

I watched that video, and as my eyes blurred with tears, I opened the RAWA page only to find 

even more violence—pictures of women who had been abused so badly by their husbands that 

they had chosen to burn themselves with kerosene. Sometimes they did it with hopes of dying, 

sometimes in an effort to become so unattractive that they would be disowned, and sometimes 

as a silent protest. 

Then it happened. I broke down. I cried like I can’t remember ever crying. Two years (since I 

first started to get involved in philanthropic work) of learning how so many people have to live 

in this world, came crashing down like the Hoover Dam letting go. I fell to my knees and the 

following words came rushing out of my mouth with pure sincerity, “Okay, okay, okay, I am 

done. I am done living for just myself. I need to help. I am ready to devote my life to the world. I 

am so sorry it has taken this long. I am sorry. I am sorry. I am sorry.” 

I vowed then and there to devote my life to the world for all of 2012. I would use the remaining 

time in 2011 to get everything together as much as possible, and then use all of my resources to 
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improve as many lives as I could in as big of a way as I could. I picked “one year” because my 

mind, like most human minds, can’t comprehend “for life,” or much more than a couple years, 

tops. I wanted something I could commit to and a situation where I knew I would be okay 

financially—you can’t do much good for others if you are worried about how you are going to 

pay for your own next meal. 

This is what I did to determine how I would be spending my year … 

I got out my trusty whiteboard, closed my eyes to get in touch with my heart, and asked myself 

two questions. 

The first question, “If I had everything I needed, didn’t care about my own well-being 

whatsoever, and I had to decide how I could be of the most service humanly possible … What 

would I do?” 

The answers flowed out: 

1. Set up a fundraising platform to help any individual raise $10,000 in three hours. 

2. Set up a fundraising platform so NGOs and non-profits can use it to raise their annual 

fundraising targets in 60 days or less (letting them to stop focusing on fundraising and just focus 

on doing the good they are there to do). 

3. Film a documentary/show featuring people that are doing incredible things for the world (in 

hopes of inspiring millions of others to get involved too). 

4. Automate the Early Entrepreneurs Experiment which teaches kids to be entrepreneurs, how 

business can do social good, what is really going on in other parts of the world, and how 

amazing it feels to give, so that any teacher can do it in their school. 

5. Spread meditation. 

6. Write a book on the motivators of giving. 

7. Write a book called Destroy Normal that inspires others to get involved in philanthropy and 

to live an awesome and authentic life. 

Then, I asked myself a second question. I asked this one because I know that in order to be able 

to help others fully, you first have to help yourself. To make others happy, you first have to be 

happy. And to be of as much service as possible, you need to have the health and energy to do 

it. So, second question: “If I didn’t give a rats a** about philanthropy or helping anyone, and I 

only thought about what I wanted, and I could do whatever I wanted every day, what would I 

do?” 
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These answers came out easy too: 

1. Surf every day. 

2. Spend time with my partner and her daughter. 

3. Build cool businesses (I love entrepreneurship). 

4. Meditate all the time. 

5. Travel a ton. 

6. Sell my company. 

7. Spend time with my family 

I didn’t mean for there to be seven each. It just happened. And after it did I looked at the two 

lists and had a profound experience. The first thought was, “The fundraising system is all online 

… I don’t need to live here to do it,” and then, “Filming the documentary would let me travel a 

ton … and I could probably write those books better in a place that was super nice and I could 

surf every day.” 

The lists, though they began with questions that seemed like opposites, fit together perfectly. 

What was good for me was good for the world. And I saw exactly how I could do it all. 

Sixty days later I had sold my business, agreed with my girlfriend that we would move to Costa 

Rica (some of the best surf in the world), hired a programmer to work on the fundraising 

platform, hired a videographer to film the documentary, and lined up the countries we would 

visit for the filming – Kenya, India, and Cambodia. 

I guess those two little questions, along with two years’ worth of a suppressed yearning to 

make the world a better place in a big way (it had been two years since I first visited Africa and 

began getting heavily involved in philanthropy), added up to a pretty massive transition. A 

transition that feels more right than I can explain in words. 

I am writing this from Costa Rica. I surfed today. I spent lots of time with my little family. My 

parents just visited for a couple weeks and my sister is coming down soon. The fundraising 

system is going full force, and on target to raise a million bucks within the next few months. I 

meditated twice, and just taught someone to mediate three days ago. The Early Entrepreneurs 

Experiment is being piloted all over North America. And the filming has already started for the 

documentary. 
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Don’t get me wrong, some things are challenging at times, but the speed at which this has all 

come together is mind blowing. And the speed at which the perfect people, places, and things 

have fallen into my life is beyond all comprehension. The biggest challenge I have right now is 

staying out of the way of these initiatives that have decided to use me to come into this world. I 

want to be as open as possible so they can flow out as fast as they are meant to flow. And 

continuously surrendering (like that time I fell on my knees and gave up “my” life) seems to be 

the only thing I can do. 

After reading this over again, those initiatives seem really big. It’s probably valuable to know 

that the beginning of all of them came from something very simple. The fundraising platform 

started by sending a bunch of friends a text message asking them to donate some money to 

build a school. When they did, I expanded that thought into a video that I could email people, 

and that expanded into other people doing it en masse. The Early Entrepreneurs Experiment 

came from sitting with a teacher friend of mine, and deciding to give her a few hundred bucks 

so she could teach her kids to start a little business (she literally did everything), then we just 

started duplicating it . And the film came from having a smoothie with a buddy, and him saying 

he wanted to motor bike all over India. We decided to do it with a philanthropic twist, one thing 

led to another, and now we are filming the whole thing. 

This phase I am in right now just feels like I should be doing really big stuff. I have a distinct 

feeling that this big huge initiatives phase will end in a couple years, and I will move into a 

slower phase of more meditation, and doing more one-on-one work (and have time to shape 

my own surf boards – YES). Just embrace the phase you are in. If it’s a work phase to get 

yourself set up to be able to give back, then work your little butt off and love it. If it’s to work 

one-on-one with people bettering the world one person at a time, do that and love it. Or, if it is 

to use your job/business as a social enterprise to show other businesses how they can benefit 

the world, do that! And love it. Everything is fluid and changes, love the phase you are in. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Take some time to ponder the same questions, first, “If I had everything I needed, didn’t care 

about my own well-being whatsoever, and I had to decide how I could be of the most service … 

What would I do?” 

Make a list. 

Then answer the next question, “If I didn’t give a rats a** about philanthropy or helping 

anyone, and I only thought about what I want, and I could do whatever I wanted every day, 

what would I do?” 
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Make a list. 

Then see how these two lists can be merged, I believe where these two lists meet is your sweet 

spot. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Few will have the greatness to bend history itself, but each of us can work to change a small 

portion of events. It is from numberless diverse acts of courage and belief that human history is 

shaped. Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes 

out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million 

different centers of energy and daring those ripples build a current which can sweep down the 

mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.” -- Robert F. Kennedy 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Taylor is the founder of Change Heroes - a social enterprise that has funded over 60 

schoolhouses and libraries in nine countries all over the world. He gave a keynote address at 

Harvard's Social Enterprise Conference, has a well-known TEDx talk called "How to Build a 

School in 3 Hours," and recently addressed delegates from around the globe at the United 

Nations in New York. He will be telling Do Gooders about how his obsession with human 

behavior has resulted in Change Heroes impacting 60,000 children in developing countries, and 

how he plans to impact a million more by the end of 2014. 
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The One Simple Step You Can Take to Get Started With Your Dream Life 

Now 

 

by Rebecca Tracey 

 

There once was a time when I couldn’t even imagine telling people what I wanted to create. It 

sounded silly to me. 

“I want to create a website and a coaching business that helps people have cool, fun, 

adventurous lives.” 

I couldn’t even utter the words, because it felt so far away. And I had no idea how I was going 

to do it (and also no confidence that I would even be able to make it happen if I tried). 

And that was exactly my problem. I was so stuck in the how, that I never really let myself get 

excited about the what. 

You know what it’s like:  You get all excited about a big idea, but then when it comes time to 

implement it, it starts to feel overwhelming, and scary, and too big to take on. It’d be easier to 

just stay put and go on living as you are … your current life isn’t really that bad … 

But we all know that’s not true. We all know that the longer you put it off, the harder and 

harder it will become, and the more and more you will want it. 

No point in delaying the inevitable right? 

The one thing you can be doing right now to get started with your next big adventure is to 

start talking about it. 

Make it real. Tell everyone you know. Get excited. 

Talking about what you want does two things: 

1. It actually makes it feel real, and all of a sudden you find yourself starting to get excited 

about it (duh), and also starting to plan it. Little details pop into mind. The “how” starts to 

unfold and reveal itself. The world starts to point you in the direction you want to go. 

2. It holds you accountable. There’s nothing like telling all of your Facebook friends about this 

big life-switch you’re making to hold you to it. People will want to support and congratulate 

you, and you’ll have everyone you know backing you up. 
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I know it feels hard and scary and so far away. But I promise you, when you start talking about 

what you want, just that one simple step makes it so much more real. 

 

Courage in Action: 

 

What is that big goal, dream or desire that you think about but haven’t told anyone about yet? 

It is time to start spreading the word and yelling it from the rooftops. Are you ready? No, of 

course not. Are you scared? That is a given. But it is time to stop playing small and start taking 

action on your courageous dreams. Go tell someone and watch your story unfold. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which 

he has imagined, he will meet with success unexpected in common hours.” -- Henry David 

Thoreau 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Becca works with people who want to start their own businesses doing something they actually 

give a damn about, so they have the freedom to work on their own terms, travel the world, and 

live life their way. She helps people create cool jobs out of thin air, and she also works with 

entrepreneurs to help them uncage their businesses, so that work never feels like work. Check 

her out at www.theuncagedlife.com 
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The Power of Giving 

 

by Jen Mazer 

 

Having a big vision that you want to manifest is great. But a lot of people have a hard time 

dreaming so big because it feels selfish. You might be asking yourself, “Why should I have this 

amazing life while other people are still suffering?” 

How about a reframe? The more abundance you create in your own life, the bigger impact you 

can make, and the more you can give back. 

Giving is such an important step in manifesting abundance. The more you can give to others, 

the more you will receive in return. 

This is the law of giving and receiving. Many successful people talk about tithing – which is the 

art of giving a percentage of your profits to charity. A lot of people cite giving 10% of what they 

make. But do what feels right for you. There are lots of ways to give. 

Ask yourself, “Does my big Dream serve others?” If you haven’t already added a service 

component to your dream, now is the time. You don’t need to wait until you’re “successful” to 

give. You can give a small amount of what you have now. Your resources for giving will grow 

along with you. 

“If you wait to do everything for everybody instead of something for somebody, you’ll wind up 

doing nothing for nobody.” – Malcolm Bane 

Rules of Giving: 

Give for the pure joy of giving. 

Don’t expect anything in return. 

Remain unattached to how the recipient will use your gift. 

The universe often rewards you from a different direction. 

Remain open. 

It feels so good to give! 
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Courage in Action: 

Write down a list of five causes that you feel strongly about. Then go back and circle the one 

that resonates with you the most, something that upsets you so much that it motivates you to 

help.   

Ask yourself how you can give either your time or your money to the cause. It should be a thing 

that you feel good about doing—whatever that is for you in whatever place you are in your 

business and life right now. If you own your own business, perhaps it’s donating a portion of 

the proceeds from a certain product to an organization. Or maybe you spend an afternoon 

volunteering somewhere.   

There are infinite possibilities for giving. And you don’t have to have much in order to give. 

Even the smallest gesture can have a profound impact. Like that dollar you put in the tip jar for 

the struggling musician on the subway, or holding the door open for a mom with her baby and 

stroller. 

Practice one random act of kindness today. Do it just to give, not to expect anything in return. 

And better yet, do this daily! 

Here is a beautiful excerpt from The Chopra Center: 

The Law of Giving and Receiving 

The universe operates through dynamic exchange … giving and receiving are different aspects 

of the flow of energy in the universe. And in our willingness to give that which we seek, we 

keep the abundance of the universe circulating in our lives. 

I will put the Law of Giving and Receiving into effect by making a commitment to take the 

following steps: 

1. Wherever I go, and whomever I encounter, I will bring them a gift. The gift may be a 

compliment, a flower, or a prayer. Today, I will give something to everyone I come into contact 

with, and so I will begin the process of circulating joy, wealth and affluence in my life and in the 

lives of others. 

2. Today I will gratefully receive all the gifts that life has to offer me. I will receive the gifts of 

nature: sunlight and the sound of birds singing, or spring showers or the first snow of winter. I 

will also be open to receiving from others, whether it be in the form of a material gift, money, a 

compliment or a prayer. 
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3. I will make a commitment to keep wealth circulating in my life by giving and receiving life’s 

most precious gifts: the gifts of caring, affection, appreciation and love. Each time I meet 

someone, I will silently wish them happiness, joy and laughter. Give with love. 

There is great power in being generous and seeing value in everyone and everything else 

around you. The more you can lift others up, the more you will raise your own vibration. 

Even the smallest gift can leave an enormous impact. Don’t doubt your own power to give. Ask 

yourself, “How can I live with even more love in my heart?” 

Each morning you wake up, say, “How can I serve others today?” 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Jen Mazer is the Queen of Manifestation. She's always been able to dream up outrageous 

adventures and actually live them out—from rubbing elbows at a small private cocktail party 

hosted by Martin Scorsese, to living rent-free in the East Village of Manhattan for ten years, to 

paying off over $38,000 of debt, traveling the world, meeting the man of her dreams (a 

successful rock star), and giving birth at home to a beautiful baby girl. She now runs a successful 

online business and is full-time mom! Jen teaches other women how to manifest their biggest 

dreams through her Manifestation Masters online program. Go here to find out more: 

www.QueenofManifestation.com. 
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Ariel vs. Ursula: How to Overcome Resistance 

 

by Nikki Elledge Brown 

 

For over 20 years now, I’ve been in love with The Little Mermaid (Disney version). Ariel and I’ve 

got a lot in common. 

Like Ariel, I … 

• Love purple. 

• Have a Texas-sized mane of red hair. 

• Am the youngest in a close-knit set of sisters. 

• Possess a bit of an independent streak. 

• Married a tall, dark, handsome (sailor) man in uniform. 

• Had to move away from my family and over the rainbow (Hawaii) to be with him. 

• Completely lost my voice … the day before my wedding. (Kid you not. That had never 

happened before in my life (despite my best efforts to "go hoarse" at years of 

Backstreet Boys concerts and Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo performances), and it 

hasn't happened since. Bizarre. 

• Face an evil opposition named Ursula. 

Today, I want to focus on tackling that last one: Ursula—How to beat the opposition and 

overcome resistance. 

I also want to help you identify your evil opposition, and give you some tools to stab that B with 

a trident and send her back to the depths of the ocean where she belongs. 

How to Overcome Resistance 

I’ve got some big to-dos on my plate this month—both personally and professionally. 

We’ve got a busy fall coming up, so the past couple of weeks were the perfect time for me to 

get a head start. And yet, I was having an uncharacteristically tough time doing that. 

The only way to explain it was “resistance.” 

Funny thing is: I don’t ever use the word resistance. But I knew that’s what it was. And you 

know what confirmed it? A little postcard from our local library, telling me that my copy of The 

War of Art by Steven Pressfield was ready for pickup. 
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Read The War of Art 

I’d requested this book a couple of months ago and had since completely forgotten about it. 

Still, to avoid the $1 fine for abandoning it, I headed to the library. 

When I opened up the cover and read the first few lines of Robert McKee’s foreword, I laughed: 

Steven Pressfield wrote The War of Art for me. He undoubtedly wrote it for you too, but 

I know he did it expressly for me because I hold Olympic records for procrastination. 

At that point I knew two things: 

1. This was no coincidence. This resistance (procrastination) was real, and this book was gonna 

help me kick it in the booty. 

2. If I wanted to finish it any time soon, I’d need to buy the audio version. 

And so I did. Best $11.95 I’ve spent in a while. I listened to it all the way through while 

decluttering closets, sorting through tiny clothes and shoes that no longer fit my little man, and 

commuting to and fro. 

If you’ve never heard of The War of Art, you need to get a copy. ASAP. It’s a must-read for, well, 

just about everyone I can think of. 

Until you’re able to read it, though, here’s my quick summary: 

Resistance is real—an evil force trying to keep you from doing what you were created to do. 

The stronger you feel resistance to something, the more important it is that you do it. (Unless, 

of course, you’re feeling resistance to drugs or something harmful. Don’t do that.) 

Also, to be a pro, you have to commit and do your work. The hardest part isn’t doing it, but 

starting it. So make yourself sit down every day and crank something out. It’s not a coincidence 

that when you sit down and make an effort, miracles happen. The words come. It’s God’s way 

of rewarding you for doing your work. 

Bottom line: You owe it to yourself and the world to do the work you were meant to do. Do it. 

 

Back to Ursula – The Opposition 
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A week or so ago I told my friend Brie how I was feeling allergic to this next big project. I was 

facing serious doubts – unsure if it would be worth the effort, if my clients (and future 

customers) would really love it as much as they deserve to. 

My resistance was an evil force trying to silence my voice. To keep me from sharing what I 

know I was created to share. 

It clicked: My resistance was URSULA! 

Trying to make me second-guess myself. Trying to steal this amazing project right out from 

underneath me and hide it from the world in that tacky shell necklace of hers. 

Not this time, sister! 

The Bigger the Potential Impact, The Bigger the Resistance 

What I’m working on for the fall is my biggest undertaking yet. It’s going to be a game-changer 

for my business, for me, and for those who sign up for it. 

So really, it’s no surprise that I’m being challenged on it. It’s going to have a big impact! The 

dark side is intimidated by it. Doesn’t want it to come to light. 

But oh, friend. It’s gonna come to light. 

Once I named my resistance, saw it for what it is, I felt empowered. It’s almost fun to know that 

what I’m working on intimidates thehey out of Ursula. Because now I’m more determined than 

ever to create something of tremendous value for my clients and customers. (Take that!) 

Now that I’ve identified my opposition, I know how to beat it.  And I want to help you do the 

same. 

So here you go! 

 

How to Overcome Resistance in Six (Deceptively Simple) Steps 

1. Admit that it’s there. Be honest with yourself. Have you been avoiding a big project? 

Doubting that you can handle the next step? On a writing strike because, among other things, 

you don’t know what to blog about? Acknowledge the resistance! 

2. Give it a name. Personify that blah negative energy that’s keeping (okay, repelling) you from 

your work. Naming it reinforces that it’s a real (albeit invisible) force you’re reckoning with. 
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3. Understand the “why.” Use this as an opportunity to stop and reflect a bit. What can you 

learn from this resistance? Is this project going to take your business to the next level? Will it 

help to change to lives of a lot of people in some meaningful way? Is there something 

fundamentally off with your current approach that you need to realign before moving forward? 

4. Use the “why” as a pep rally. This type of resistance only comes when you’ve got something 

pretty amazing in the works. Yay for you! Use that as fuel and encouragement to “Keep 

singing!” 

5. Commit to doing the work. Nothing will hurt your Ursula more than when you sit down and 

do the work. Make a commitment to keep mindfully plugging forward, even when it feels like a 

struggle. No one else can create this for you. 

6. Share it with the world. Put your work out there. Let it change your life and the lives of your 

dream clients, customers, and readers. Be proud and share your voice. 

Then watch your Ursula sink straight to the bottom of the ocean.  

What will you name your resistance? What’s the big, amazing project it’s trying to keep you 

from starting (or finishing)? 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

"The Communication Stylist" by day, proud military wife and toddler mom by night, Nikki 

Elledge Brown is a fun-loving communication expert who helps bright entrepreneurs attract 

their dream clients, one brilliant message at a time. 

Thanks to a ridiculously successful business launch and a purpose-driven decision to donate 10 

percent of her income to non-profits close to her heart, Nikki's brand new business has already 
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funded a Ugandan well that provides fresh water to over 1,200 people. (And this party's just 

getting started.) She looks forward to some seriously Texas-sized giving in her future, and aims 

to inspire others to follow suit! 

http://nikkielledgebrown.com/ 
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How to Easily Cultivate Courage on a Daily Basis 

 

by Erin Stutland 

 

The word courageous has come up several times lately. 

A friend recently sent me an email telling me she is choosing to be courageous and is leaving a 

relationship she is no longer happy in.  

I received a note from my mentor who told me it was courageous of me to reach out to her 

when I did, telling her what was really going on. (Funny, because I didn’t feel courageous at all.) 

And below is picture of my friend Shonda and me running a 5K. It was her first one. Standing 

there with her, I remembered back to running my first race with thousands of other people, 

and I remembered being so scared. Brave, right? 

 

I know for me, if I am going through a hard time and feeling sad/angry/frustrated, the last adjective in 

the world I would use to describe myself is courageous. 

I can quickly move into beating myself up for not being stronger/braver/happier. Why can’t I just let it 

go and get over it? 

It’s easy to interpret your feelings about being stuck as a sign of weakness. 

We can quickly conclude, “I am not courageous or strong, because if I were, I wouldn’t be feeling so sad 

and crappy.” 
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We think, “If I were really brave, I would be taking non-stop action and not letting anybody’s opinion 

stop me.” 

But, my love, this is a false notion of bravery. So very false indeed. 

We all go through difficult times in life. Tara Brach, one of my favorite teachers, talks about the double 

arrow that we all experience during challenging times.   

The first arrow comes from life itself in the form of a hard time, a break up, a disappointment, an injury 

or an illness. This is part of being alive. 

However, we often are responsible for the second arrow. This is the arrow I describe above.  The 

internal voice that says, “Why can’t I handle this? How did I attract this? Why can’t I get it right?” The 

second arrow is one of self-criticism. 

So imagine this: You are walking around with two arrows in your side. One life gave you and one you 

gave yourself. 

Yet, you still go out into the world each day and do your very best. You take even the smallest action, or 

a very big one. You run your business. You show up for the audition. You put yourself out there. You let 

yourself cry. You let yourself be real. 

All this, with two arrows in your side! 

This is bravery. 

Courage is not giving up in the face of your own pain. Not giving in despite your own doubt and fear. 

Lately, I feel like the word fearless is a lie. Who doesn’t feel afraid? Who isn’t scared about unknown 

parts of their future? To be fearless is a false notion of what is possible. To be brave is something we are 

each and every day. 

In order to get more courage, you must recognize the courage you already have. Learning how to 

recognize it will increase the amount of you courage.  

Complete the sentence: 

Every day, I am afraid of ___________, and every day I show courage by ________________. 

Take a moment to think about this. 

Here are what some of my beautiful Shrink Star students came up with: 

“Every day I am afraid of making the wrong decisions, and I show courage by making decisions 

for my business all day long.” – Jaquie M.  
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“Every day I am afraid of not accomplishing all the things I dream of, and every day I show 

courage by believing, having faith, and holding that vision.” – Liz M. 

“Every day I am afraid of not succeeding in this business, not booking a show or being able to 

pay my rent. But every day, I show courage by getting up and going to auditions, walking into a 

room with confidence, and trusting that I am enough as I am.” – Blaire B. 

Remember, in order to get more of what you want, you have to acknowledge how much of it 

you already have. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Complete the sentence above each day for a week and see how you feel. I can bet you will feel 

more confident and courageous, and ready to face your fears in a big way. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Erin Stutland is a lifestyle and fitness coach and the creator of Shrink Session: Tone Your Body, 

Expand Your Mind. As a former professional dancer turned actress, Erin has guest starred on 

The Soprano's, Chappelle’s Show, Sex and the City and more. She combined her love for 

movement, spirituality and self development into a unique fitness class that has impacted 

people all over the world. 

Shrink Session, now an official class at Crunch Gyms, has been featured in Glamour Magazine, 

Daily Candy, Shape.com, Hello Giggles, and Crazy Sexy Life, and reaches people in their homes 

in Australia, Tokyo, the United Kingdom and all over the United States. 
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Erin runs a coaching business where she has the opportunity to help women create movement 

in their bodies and their lives. She is passionate about guiding creative entrepreneurs and 

artists to clarify an ideal vision for their lives and then make a plan of action to get there. She 

does this and everything with a sense of humor, ease and a touch of sass, because going for 

your dreams should be nothing short of a good time. www.erinstutland.com 
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How My Biggest Fear Inspired Hundreds of Women 

 

by Ali Rittenhouse 

 

Being a high-school dropout is a title that followed me around like a bad smell that wouldn’t go 

away. 

 

This was especially true when I decided to start my own business. 

 

My head said nasty things like “What will people think?” and “What will they say?” Or the worst 

one: “No one will work with you because of this.” 

 

At some point I had forgotten how intelligent I actually was and shifted my thoughts to the 

easier place to go: The Negative. 

 

It takes work to feel confident—but negativity takes little to no work. It is always there. All the 

time. Having reckless conversations with your mind around the clock. 

 

For over a year, I talked about starting my own business to everyone I knew. Yet when it came 

time to work, I felt less than qualified because of this stigma following me around. 

 

It was absurd. I had received my GED when I was 20 years old with very high scoring. I then 

went on to attend our local community college where I geeked out on technology classes. I 

learned how to code websites and how the big world-wide web worked. 

 

Wow, amazing what we can do to ourselves with those negative inner voices, huh?! 

 

After being told to $#!& or get off the pot with starting a business, I went after it. 

 

 

How I Did It 

I positioned myself to be the best of the best in my niche, based on my awesome and needed 

techie skills. 

 

When I put my website up, I didn’t focus on the negative, I focused on what I had done and 

where I was now. 
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I focused on goals to help me achieve the big picture and what needed to be done to start this 

business, rather than what was holding me back. 

 

I told myself: “You are the only person to recognize your true greatness.” 

 

The shift was powerful. 

 

It not only changed what I was doing with my life, but how I was living it. 

I saw my purpose and finally felt like this was exactly what I was supposed to be doing with my 

life. 

 

I felt confident and determined. 

 

With each consultation, the potential client wasn’t as interested in my education outside of the 

online world. They wanted to know how I was going to help their business, and what exactly I 

could do for them. 

 

Not one single person focused on my biggest fear. 

 

Getting over this one hurdle helped to make everything else possible. 

 

I learned that anytime you put yourself out there, you will have fears or stories you tell 

yourself of why you will fail. 

 

We’re our own worst critics, aren’t we? 

 

Everyone is vulnerable. Everyone has limiting beliefs at some point. But being vulnerable 

shouldn’t stop you from doing something! 

 

Take note of what those vulnerabilities are and acknowledge them. But don’t let them define 

who you are. Or worse, let them stop you dead in your tracks. 

 

In June, it will be eight years since I started my business. 

 

Imagine if I had let my vulnerabilities stop me dead in my tracks. 

 

That would have been the biggest mistake ever. Bigger than dropping out of high school. 
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Own It!        

Three years ago I decided to “own it” and tell the world my story, and I haven’t looked back 

since. 

 

I incorporated my mishaps into my message. It was the most liberating step I have ever 

taken. 

 

I felt like I was finally free of the demons that haunted me from ten years ago. 

 

To my surprise, my story inspired hundreds of women in the entrepreneurial world. People 

embraced what I had to say and saw me as a real person who, despite my trials and 

tribulations, was able to build a successful business. 

 

 

The one thing that I thought would kill all chances of having a successful business was 

actually inspiring others and motivating them in their businesses. 

 

 

Courage in Action: 

How can you step out of your vulnerabilities to achieve your goals in business? Ask yourself 

what is holding you back? What vulnerabilities are you turning into negative fears that are 

stopping you dead in your tracks? How can you turn your story into something positive that 

helps motivate you? 

 

The past does not define you. Take it from Ralph Waldo Emerson: “What lies behind us and 

what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” 

 

 

About the Author: 
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Ali Rittenhouse is an award winning Online Business Coach + Tech Cheerleader. She has a talent 

for unpacking digital mysteries into simple steps even non-geeks can master. Ali is on a mission: 

to activate a new generation of tech-powered trailblazers–women who bust stereotypes, break 

glass ceilings, build six-figure empires from their living room sofas, and show the world who’s 

boss. She offers training and coaching for women entrepreneurs and their tech-savvy 

assistants. Check her out at http://aliciarittenhouse.com/. 
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It’s Never Too Late 

 

by Sonia Singh 

 

I know what it’s like to question what you want out of your life. 

Being a mother of two kids, a sister, a wife, a daughter, a friend, an employee, and a colleague 

takes a lot of energy! I love to help people too. So, it is natural for me to extend myself to 

others and sometimes sacrifice my own needs in the process. Surprisingly though, it wasn’t 

until recently that I realized that I had forgotten to add Sonia to the list of important people in 

my life. 

I came to this realization when I felt that I was going through the motions of “living life,” but 

that something was missing. There was tension in my body, an internal struggle that was slowly 

getting stronger and stronger. I noticed the signs all around me but, unfortunately, I chose to 

ignore them.  

Don’t get me wrong. I had and still have a beautiful family, great friends, and wonderful kids. 

My husband was climbing the corporate ladder, we went on family vacations, and I purchased 

my dream home. I was checking off my to-do list and felt accomplished, grateful and satisfied. 

And yet, there was this nagging feeling that something was missing. But how could anything be 

missing? I knew I was blessed. 

Blessed or not, that didn’t change the fact that I always felt like I was searching for something. 

You see, although I was accomplishing many of my life goals, it was all done on auto-pilot as if I 

was racing to some finish line.   

As I look back at photos from those years, I see the pain clearly on my face. I don’t know how I 

didn’t see it back then. I thought “my time” would come later, after everything else was done 

or when my children were older. 

So I kept myself busy doing what society expected… get married, get a corporate job, start 

saving money for retirement, buy a house, have kids etc.  

Now, I realize the fear of being judged by others prevented me from being myself. 

It all started back in childhood, when there was always a sense that I could do better and be 

better. It started with the spoken word, but eventually it became so ingrained that it became an 

unspoken rule. From the time of elementary school, I was compared to others. It was clear to 
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me that in order for me to be seen as successful, I would have to align myself to what others 

viewed as being “successful.” Who would have known that this tiny thought would have such a 

big impact on my life? 

This mindset resulted in me making decisions that weren’t aligned to what was most important 

to me in my life. I met the requests of others, and when I was faced with making a decision on 

my own, I let fear take over. I didn’t trust myself to be myself. 

What I was looking for was happiness. I thought I was going about it just fine, but it wasn`t until 

I took the time to think about the life I really wanted and then took action that I realized what 

true happiness means to me. 

There were a series of events over a span of a year that finally led me to the realization that it 

was time to put me on my priority list. I had to find myself and then be myself regardless of 

what others thought. I didn’t want to have any regrets—this meant I had step out of my 

comfort zone. 

It was while I was preparing a speech for my brother’s wedding reception that I started my 

discovery process. In order to write my speech, I had to go back to my early childhood years. 

The whole wedding was a nostalgic experience. I reconnected with family I hadn’t seen in 

many, many years. “Old stuff” came back up and stirred around inside me. 

A few weeks after the wedding, my brother’s dog, Tyson—brought into the family around the 

same time as my older son was born—passed away. This event created a darkness inside me 

and left me feeling hollow. I was quite shocked that it hit me as hard as it did. 

The last time I experienced a death in the family was in high school. Again, memories flooded 

me of my childhood experiences. One question kept coming up: What do I want out of my life? 

My childhood memories reminded me of how I really had no say in what I wanted. It just “all 

happened.” This created a burning desire for me to take control and do what makes me happy. 

A few months after Tyson’s death, we learned of another death in our extended family. This 

was of a young man in his 20s and it was unexpected. I met him during my brother’s wedding 

and I was devastated. Being a devoted mother of two kids, I couldn’t imagine investing all of my 

energy and love into my kids to only have them leave this Earth at age 21. This really started me 

thinking about what’s important and what’s not important in my life. If it were all to be over 

tomorrow, would I have any regrets? 

Then I learned that a friend was diagnosed with cancer. She’s such an open and generous 

person and I thought to myself—Why her? I felt myself starting to shut down. I couldn’t hear 

another sad story. There was sadness inside me and around me. 
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With images of my childhood circling my mind and a reminder that life is short, I questioned 

everything. 

My corporate job that afforded me flexibility started to become a thorn on my side. I was 

looking for something more meaningful in my life. I wanted to build relationships, to 

collaborate, to work on projects that helped others.  

A few months later I expressed my desires about wanting to pursue life coaching. This is what I 

wanted to do: help others and at the same time pursue my interests in human behavior, 

psychology, and the power of the human mind. As a high school graduate, this is what I wanted 

to study, but again, I let others dictate what education I should pursue. 

My decision to change direction brought forward other issues, related to how my decision 

would impact my family. The guilt that arose because I was choosing my desires over what was 

the “right” thing to do for the stability of the family took over, leading to another whirlwind of 

emotions. 

A few months after I stepped out and expressed myself, my father-in-law passed away. 

Sigh. 

All of this within a year. 

Well, that year was the turning point. What stopped me from going after what I wanted before 

this point was the fact that I had this “idea” in my head that it was too late—I was too old to 

change my course. This was the “made up” story I had in my head which was based on fear. It 

wasn’t until this year of loss that I realized that as long as I’m breathing, it’s not too late to go 

after my dreams. 

Throughout the process of pursuing my dream, going back to school and launching my business, 

I faced fear of judgment every step of the way. 

I can say for certain that since I took my first step towards my dream, I didn’t let fear of 

judgment get in the way. I vowed that I would not let it control me during the second half of my 

life. I still feel as strong. I am a new person, or perhaps you can say that I am the me I was 

always meant to be! Courage led me to find Sonia. 

The power of being aligned to what’s most important to you is incredible! It led me to release 

and push through 30+ years of having a fear-based mindset! 

Today, I feel so grounded and centered regardless of the external chaos common when you are 

raising two young kids. You see, I know where I’m headed and most importantly I know why.  

That internal struggle I experienced for over 30 years has disappeared. I wake up every morning 
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excited about what I can do to make a positive impact in this world. The universe is giving me 

opportunities and I’m taking them head-on.  

All of this because I simply took the time to get to know what it takes for me to be happy and I 

vowed not to let fear get in the way. This has been challenging at times, you can’t erase old 

habits quickly.  

To address fear of judgment, I had to focus on the bigger picture and the value of what I 

wanted to do.  By playing small, I was doing a dis-service not only to me, but to those around 

me not to mention to those I could help.  I had two choices, stay in my bubble which was safe 

but sad or step out into the world which could be scary but would fill my soul with joy knowing I 

was doing what I was meant to do. 

My passion is and always will be helping others succeed. I want to help women get a new sense 

of self-awareness and tap into their deeper self—to gain access to something that has been 

tucked away for so long, that they almost forgot about it in the craziness of just getting through 

the day. 

It was a process to get here, but I can confidently say that I’m here. I just took the scenic route! 

And trust me, it’s so super amazing and peaceful over here. 

 

Courage in Action: 

What have you been dreaming about, even if it’s just for a second? 

Challenge yourself to dream a little longer — and then take action. Even if it’s just one small 

thing, do something that moves you toward your goal. You will be happy that you did. 

 

About the Author: 
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the Life Balance Coaching Project she supports women with change through self-discovery, 

mindset, and goal-setting. 

Sonia is the go-to lady for women who want to re-design their life by turning their goals and 

dreams into reality. Her clients walk away with a deeper understanding of what’s important to 

them, gain clarity on their goals, and create an action plan to get what they want. You can visit 

Sonia at www.thelifebalancecoachingproject.com. 
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Why You Should Do the “Impossible” and How—Because I Know It’s Hard 

 

by Stephenie Zamora 

 

I’m a big believer that anything is possible. 

That “crazy” business idea you have. Running a marathon when you currently get winded 

climbing the stairs at work. Taking a year off to travel the world. An amazing relationship with 

the great guy you’re convinced doesn’t exist. It’s possible. 

The only thing between where you are now and having, creating, finishing and completing 

those seemingly impossible items is your belief that it’s not possible. 

If someone out there is doing or has done it, you can do it too. 

If no one out there is doing or has done it, you can still do it. 

Have you heard the story of the four-minute mile? 

It was believed to be impossible. Nobody could run a four-minute mile—until one day in 1954, 

Roger Bannister ran the mile in 3:59.4. And you know what happened next? Someone else ran 

the mile in less than four-minutes … followed by many others. Because suddenly, they knew it 

was possible, so they did it. 

But what if we just cut out that middle step, and stop waiting for someone else to prove that it 

is possible and just go out and do it ourselves? For ourselves? 

I don’t care how many people tell you, “No,” or try to prove otherwise. If you want something 

in this life, it’s possible. It’s possible because by universal law, if it’s something you’re driven to 

create in your life or self, you’ve been gifted with all the necessary tools, skills, drive and 

connections you need to make it happen. 

You’re not put here with a drive to create something for yourself unless you were also given 

everything you need to do it. That’s a fact. 

Once you do the impossible, you’ll finally see that anything you want to do is within your reach. 

It just takes drive, dedication, passion and the right mindset. 

So let’s move on to the how … because I know it’s not easy.  
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How to do the impossible: 

1) Decide what you want to do … start small. 

What’s something you would love to do, that feels impossible but is on the “easy” end of the 

holy-impossible-scale? The key is to make sure it’s the kind of goal that doesn’t just seem 

impossible because you can’t do it right now, but that it will require you to really stretch and 

push yourself. For example: 

Regular goal: Run the mile. 

“Impossible” goal: Run the mile in four-minutes. 

Make sense? It has to push you. You know you can run a mile if you get in shape, eat better and 

try, but what would it take to run it in just four-minutes? 

2) Get inspired. 

There are two options for this. 

First, you can seek out people who’ve done what you want to do. Really dive in and see how 

they did it, what motivated them and what can you learn from their experience. Create an 

inspiration book or board where you catalogue everything you can find related to 

accomplishing your “impossible” goal. 

Second, you can create a simple inspiration/vision board. If no one’s done what you want to do, 

it doesn’t matter. You can inspire yourself. Think about what it will feel like to accomplish this 

goal, what your life will be like and who you want celebrating with you. Clip out images, 

inspirational sayings and inspiring words, and create a vision book or board that embodies all of 

the above. 

3) Get out there and do it. 

You know what you’re going to do, you’ve got the inspiration, but now what? It’s time to make 

it happen. It won’t be easy and you’ll run into obstacles and roadblocks. You’ll also have to 

battle with all your “reasons” (aka, excuses) for why it can’t be done, but you’ll never know 

what’s possible unless you dedicate yourself to doing it. 

Break the goal down into micro-goals, deadlines and milestones. All the way until there’s 

something you can do today or tomorrow… and then go do it. Take it one step at a time, 

remember that setbacks, bad days and missteps are a part of the process when doing 

something “impossible.” It’s not going to be easy, but it WILL be worth it. 
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Another important thing to remember is that things change as we begin to work toward 

something new. You may have to revise your plan, take some time off, rest, recover or switch 

things up, but that’s okay and is absolutely part of the process. Don’t beat yourself up if it 

doesn’t go perfectly … the point is to keep moving forward! You’ll get there. 

4) Remember that fear is just excitement without the breath. 

Have you ever felt exhilaration, overwhelming excitement as if you’re going to bounce off the 

walls because you can hardly contain yourself? That’s fear with the breath. That’s you feeling 

the pangs of fear, but consciously or not, breathing deep into it and suddenly feeling overcome 

with excitement and energy! 

Let that passion take over, stay out of your head and speak/act from the heart. If you’re 

negative self tries to butt in, simply say thank you for sharing and reconnect with that fearful 

part of yourself. Take another deep breath, and keep that energy flowing. 

Allow fear to be the powerful tool that it is. 

If you want to supercharge your life, your relationships and your work, allow yourself to 

experience more fear. Most people work to avoid fearful situations at all costs, but avoidance 

leads to a life that lacks purpose, passion and fulfillment. Experiencing fear is a prerequisite to 

any type of positive change in your life! 

5) Celebrate—You did it! 

Take the time to celebrate your accomplishment … you did something that seemed impossible! 

You worked hard, battled mindset blocks and found a way through and around obstacles and 

roadblocks, you deserve to celebrate. 

6) Repeat with something bigger. 

Now that you know the impossible is possible, move on to a larger goal and repeat the process. 

Take action now! 

 

Courage in Action: 

What do you really want to do, but haven’t because it feels impossible? Make a list of all the 

things you believe are impossible, but really want to create, do, or have in your life. Once 

you’re done, go through the list and pick something “impossible” but small, then start working 

through the steps above. 
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About the Author: 

 

 

Stephenie Zamora is a life coach + lifestyle expert. She helps unconventional women transcend 

“the quarter-life crisis” by translating their passions into profitable online businesses. 

Stephenie created her business with a simple philosophy – Women who take personal 

responsibility for creating the lives (and jobs) they desire are happier, healthier and have a 

greater impact than those who don’t. 

Stephenie Zamora is the founder of stepheniezamora.com, a full-service, life-purpose 

development, design and branding boutique. Here she merges the worlds of personal 

development + branding to help young women build passion-based businesses. Her articles 

have been featured in The Huffington Post, Yahoo Shine, Positively Positive & Brian Tracy 

International. Visit her website to download her free guide, “The Unexpected Trick to 

Transforming Your Life With One Single Question.” 
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Seeds of Possibility 

 

by Erica Noelle Duncan 

 

The wonderful thing about being alive in 2013 is that you are capable of accomplishing your 

biggest, wildest, craziest, most delicious dreams. Within you are seeds of tremendous 

possibility. Are you cultivating that possibility so that it becomes a beautiful reality? 

When dreams are left unfulfilled, you not only miss out on how wonderfully your life can 

unfold, but the world also misses out on experiencing the absolute best version of you. 

Sometimes it’s simply a matter of taking that important first step. 

I myself was afraid of taking the first step for many years. Practicing as a corporate tax attorney, 

I dreamed about designing a life that would provide me financial stability and freedom. I 

wanted to start my own business, but was afraid of leaving the security of my day job; a job 

that didn’t make me happy, but that at least provided a steady paycheck and certainty.    

By implementing the below three tips, I was able to develop the courage to let go of the life I 

didn’t love and leap into the one I am supposed to live; a life where I control my destiny. If you 

have huge dreams for your life, but are unsure about where to start, then these tips will help 

you too. 

 

Tip #1 -- Break Things Down Into Easily Doable Pieces 

The thought of accomplishing big dreams can be overwhelming and it’s easy for feelings of fear 

and doubt to settle in. I stalled for a long time because I didn’t know the first thing about having 

my own business. I was worried that instead of having a thriving business that would financially 

support me and allow me to live where I want, I would be a broke former lawyer who had to 

move back home.    

Instead of thinking of the entire dream, the whole kit and kaboodle so to speak, I decided to 

break things down into small actionable pieces. It was quite simple actually. I started a blog 

about how to have amazing travel experiences at affordable prices and from there, my travel 

concierge business slowly but surely took off.     

When it comes to following your dream, ask yourself, “What is the first step I have to take to 

move toward my dream?” and then take it. It’s okay if you don’t have every detail figured out. 
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By merely taking action and doing one small thing, your path will become clearer and clearer 

and before you know it, you will be on your way! 

 

Tip #2 -- Create a Dream Posse 

Rarely ever do we travel our journeys alone. Think about it. Frodo had Gandalf, Sam, Pippin and 

Merry to help him get to Mordor; Luke Skywalker had Obi Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Princess Leia, 

R2D2 and C3PO to help him defeat the Empire. As for me, I had Chipo, Bria, Sushana and Katie, 

a group of close girlfriends who understood exactly where I was coming from and supported 

me even when my ideas hadn’t been fully worked out. They were my cheerleaders, my 

consiglieres, and the ones who were there with me every step of my journey. 

In walking the path to your dreams, it’s imperative to have a posse by your side. Your posse 

should be loyal individuals who believe in you, who lovingly support you and who will be there 

when times are tough. 

Just as important, you should distance yourself from those who are unsupportive and full of 

negative energy. They will only frustrate you and add unnecessary drama to your journey. 

 

Tip #3 -- Keep Going 

The journey of making your dreams a beautiful reality can be quite twisty turny. There were so 

many times when I thought I was done for, and inevitably an opportunity always came along 

that signaled to me that I should keep going. For example, at the beginning stages of my 

business, I had a really hard time attracting paying clients. There were a lot of “tire kickers” 

buzzing around my website and Facebook page, but I couldn’t get anyone to actually hire me. I 

was about to resign myself to the belief that I would never successfully launch my business, 

when I received an e-mail from someone who wanted to hire me on the spot.       

When you follow your dreams, there will be bumps along the way and unforeseen challenges. 

When this happens, do not give up. I repeat: Do. Not. Give. Up. Instead, take a break, assess 

your situation, and go back to Tips 1 and 2. Break things down into small pieces, figure out the 

next thing you need to do to get back on track, and then do it.   

Remember that Dream Posse that you mindfully developed? Now is the time to rely on it. Share 

your challenges and allow your posse to support you. This is the reason you have one, so don’t 

be shy about asking for help. (I constantly reached out to my girlfriends, explicitly telling them 

when I needed support and they came through every time). By pressing forward in the face of 
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adversity, you will realize how strong you really are and how manageable the challenge actually 

is. Most importantly, you will continue to move toward your dream and the results will be 

absolutely amazing. 

In addition to the above tips, I want you to remember a few very important facts.   

1.      You are wonderfully and beautifully made. 

2.      You have much to explore. 

3.      You have everything you need to live your wildest, most passionate dreams. 

So get started today. What’s the first step that you’re going to take?   

 

Courage in Action: 

Do Tips #1-3 above! 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“A Journey of a Thousand Miles begins with a single step” -- Lao Tzu  

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Erica Noelle Duncan developed the courage to fly by leaving the safety and security of her high-powered 

corporate tax job to launch her own travel concierge business, The Travel Analyst, LLC. She learned a lot 

of important lessons during her transition from employee to entrepreneur. She learned how to properly 

value her ability to launch and run a successful business. She learned the importance of taking action on 
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her ideas before they’re perfect. She learned that doing so is the best way to successfully develop an 

idea. 

In putting herself out there and flying with her travel concierge business, something beautiful happened. 

She began attracting other female employees who desired to become entrepreneurs themselves but 

didn’t know where to start. And so she decided to teach others how to fly solo with their own 

businesses. She saw patterns and themes with the women she worked with and created a coaching 

program for women at the idea or initial phase of their business, The Pathfinder Program. 

http://www.the-pathfinder-program.com 

Erica is humbled and honored to be part of this project because finding her own courage to fly has 

meant developing her passions into two successful, independently designed businesses. In providing 

Nicaragua’s children the opportunity to receive a stellar education, they will be able to spread their own 

wings and fly. And that will be a beautiful sight indeed.   
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I’m a Positive Psychology Junkie and I Practice it Too –Keyword: 

Practice! 
 

by Amber McCue 

 

“When you change the way you look at things, things change.”  -- Wayne Dyer 

I have a pretty up-beat grandma who would always welcome people in, wear a smile, and make 

everyone around her feel like they were number one. I’m sure my love for positive psychology 

was jump started by her and grew as I perused her Guidepost and Reader’s Digest magazines to 

find the call out boxes that would give me tips on how to improve my happiness and the 

happiness of those around me. 

In high school a few people nicknamed me “Smiley.” I read research to support that the simple 

act of smiling can start to shift your mood even if you have to fake it at first. I took that in, 

tested the concept, and applied that research to my life day in and day out. It was one of the 

easiest changes I ever made. 

Oh yes, I have smile lines to prove it. 

It must have worked because one day my junior year an on-again off-again friend challenged 

my demeanor—“There is no way you can be that happy all of the time.” 

I was dumbfounded. And embarrassed that she called my integrity into question in front of this 

crowd. I smiled and quickly replied, “Uh, yeah. I am.” 

At the same time I wondered, am I? 

I am that happy all of the time, I thought after processing the thought for entirely too long. 

Sure, I had my fair share of challenges, but I am generally that happy. It’s all relative. 

Fast forward 15+ years later, I was sitting in the Starbucks drive through-line and I was not 

smiling. 

My husband had been out of town for a week. My sweetheart two year old hadn’t been 

sleeping. I was dead tired. My hormones were doing something crazy. Needless to say, I wasn’t 

feeling it. 
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Just then an email from Happify popped into my inbox—I had signed up with Happify a while 

back to see what they were up to, and to see how they were spreading this happiness 

movement I am so fond of. 

Sure enough, a reminder about that smile I was missing was dropped into my lap: 

Either way, scientists have found a quick pick-me-up that really works. You might be 

staring at nothing but your email inbox, but force your mouth into a big smile. Try it 

now—for at least a minute—you can even grip a pen in between your teeth if you’d like. 

Has your mood improved, just a little? Researchers have shown that even a forced smile 

can decrease your stress levels and make you happier. 

After reading that, I immediately smacked on a smile.  And guess what, I felt better! 

Your happiness isn’t simply determined by your genes, nor by what’s happening in your life—

nearly half of it is actually within your control! 

You are in control and you are responsible. 

More than making me smile and shifting my mood, this served as an excellent reminder that I 

am in control. 

You too are in control—“When you change the way you look at things, things change.”-- Wayne 

Dyer 

 

Courage in Action: 

Where are you holding back and where do you choose to make new choices going forward? 

Are you being courageous each day by facing what life hands you with a smile? Try it and see 

how your attitude can change easily toward things when you add something as simple as a 

smile. 

 

About the Author: 
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Amber McCue is an entrepreneurial business coach and small business consultant empowering 

leaders to run better businesses in order to make a bigger impact. One client refers to her as a 

combination of Mother Teresa and the energizer bunny—all wrapped up in a best girlfriend. 

Fun and full of life, Amber went from a single mom to a six-figure earner by the age of 27. A 

self-professed workaholic and philanthropist at the core, Amber has worked with businesses of 

all sizes, from tiny start-ups to multi-million dollar companies, including co-founding her own 

photography boutique, Three Boudoir. These days you can leverage Amber as your partner in 

crime or just hang out with her at NiceOps.com. http://niceops.com/ 
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When Was the Last Time That You Were in the Woods? 

 

by Suzanne Hanna 

 

Several years ago I was at an all-time low in my life. It wasn’t one defining moment. It was 

several moments that were strung together creating a noose around my neck. I was suffocating. 

Each day I could feel my energy leaking through the cracks in my mortar. I wanted more, I 

dreamed of more, but my self-doubt and fear kept me chained to what was familiar. 

There comes a time for many of us when the idea of just existing seems like a certain death. 

That is often when life begins. It did for me. 

I soon began a three year journey traveling across the United States with my Golden Retriever 

in the hopes of finding clarity and facing my greatest fear. My fear of being alone. Each day we 

spent hours walking in the Wilderness. The pain I felt on the trail, the tears I cried, the dark 

shadows I faced were some of the most difficult yet illuminating days of my life. With each 

trailhead I got stronger and with each step I crushed the doubt that had once consumed me. 

 

At the time, I did not understand how a walk in the woods would transform my life. 

 

We all fear the proverbial walk in the woods. Those moments of deep pain and fear when we 

are thrust into darkness. We thrash around like we are drowning using every bit of our energy 

just to stay afloat. We feel cut off and alone. What we don’t realize is that this walk is necessary 

for our growth and expansion. It is inevitable. 

We are sent into the Wilderness for a very good reason. It is an act of love, not punishment. It is 

in the darkness of the deep woods while being confronted by all the elements in nature that we 

reflect on what’s important. It strips us of the messages that we have become accustomed to 

rely on. We tend to re-evaluate our existence. We confront ourselves in a way that we never 

have before. We ask the harder questions. We purge every thought and belief. It forces us to 

surrender and relinquish control. At times the pain is great. The loneliness can feel unbearable. 

We often try to escape. It brings us to the end of life as we know it. It is a painful process, but a 

vital one if we are ever going to grow and find our way back home to ourselves. 

The Universe wants us to reach our fullest potential for which we were created. The day will 

come when we will be grateful for this experience. We will be able to actually see the hand of 
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God in our lives. We will be able to celebrate that we were called to go through it because of 

the newness of life that the Wilderness creates. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Try to see the silver lining in your life and see your trials in a new light as a celebration of your 

strength. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Suzanne Hanna is a Licensed Psychotherapist, Holistic Health Practitioner, Spiritual Coach, 

Writer, and Inspirational Speaker. She has helped hundreds of men and women move through 

their fear and pain as a way to live a more Inspired Life. Suzanne believes that it is up to the 

mid-lifers and beyond to come out from the shadows of their own fear, pain and shame in 

order to be the way-showers for the younger generations. Suzanne is currently writing a 

spiritual memoir about her Wilderness Walk across the United States with her dog Grace. She 

has come to realize that we are all on a Wilderness Walk and how the journey into darkness is 

vital in order to experience true joy and freedom. Her book is also the catalyst for her upcoming 

signature program that will be launched in 2014. Suzanne will be hosting her own weekly radio 

show on Contact Talk Radio Network airing early August 2013. Her upcoming vlog called 

InspiredTV launches early June and will feature other leaders who have transformed their pain 

into purpose. 

“More than anything in the world I want you to live fearlessly, passionately, and with unbridled 

joy so that you can LOVE FULLY and be in service of healing others for the purpose of our souls’ 

evolution.” -- Suzanne Hanna 

http://suzannehanna.com/ 
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Decide with Your Whole Heart 

 

by Shana LaFore 

 

It was a Tuesday afternoon in February. I was at work just sitting down for lunch, when my 

phone rang. “We have a problem,” said my not-quite-yet fiancé on the line. “Did you miss the 

bus?” I asked thinking he’d have to catch the late bus from the Chicago airport to Madison. 

“No, they’re sending me back to Italy.” My heart started to pound and I could feel myself losing 

my breath. What? His paperwork was in order, recently gone from Student Visa to Tourist Visa 

and the next would be Fiancé. 

“Put the border control guy on the phone,” I said. An ironically patient, border-control-officer 

explained that my boyfriend seemed like a nice young man, but they had to enforce their 

policies and that he’d be sent back to Italy on the next flight. 

Policy shmolicy, there was no real reason, or proof, that he could offer that he’d done anything 

against the rules, but back he was going just the same. 

Shaking with frustration I asked what I needed to do to get him back in the US. “Well, just fly to 

Italy, marry him, and bring him back as your spouse.” He made it sound so easy, like that sort of 

thing happens every day. 

“Everything is going to be ok,” I heard myself saying in disbelief, as Manolo got back on the 

phone. And then the call, he wasn’t even supposed to have been allowed to make, ended 

abruptly. 

Blurred by tears, I left work and rushed home with no idea what I was going to do next. 

My friend, and co-worker, followed closely behind. After letting me vent for about ten minutes 

she said the simplest yet most important words, “What do you want to do?” 

“I want to go get him,” I blurted out, followed closely by “… but I can’t.” On went the list of all 

the reasons why I couldn’t go, the money, taking time off work, finding a pet-sitter, fulfilling my 

obligations here, etc. She had me pull out a piece of paper and write down everything I needed 

to take care of here and what I needed to do to get there. 

It was surprisingly short and within 45 minutes I had my work shifts covered, a last minute 

ticket to Italy booked and a plan for what paperwork I needed to get an international marriage 

license. 
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Next, she said, “We’re getting you a dress.” We zipped off to the mall and hit up one of those 

stores that sells prom dresses all year round. They had one dress in ivory, and it was a perfect 

fit. 

By then it was Tuesday evening, my flight left Thursday afternoon. I sent a message to Manolo 

saying nothing but, “I’m coming to save you.” No time for lengthy explanations, I had work to 

do. 

Over the next 24 hours I called several government agencies in the US and Italy, downloaded 

and filled out a gazillion forms, got copies of my birth certificate, translated them into Italian, 

and visited yet more agencies. 

A course of events that should have taken several weeks, if not months, needed to come into 

place in less than a day! 

Everyone I encountered wanted to help me in some way. After I got my birth certificate, and 

translated it, I had to get an Apostille from the Secretary of State’s office. Typically this takes 

anywhere from 2-6 weeks to approve. I walked in and when it was my turn I told my story, and 

simply asked if they could expedite. The woman looked at me and asked me to wait a moment. 

A minute later she walked right back out with official papers in hand, signed, stamped and 

sealed. She said it was my lucky day since the right people just happened to be in the office that 

day. I couldn’t believe it! 

On the day of my flight, less than 48 hours after getting that phone call, I had all the paperwork 

just about ready to go. I needed one last stamp from the Italian Consulate in Chicago. My flight 

left O’Hare that afternoon. It was over a three hour drive from my home town to Chicago. If I 

left early enough it might be possible to get to the Consulate downtown and just barely make 

my flight…if they processed quickly, a long stretch for a Consulate visit. Fingers crossed. 

Another friend offered to join the adventure and drive me there. 

I arrived at the Consulate. When it was my turn at the counter I told my story switching from 

English to Italian and back again. This Consulate which I’d dealt with so many times for past 

travels, that usually made me wait hours in line only to turn me away asking me to re-draft 

papers, resubmit forms, and return again another day, somehow, mysteriously just listened to 

my flurry of words. Glancing over my documents, the woman at the counter pulled out a stamp 

and that was it. With a sly smile and what I swear was a wink, the woman sent me on my way. 

No hassle, no re-drafts. Again, I couldn’t believe it! 

Off to the airport we went. 
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Two flights and nearly 20 hours later I arrived at the Bologna airport. Manolo was waiting for 

me. He looked at the stack of papers and wedding (aka prom) dress I had in hand. “What do 

you have in mind?” He asked. “Well, I said I was coming to save you, didn’t I?” 

Did we get married? Yes, twice in fact. Did we make it back to the US? Eventually. Did we live 

happily ever after? That story is still being written.   

What I’ve learned from all of this is that really all it takes is a clear decision, moving ahead with 

your whole heart and asking for help when you need it, to make the impossible possible. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Think back to a time in your life where you were bold and courageous. Write a list of all your 

courageous acts and you will be amazed how much you have done because you had the 

courage to act. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply gives you 

courage.” -- Lao Tzu 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Shana LaFore is creativity mentor and business strategist. Her goal is to help you get inspired, 

simplify your business and live beautifully while creating beauty. She writes weekly at 

ShanaLaFore.com combining her background in travel, the arts, and business to create a 

luscious mix of wanderlust, insider info, and savvy business tips. Her frequent travels keep her 
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up-to-date on international trends in culture and livelihood. Her down to earth resourcefulness 

and relationship based approach to sales and marketing is a breath of fresh air. She takes 

complex concepts and pares them down to delectable tidbits of simple know how. 

In addition to her experiences as an entrepreneur she has managed the art department of a 

thriving non-profit art and music center as well as a high end design showroom, orchestrating 

the project success and sales objectives of her teams. Teaching, training and giving back are 

central to her mission. Through her HOME (Heart of My Endeavor) initiative, proceeds and 

volunteer efforts are donated to families in need. 

Shana is a dynamic, fun & engaging catalyst, determined to help you take action to happily 

succeed in business and in life. 
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Creating Your Best Relationship with the Courage to Connect 

 

by Jenev Caddell 

 

To be able to completely connect to another is perhaps the most fulfilling thing we can do as 

humans. We begin life connected, and if we’re lucky, we end it that way too. 

To fully connect to a partner, however, is no easy feat. We see staggering divorce rates and an 

epidemic of depression and anxiety as a result of this loss of connection. 

There are several reasons why it can be so hard to connect. 

For starters, too many of us have had important connections severed. Whether it was a parent 

who wasn’t there the way we needed, or a loved one who broke our hearts, many of us say, “I 

will never open myself up like that again,” and wind up living under armor, protected from the 

world, but ultimately alone. 

Another reason why we have such a problem fully connecting is because we have been taught 

on some level that it is not okay to need another, and that we should be independent.  As a 

result, we deny our wired-in needs to rely on someone. 

When we deny these needs, we miss our own signals that tell us we are starving for a 

connection that is crucial to our health and wellness. These signals come to us as emotions. 

When we miss these signals, we fail to meet these needs, and we run into all kinds of problems 

as a result. 

Some of us stay alone and isolated and develop health problems; others get into relationships, 

but are always hungry for something they can’t seem to grasp. 

Perhaps you and your partner get into endless circular arguments about simple things like 

taking the garbage out. If they are those blood boiling kinds of arguments (you know what I’m 

talking about), chances are that you are arguing about more than the trash, but the security of 

your connection with each other. That’s more difficult to talk about, and often even hard to 

recognize. 

The solution? 

First, give yourself permission to feel how you really feel, which might be disconnected from 

your partner, hurt, sad, scared or something else. Recognize that as a human you are wired to 
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connect with others, and when there is that distance, it makes sense that you are in some kind 

of pain. Your emotions are trying to tell you something. Then, be courageous. 

Take a flashlight into the scary depths of your soul where there may be raw and vulnerable 

feelings if you aren’t fully connected to your partner. Then, do as Pema Chödrön says, 

Lean into the sharp points and fully experience them. The essence of bravery is being 

without self-deception. Wisdom is inherent in (understanding) emotions. 

 

Be honest with yourself.  Just be still, and recognize how you’re really feeling. 

Danielle LaPorte refers to your feelings as the “GPS of your soul.” Your feelings exist to move 

and guide you. When we deny them, mask them, or turn away from them, they don’t go 

anywhere but unnoticed. They then get stuck and fester. We get disconnected from others, 

ourselves, and often get sick as a result. 

Hunger tells us we need to eat; sadness, for example, tells us we need comfort. Instead of being 

in our sadness, many of us retreat into “safer,” more secondary feelings like anger. This just 

pushes our partner away when our sadness would likely draw them closer. 

The first courageous thing then to do is to allow and experience those feelings. 

I’m going to ask you to go further than this, though, and propose something that requires even 

more courage, in fact, something that may be terrifying. 

After you’ve gotten clear on your own experience, articulate your true emotions and your 

needs for connection from that raw and vulnerable place to your partner. Be crystal clear about 

this as your partner is not a mind reader. 

When we have any doubts as to whether our partner is able to meet our needs, we may play it 

safe by expressing them subtly or couched in some kind of code that’s next to impossible to 

interpret. When we’re not clear, our message gets missed. 

We’re then left hurting, feeling like we can’t rely on our partner, and the cycle of disconnect 

spins around and around. 

To really put yourself out there to your partner can feel like a life or death moment because if 

you really make it explicit what you need, you may get shot down, burned or pushed away. 

There is no pain like that. After all, this need to connect is part of who we are. When that 

connection is cut, it can feel like we’re cut off from life itself. 
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In order to truly connect, however, we need to do so with our rawness, our vulnerability, and 

the stuff that everyone else doesn’t really get to see. We need to really face with bravery what 

could be a devastating blow. 

It takes great courage, but it’s worth every bit of the risk to have the full and total connection 

with your partner. 

 

Courage in Action: 

In your journal, write about a time that you and your partner got into a heated argument. Re-

live that in your mind and slow it down. You may remember being angry and frustrated, but 

underneath that, were you feeling anything else? 

Were you feeling scared that you couldn’t depend on your partner the way you needed to, or 

perhaps small, invisible and hurt? Maybe you were feeling something else, but get in touch with 

those softer, raw feelings, and write them down. 

Take action by sharing this chapter and your exercise with your partner, and ask them what 

happens for them underneath when you fight. Try to each non-defensively get an 

understanding of what’s really happening on a deeper level for both of you. 

It’s easier said than done, but with a bit of practice, you will be well on your way to a fuller and 

richer connection. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“We cultivate love when we allow our most vulnerable and powerful selves to be deeply seen 

and known, and when we honor the spiritual connection that grows from that offering with 

trust, respect, kindness and affection. Love is not something we give or get; it is something that 

we nurture and grow, a connection that can only be cultivated between two people when it 

exists within each one of them – we can only love others as much as we love ourselves. Shame, 

blame, disrespect, betrayal, and the withholding of affection damage the roots from which love 

grows. Love can only survive these injuries if they are acknowledged, healed and rare.” -- Brené 

Brown 

 

About the Author: 
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Jenev Caddell, PsyD, is the founder of www.mybestrelationship.com and My Best Relationship 

Psychological Services, PLLC. She is a psychologist, certified Emotionally Focused Therapist, and 

a relationship coach for entrepreneurs and career driven professionals whose relationships can 

use some help. Her mission is to spread the word that your best relationship is crucial to your 

health and happiness, and that it is also within your reach. Dr. Caddell works with couples 

committed to each other who struggle with their relationships and would like to communicate 

better, understand each other, and be happy together again. 

Sign up here for your free report: 5 Steps to Take Today Toward Your Best Relationship:  

http://www.mybestrelationship.com/  
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I Am Mandohani, She who Steals from Death 

 

by Wendy Reese 

 

Courage. This is the place where I tell you my epic story of hardship, overcoming adversity, my 

valiant display of resilience, and the happy ending, right? And I easily could. What is interesting 

is it really doesn’t matter to me anymore. It took decades to get to that place where I realized 

how much I had bought into the victim role and used it to control my life and those in it. In the 

context of courage, I remember the precise moment of walking from my bedroom, through a 

hall with a wall of mirrors, wondering what I was doing wrong, why I kept “messing up” 

relationships. The reflection of me caught the corner of my eye, stopping me dead in my tracks. 

I turned, sensing it had something to say. I stared into my own eyes and heard, “Because you 

don’t like yourself and you damn sure don’t love yourself and until you do, you will keep 

repeating this lesson.” Talk about a cosmic 2x4 upside the head. “How do I do that?” I asked. 

It all started then. Facing your “stuff” is hard! Far easier to use it as a protective blanket, badge 

of honor, and certainly an excuse. Toni Cade Bambara writes in The Salt Eaters, “They wore 

their crippleness and blindness like a badge of honor, as though it meant they’d been singled 

out for some special punishment, were special. Or as though it meant they’d paid some heavy 

dues and knew, then, what there was to know, and therefore had a right to certain privileges, 

or were exempt from certain charges, or ought to be listened to at meetings. But way down 

under knowing ‘special’ was a lie, of the self-betrayal in the joints, in the lungs, in the eyes. 

Knew, felt the cost, but were too proud and too scared to get downright familiar with the 

conniption fit getting downright familiar with the bodies, minds and spirits to just sing, ‘Blues, 

how do you do? Sit down, let’s work it out.’ Took heart to flat out decide to be well and stride 

into the future sane and whole. And it took time.” Re-read that quote two more times and 

notice what is happening in your heart and stomach. Then ask yourself, is it easier to keep 

turning away from your stuff, using blame, shame, and guilt while playing the victim and/or 

martyr role? 

At that time, it was all I knew. I had great teachers from my earliest memories. If I were going to 

make a different choice, to surrender all the self-created limitations, I would have to find some 

guidance. What an adventure that became. The conversation with my blues did take time. In 

some ways, I do not know it will ever end. It has evolved immensely. I will share with you the 

most fundamental lessons I have learned. Though we humans have free will, everything is a 

choice, even choosing not to choose. You may not be ready to have your conversation with the 

blues. That’s cool. When you are, you will and you can always refer back to these lessons. 
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Lesson #1: Sacred contracts and Divine, infinite beings 

I could easily write a whole book on this one lesson. The abridged version would go something 

like this. We are all Divine, infinite beings. We come from a place of infinite possibilities and can 

tap into that anytime. Words are sorely inadequate to describe “Home,” but in that place 

unconditional love is abundant, the limitations we experience as humans do not exist, which is 

why we choose to come into this life- to experience more fully the Divine qualities in their 

totality, both shadow and light. We make sacred contracts with other beings to create 

experiences to “feel” the full gamete. The limitations are a way to bring forth the field on 

infinite possibilities and unconditional love here in human form. You get to repeat the limiting 

experiences until you see them for what they are (illusions), embrace the totality of emotions 

(energy), accept the situation as self-imposed limitations, surrender the attachment to the 

stories that keep you stuck in the limitations, and bring unconditional love to the whole of the 

situation. Sounds easy, yet I know from experience, it takes a great deal of practice! 

 

Lesson #2: Play until you need to rest, and rest until you’re ready to play 

Since we are all energy and all emotions are energy and we’ll die at some point anyway, we 

might as well have fun playing with the energy. Doing is limiting. Playing is limitless. When you 

take this approach, you open to the field of infinite possibilities. Becoming 100 percent present 

in your life allows you to see the possibilities. When you go into the old, familiar patterns of 

limitation, the presence allows you to become aware and ask, “Why am I playing with these 

limitations?” There are so many reasons we make limiting choices. The most awesome thing I 

have learned is that reversing the limitations is as simple as being willing to choose differently, 

being willing to surrender, being willing to simply stop playing with the limiting energy. 

I certainly have not known the “how” most of the time. I have always received guidance when I 

shifted into surrender and asked for support from the Divine, my guides, angels, archangels and 

anyone they saw fit to assist. In the moment of surrender, I ask what energy I’d prefer to play 

with and where I would like to flow. My energy elevates exponentially. The funny thing is, 

people who are around me who are living in a much more limited space, either have to raise 

their vibrations or leave because in the field of infinite possibilities and unconditional love, I 

cannot support or validate their limitations. Suffice to say they do not like that. They have a 

choice; they can play with me in the field of infinite possibilities, or they can go elsewhere in 

search of supporting their limitations. 
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I take the approach of play in my personal life and business, too. I ask what my soul wants. Even 

things that used to be painful, irritating, or dreadful to me are far more effortless because I 

chose to play or not, but I no longer “have to” or “should” do anything. I have given myself 

permission to engage all five senses and partake in pleasure. Can I just tell you how liberating 

this has been? Physical activity happens when my body tells me it needs movement. Food is 

eaten based on my body’s guidance rather than emotions or boredom. I sleep when I need to, 

even if it means a 30 minute nap during the day. I take breaks when I need to shift away from 

that urge to plow through work and bring in a fresh perspective and reminder that it is not 

work; it’s play. 

My business is blossoming as a result. It used to be very difficult to tell people what I do. I felt 

ridiculous, embarrassed, and shy. I was worried about being judged. I was given a gift and am 

here on this Earth right now for a reason. Surrendering into that wisdom has been profound 

because it has filled me with the courage to speak boldly about how I save people from 

“death.”  More interesting is that my gifts are blossoming, too. Almost as if everything I need to 

know to help people is being downloaded as I need it. I wish I could express how fun this has 

been and how much more it opens me to playing. 

 

Lesson #3: Gratitude is the green light for the Universe 

I am grateful, so incredibly grateful for the wisdom and gifts in and shared with me. I am 

grateful for the opportunities to be here and be love. I am grateful for the beauty that 

surrounds me. Gratitude is what tells the Universe, “I’m ready for me! Bring it on!” That day I 

paused in front of the mirror, I would be hard pressed to have been able to list even five things I 

was grateful for in my life because I was so wrapped up in my limitations. Now, I could probably 

list 25-50 in a minute (probably more if I were writing fast). The more I say, “Yes, please, thank 

you,” the more I get! How cool is that? There is a direct correlation to gratitude and happiness. 

When you focus on what you have rather than what you don’t have, it is as if you remove the 

blinders and experience abundance. Focus on lack and you feel more lack. So simple and yet 

few people even try to play with this concept. Give it a try. I started with spending a few 

minutes when I woke up imagining the end of the day when I would be going to bed, reflecting 

back on my day of everything I was grateful for. The days I practiced it were so much better 

than the days I forgot. You could also write five things every day that you are grateful for. They 

don’t have to be huge, but they do need to be something different every day. 

I love myself now. I like me, too. I love my life. It just gets better all the time. Make no mistake, 

this didn’t happen overnight. While I did a lot of the hard work on my own, I also had guidance. 

I probably could have gotten to this place in my life much faster had I had more help. That’s 
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why I do what I do now. In roller derby, there is a move called “whip it,” where one teammate 

takes the hand of a teammate behind her and pulls, or “whips,” her forward. This is what I try 

to do for my clients. I know how bad facing your stuff can suck and I try to help whip you 

through the suckiness by teaching you how to surrender the limitations and how to love 

yourself. I have been on both sides now and the grass really is greener here! When you are 

ready, you will discover the freedom. Until then, I will be busy playing and resting and playing 

some more, waiting for you to join those of us who choose to live in the field of infinite 

possibilities. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Take a few minutes to write a list of everything you are grateful for. Give yourself a green light 

by focusing on gratitude! 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Wendy Reese is Mandohani, a “superhero” of sorts, fighting the villains of doubt, fear, and 

worthlessness so you can love your authentic life now. She helps clients face the nitty gritty, 

messy, smelly, not-so-pretty, dull gray and shadow aspects of their life, transforming them in a 

way that isn’t long and drawn out or overly emotional. In fact, people say it’s pretty fun. She 

“plays” with clients one-on-one, in groups, and through programs that can be found on her 

website. She plays a yoga teacher and a writer. For more information, www.wholebeinginc.com 

or follow her on Twitter @wholebeinginc or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/pages/Whole-

Being-Inc. 
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Stop Calling Yourself a Perfectionist. That Is Bullsh*t 

 

by Shenee Howard 

 

Seriously, stop. 

Perfectionism isn’t actually a thing, especially when it comes to business. People use it as an 

excuse, instead. 

Perfectionism isn’t about wanting to get everything just right; it’s about being too afraid to 

deal with reality. It’s about being attached to a vision of your business that Does. Not. Exist. 

Everyone likes to fantasize. Everyone likes to plan and prepare and get ready for things. There is 

a certain amount of euphoria in the “idea” of something. Don’t believe me? Just look at the 

countless wedding boards, food boards and “DIY” boards on Pinterest. Look at the freakin’ porn 

industry, which creates fantasy visions of sex. 

Admit it—it feels good to think and plan your business. 

It feels nice to cover your desk in Post-It notes and inspirational quotes. It’s fun to read blog 

posts and take classes and bond over the “idea” of having your business. Who doesn’t love 

getting a bunch of multi-colored markers and going to town? You love filling out worksheet 

after worksheet and then getting that contact high only to never look at the worksheet ever 

again. You might be struggling with your copy, but you secretly love it. You love working on it. 

Why? Because it’s comfortable. It’s safe. You can’t be hurt. You don’t actually have to put 

yourself out there and worry about getting hurt, making mistakes or even plain ol’ making it. 

So when you say that you are a “perfectionist” or that your business vision isn’t “ready” or that 

you are waiting for it to be just right, you are saying that you want to stay in the fantasy land for 

just a little longer. 

You just want to watch a little more porn before you actually do it, just so you know you are 

doing it right. 

Which, of course, is ridiculous. 

Nothing will ever come out exactly like the vision you had in your head. Ever. 

Let me repeat that. That vision you have in your head? It’s not real because it doesn’t actually 

exist. So if you are waiting for your reality to match the image in your head, prepare to spend 
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your time being an entrepreneurial wannabe. (Yeah, I went there and I am saying this ‘cause I 

love you.) 

Here is the very unfortunate truth. Lots of people want to have big success as an entrepreneur 

and very few actually do. And it’s never because they are not good enough or strong enough. 

It’s not because of marketing or sales or branding. 

It’s because they are attached to a vision of their business that doesn’t exist. It’s because they 

don’t take action, make mistakes and learn because they refuse to even put themselves out 

there. 

It’s because they are stuck in a fantasy land. 

The perfectionist mindset has nothing to do with being “perfect.” It’s all about finding 

sanctuary in a vision of your business that doesn’t exist so that you can keep playing small. 

It’s about deciding that the vision you have in your head is better and you wanna stick with it. 

Entrepreneurship requires a durability that cannot be taught so don’t expect anyone to teach it 

to you. I am a really good teacher and make all of my products as actionable as possible, but I 

can’t do anything for anyone. 

There is a hunger and a desire and a love for your work that you just gotta have if you want to 

get your head out of your ass and get going. 

Is that what you truly want? To be someone that doesn’t make it because you are too busy 

watching porn? 

Didn’t think so. 

Cut. That. Shit. Out. 

No more, ok? Because the longer you “wait” the harder it will be, yo. 

It doesn’t take rocket science. It is really, really easy to make the first step, so just do it. 

Today. 

I do this work because I am obsessed with it and because I truly want you to have a business 

that makes you as happy and not because I want you to read this and not do anything, my 

friend. 

So what are you gonna do to crush it today? 
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Shenee is the branding expert for undeniably mind-blowing, awe-inspiring (profitable) brands. 

She teaches. She strategizes. And she helps you become truly unforgettable online (you are 

already fabulous in person). 

http://heyshenee.com/ 
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Fearful and Fierce to Feminine Fierce 

 

by Mariah Neeson 

 

Since birth, I have moved 27 times. I’m no stranger to relocation, but when we decided to move 

from Spokane, WA to Portland, OR last year, my world was turned upside down. 

It was one of those moments when you just know it’s time to move on. It was also time to 

follow my husband’s lead. He knew exactly when to ask me about moving, knew exactly if he 

waited, he wouldn’t get the chance again. I gave the okay, he made the transfer request, and 

within two months he was living in Oregon, while the kids and I were waiting to move until 

school ended.  

As I packed, de-cluttered, and sold our belongings, I began to crack. The knowing I had that it 

was time to move, faded away and was replaced by a new knowing. This time, I knew we were 

wrong, dead wrong. I knew this move was a terrible idea and I wanted to make it stop, but It 

was too late. Fear began to grip me. 

The next few months were really hard. I had days I could hardly brush my hair, and if it hadn’t 

been for my kids I probably wouldn’t have even left my bed. 

I was giving up a huge, beautiful home, great schools, my business, my family and more. I was 

trading it all in for a tiny two bedroom apartment, a lateral move for my husband (read: no pay 

increase) and this idea that an elusive “more” we had been craving would be waiting for us. On 

paper it looked like a terrible idea and a serious demotion. 

As we got closer to our moving day, I carried this scene of myself sitting in the eye of a storm, I 

felt acutely aware of all of the chaos going on around me and inside of me and yet a part of me 

was riding it out calmly and without fear. On the outside, I was digging my heels in and resisting 

every box and every inch of packaging tape. On the inside, I was a Zen master (deep on the 

inside). 

When we arrived at our new home, I put on my best game face, unpacked and played house 

like a pro. 

Once all of the boxes were unpacked, the house was in order and my mom left, I cracked. I 

crumbled to bits and cried so hard, I’m certain I’ve never cried so hard in all my life. Something 

in me was dying and I didn’t understand what it was, but I knew I was mourning. For months I 

wanted to go home, to curl up in my old life like a security blanket. I wanted to feel safe, in 
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control and on track again. Instead I felt chaotic, angry and let down. I felt like we made the 

biggest mistake of our lives, one that would set us back years emotionally and financially. 

While I was being dramatic and gloomy outwardly, that inner being of mine was steering the 

ship. She was emerging in empowering ways that I can only now see and recognize. She had 

stepped down from the eye of the storm and was now taking charge. When she was in charge I 

contacted every woman I knew in Portland and met up for coffee every week. I forged 

connections and put myself out there in ways I had never done before. I connected deeply and 

freely with people I met. I began to surrender my fear and frustrations. I began to allow myself 

to be okay. I began to trust and to live in faith. 

With every step I took toward trusting in the positive and away from worshipping the negative, 

I began to feel stronger, happier, and more at peace. Where before I had felt like a girl playing 

dress up in a woman’s life, I now felt very much like a woman. 

Simply put, I began to believe in myself. 

The death I mourned was a death of control. My idea that I could control everything had been 

keeping me small, caged and in line. It was a box I had created for myself. Being locked in my 

own cage felt safe and secure, but in the end it left my spirit longing for more and that longing, 

ignored, eventually became fearful and fierce, anxious and judgmental, critical and unable to 

see the positive. 

I had basically ripped myself from my cage. 

I began to grow. I took the fearful and fierce judgmental me I had become and slowly 

transformed her into the beautiful feminine fierce woman I always was at heart. 

It’s been a year now and I still have days where I miss the security and simplicity of my old life, 

but I have grown so much in this past year, and I know it is only the beginning. This year I let go 

of all the fear, and judgment that was keeping me “safe” and allowed myself to be soft and 

vulnerable. I call this my year of softening. It’s the year I went from Fearful & Fierce to Feminine 

Fierce. 

It seems to me now that stepping out of fear and into your power has to be done by shedding 

all of the fears that keep us small. Looking back I can see key ingredients of my transformation. 

1. I stayed open—intentionally open to people and events that I may have otherwise not been 

open to. 

2. I started noticing myself and everything that came into my life in a new way with a positive 

and loving approach to everything. 
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3. I surrendered and I forgave. 

4. I asked for help. 

5. I had faith in a positive outcome. 

6. I put one foot in front of the other. 

In the end, it turns out the more I had been craving was me. 

 

Courage in Action: 

How can you look at your situation with new eyes, from a different perspective? Consider how 

the struggles you are facing are helping you develop new abilities, strengths or skills. How is it 

pushing you to be a better you? Now focus on the positive as you move forward in life. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Mariah Neeson specializes in helping entrepreneurial women break free from fear and step into 

their own Feminine Fierce, allowing them to own their power and thrive in life and business. 

She lives in Portland, OR with her husband, two boys and Porter, their Boston Terrier. 
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What is Courage? 

 

by Jenna Dalton 

 

Courage is such a sought after, admirable trait. When you think of the stereotypical courageous 

heroes you think of the gladiators who get in the ring and seemingly have no fear. Courageous 

people are seen as strong, invincible even, and I couldn’t agree more. Courage takes guts and 

doesn’t always come with the glory. 

But I love that, when you get to the core of it all, courage is really about transforming our 

weakest moments into our greatest strength. When we allow ourselves to be vulnerable, when 

we allow ourselves to be raw and real, that’s when we’re most courageous. 

At the foundation of courage is the idea that, even though you’re scared out of your mind, 

you’re going for it anyway. Courage, then, is the ability to dive in, head first, even though 

nothing is guaranteed and everything could change – for better or for worse. 

I’m fortunate to be a coach who dares her clients to be more courageous every single day, so 

I’ve seen the power of getting vulnerable. I’ve also seen what it takes to make the impact 

you’re meant to make. It’s not easy. It’s not instantaneous. But when it happens, it’s such a 

privilege to be able to be a part of it. 

I’ve noticed in my almost 30 years on this planet that there’s a big difference between those 

who do, and those who don’t. The successful people aren’t luckier, more talented, or born into 

greatness. The successful people are the ones who dare to strap on their boots and jump 

without knowing with absolute certainty that the parachute will open and break their fall. The 

successful people are the ones who—in spite of the fear, uncertainty, and previously 

unsuccessful attempts—get up and try again. And again. And again. 

That is courage. The ability to show up, put in a valiant effort, get knocked down, stumble back 

up, and do it all again tomorrow. Courage is not always glamorous, or guaranteed, or 

necessarily fun. Courage, plain and simple, is the ability to stand in your most vulnerable place 

and, while others stumble and shy away, you remain. You might be bruised and battered but 

you remain. You hold strong. You don’t back down. You may change course, but you don’t back 

down. 

And while you might not get the exact result you were looking for, when you hold strong and 

don’t back down—even though you’re crazy scared—something within you forever changes. 

You see the power you hold. You recognize that it wasn’t because you were “lucky.” It was 
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because you had the courage to dare to do, be, have something that until that moment you 

weren’t entirely sure could be yours. 

You don’t need to risk your life to be courageous. You don’t need to change the world 

tomorrow. You simply need to dare to take a step forward even though you have no idea what 

will happen and you’re scared of the millions of possibilities. You simply need to live in your 

vulnerability and accept that in your most uncomfortable moment of weakness lies your 

greatest strength. 

That, my friend, is courage. 

Because courage and confidence have become my life’s work I’m naturally drawn to 

motivational quotes. These quotes inspire me and those around me to just go for it and rock 

people’s socks off. This is by far one of my all-time favorite quotes that I’d love to share with 

you because it inspired me to write this piece to encourage you to dare greatly: 

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man 

stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs 

to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and 

blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there 

is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the 

deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a 

worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and 

who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall 

never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat. -- 

Theodore Roosevelt 

 

Courage in Action: 

Now I challenge you to do something today that takes some courage. It might be making a 

simple phone call. Or maybe it’ll be standing up to speak in front of thousands. Just go try. Go 

make mistakes. Go be awesome. 

Because the woulds, shoulds, coulds aren’t in the history books. It’s the doers. Those who dare 

greatly are the ones who become immortalized as the courageous heroes. And while you may 

not find your way onto the public stage as a “hero,” you will most certainly appreciate 

something about yourself that you never thought you had—the courage to dare greatly. 
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You can have all the business building tools, marketing strategies, and sales techniques in the 

world, but in order to be outrageously successful you need the confidence to implement them. 

That's where Jenna Dalton comes in. She has the tools and strategies to boost your confidence, 

and help you find the courage to step outside your comfort zone so you can go full-steam 

ahead in your business – even if things aren’t perfect and you’re crazy scared. You’ll find her 

online at JennaDalton.com where you can enjoy confidence buildings tools and resources that 

she provides for free. 
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You Are More Than Enough 

 

by Kelly Lynn Adams 

 

These past couple of weeks I have been challenged, guided and awakened on an emotional, 

physical, mental and spiritual level after an incredibly intense, yet empowering couple of 

meetings with one of my mentors, Jen Groover. 

I have laughed, cried, mourned, reflected, gotten angry and experienced every single human 

emotion possible. My most powerful Limiting Beliefs were being uncovered and uprooted. It 

was like they were staring back at me in the mirror guiding me to the healing process that 

needed to be done. The healing process was to unlearn all of my most deep rooted Limiting 

Beliefs. 

Limiting Beliefs can stunt our growth, stop us dead in our tracks from taking the next most 

aligned action, and come in forms of procrastination and overwhelm. Limiting Beliefs can 

suppress our God-given gifts and talents and take us on an emotional roller coaster ride with 

our ego if we allow it. 

I am not a “newbie” when it comes to the self-help industry. I have invested thousands of 

dollars to work with the best coaches in the world, have taken the best self-development 

programs out there, have walked on fire (beyond all the other crazy adventures I have 

experienced), and have challenged myself in many other ways in order to become the best 

version of myself that I can be. 

I have become spiritually awakened, have forgiven a whole lot of people in my life, have 

surrendered, and have let go of many “expectations” that I was allowing to guide my life. 

I thought the “hardest work” had all been done. I was wrong. 

What I have learned and what I know for sure is that growth and self-development are a 

constant. In order to become our best selves for our highest good, we will be tested, and we 

will be pushed to our limits and challenged on a consistent basis—and what we can do is 

surrender and embrace the process. 

What I also know to be true is that we all want one thing. We want love. 

We want to love and be loved. 

We want to be seen and we want to be heard. 
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We want our opinions to count and we want what we say to matter. 

As humans this is what we crave. 

What holds us back from experiencing love and any dreams that we have are our Limiting 

Beliefs. To release our Limiting Beliefs we simply must unlearn them. Simple, but not easy. The 

most common Limiting Belief for many, including me, is I am not good enough. 

I am here to tell you what I am learning: You Are More Than Enough. 

Let me repeat that: You Are More Than Enough. 

Let that sink in. You have everything you need within you right now to do whatever it is that 

you want to be, want to do, or want to have. 

To release any negative thought patterns and Limiting Beliefs you must first, identify what your 

Limiting Beliefs are and then release them. This might take time, but is totally worth it. Your 

Limiting Beliefs do not serve you any longer. 

You were created for a reason, a specific reason. 

If you do not know the specific reason yet, that is okay. You will be divinely guided to your 

purpose at the right time. 

You are here to do big things. Embrace that, believe that, and know that to be true. 

God packaged you in a unique and purposeful way for you to do big things. 

It is your choice on how you use and bring your gifts and talents into this world—the world 

awaits your greatness. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Some tips on how you can embody, believe, and know that you are more than enough: 

1. Write down 100 things that you absolutely love about yourself, as well as things that you are 

good at, past achievements and accomplishments. 

2. Trust your gut. Always. 

3. Surround yourself with like-minded, positive people who only lift you up and value your 

relationship. 
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4. Practice self-love every day (journal, meditate, read, dance, dress up for no reason and go 

out, spend time with loved ones including family, friends and pets, spend time in nature, take a 

bubble bath, get a massage, book a trip and do something you always wanted to do). 

5. Define your boundaries. Start by saying “No” more often to others and saying “Yes” more 

often to yourself. 

*Fully express yourself authentically. 

*Practice Inner Child Work: Treat yourself how you would treat a two year old. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Your worth is not a product of your intelligence, your talent, your looks, or how much you 

have accomplished. Self Worth is an immeasurable and unchanging manifestation of your 

eternal and infinite oneness with the Universe. It represents the cornerstone of the dual 

foundations of optimism and self-belief. Your worth cannot be taken from you or damaged by 

life’s rigors, yet it can easily be forgotten or even actively ignored. By regularly acknowledging 

your self-worth, you can ensure that you never forget what an important, beloved, and special 

part of the Universe you are.” -- Daily Om 

 

About the Author: 

 

Kelly Lynn Adams, CPC, is a certified professional business leadership and life coach, 

motivational speaker and writer. After more than ten years in Corporate America, Kelly Lynn 

was overworked, stressed out and had hit rock bottom. 

After becoming a self-help junkie, Kelly Lynn turned her life around: She decided to channel her 

passion for business, spirituality and self-love into creating her own dynamic brand. 
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Her mission is to empower women entrepreneurs to build profitable businesses while helping 

them shift their mindset, increase their confidence and step into their own divine power. She 

does this through private coaching, live events, and group coaching programs—her latest live 

program. She is co-creator of www.TheBoudoirBusinessBootcamp.com 

Kelly Lynn’s mission is to leave a legacy for the next generation of women to come by helping 

one woman and one business at a time realize that they can be, can do and can have anything 

they desire. 

Kelly Lynn’s work has been featured in Forbes and many other media outlets. Download her 

ebook, The Little Pink Book Manifesto: 10 Powerful Tools That Will Transform Your Life and Your 

Business, at www.kellylynnadams.com 
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Red Carpet Dreams 

 

by Denise Antoon 

 

As a young girl growing up in the Midwest, I had dreams of becoming a Hollywood actress. I 

focused on the celebrity lifestyle and fantasized about how I could live a life in Hollywood. In 

high school, I was not one of the popular girls, and oftentimes I felt out of place. I tried out for 

cheerleading and never made it, I tried out for sports and never made the teams, and I tried out 

for theater and still did not make it. I felt lost, but refused to give up. And after several 

attempts, I finally made the dance team in my junior year, but not again in my senior year. I did, 

however, land a part in the school play—I was ready to start my life for Hollywood! 

With Hollywood calling, I declared theater my major in college, but once the reality of school 

actually set in and I thought I would not make it as an actress, I changed my major to pre-law. I 

figured being a lawyer was more sensible anyway, plus it included some acting skills, so my 

dreams weren’t completely lost. I succeeded, and made it through law school, after which I 

decided to head to Hollywood.  

On the business side of Hollywood as an agent trainee, I struggled to break into the industry, 

but I never gave up. And after several months, I finally had a job in the famous mailroom of a 

talent agency. I worked six days a week from 7am- 7pm and had a two hour drive each way to 

get to work because I was broke and needed to stay with a friend’s family. I was not giving up 

on my dream of Hollywood though. 

Over time, I worked in various jobs behind the scenes, but never gave up on the dream of being 

in front of the camera. Then, some several years later, after working with a ton of celebrity 

clients, I finally had the chance to be in front of the camera! I was cast in a Lifetime reality show 

about, surprisingly enough, my life. The feelings of excitement came over me each time we 

would be contacted by the media. I would sit in the make-up chair and feel overcome with joy 

as I would watch the transformation happen.  

Cameras followed me for about three months just about every day. I was flown to NYC to meet 

famous people. I was featured in People Magazine and on The Today Show, and even Dr. Phil 

did an entire episode on the women of the show. Several other media outlets—radio shows, 

newspapers, and local TV stations were also interested. My dream had finally come true! I 

never gave up and it paid off in a big way, or so I thought. 
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For all the good that comes from being a celebrity, there can equally be bad. And the bad news 

came when it was revealed that one of the members of our show had been involved in some 

serious crimes.  In turn, the media put the actions of this one person onto the rest of us—the 

press became very negative; people were adding horrible comments to articles and blogs 

spreading assumptions and lies about the rest of the cast. It was hurtful to all of us. People 

would say how ugly I was, that I should lose some weight, and that I must not be very smart if I 

worked for a criminal and didn’t even know it. The same type of bullying and negative talk that 

happened in high school returned, and I felt lost once again. Far removed were the days in the 

make-up chair getting ready for a scene or an interview. Now, I would see my face on the news 

connected with criminals. I felt sick to my stomach all the time, my nerves were fried, and I 

could not focus on anything other than reading and watching the horrible drama that had 

become my life. 

I became very depressed—I was sad one minute and mad the next—I would cry at random 

times and want to throw something at others. How could people who did not even know me 

say such horrible things about me? Fear eventually set in. Not only were my dreams gone, but I 

was being connected a criminal and could be wrongfully arrested. It was unfair—working so 

hard to reach that dream only to have it taken away in an instant for reasons out of my control.   

After several months of feeling sick and wanting to crawl into a cave to sleep away the pain, I 

finally decided to take my experience and use it to my advantage—I was not going to let this 

crush my dream. I love Hollywood. I love its feel, its magic, the sense of celebrity it brings to 

people—remembering this, I knew what I had to do. I started my own PR and Events firm and 

now help people become celebrities in whatever field they work in. I get such a charge from 

seeing people share their message and achieve their dream of being in the spotlight. 

I do remind my clients that, just like in high school, not everyone will like you and some will say 

horrible things about you, but you know who you are and you know what your dreams are, so 

listen to you! Celebrities are everywhere in every field and need to be seen for the good in the 

world they create rather than the times they fall, which is why I work closely with the media to 

share positive stories and messages. I seek to showcase those who are doing good in the world, 

so younger generations eventually will not be interested in all the negative stories, but will be 

interested in those who are creating change in the world for the better. I want clients to never 

ever give up on their dreams and to never give up on who they were meant to be in this world! 

 

Courage in Action: 

Think about your childhood dreams and how you could live them now, maybe not in the exact 

way you dreamt, but still living them. For example, I always wanted to be a professional dancer. 
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Well, just this past February I was asked to dance in a charity event, Swinging With The Stars 

and I felt like a pro as I sailed across the dance floor in heels and a little red sequined dress. This 

was my dream come true, it may not have been exactly as I pictured it, but it was good enough 

for me! -- Chantelle Adams 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Denise is a life-long learner. She researches and follows social media and celebrity news daily to 

understand the psychology of the celebrity status and ever changing framework of media. She 

has appeared on the Today Show, Fox and Friends, Dr. Phil, has been featured in People 

magazine, and interviewed by several local news programs and national radio shows. 

Examples of some of the individuals and groups she has worked with include: 

Carlos Santana, Counting Crows, Crosby, Stills and Nash, Art 21, Campaign for Finance Reform, 

Steve Oedekerk, Annie Potts, Padma Lakshmi, Jamie Lee Curtis, Edward James Olmos, David 

Suchet, Phylicia Rashad. 

She also is a passionate educator. She teaches at several universities at both the undergraduate 

and graduate levels. She coaches clients one-on-one and currently is building online learning 

tools to help turn anyone into a celebrity within their field through the use of Media and 

Events. 

www.antoongroup.com 
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Hope Is Alive In All of Us 

 

by Erin Giles 

 

Confession time: when I was in college, I got six tattoos and ten piercings … I loved the feeling 

of doing something that scared me, the adventure, the courage exhilarated me every time. 

When I was 19 and getting my first tattoo, I knew what I wanted. In fact, I knew I had to have it. 

The one thing holding me back was I knew it was going to hurt. The steps leading up to getting 

one, finding the right style of tattoo, the right font, the perfect tattoo artist, and making the 

appointment just took planning and decisiveness. It didn’t take courage. 

I only needed courage for a split second. I needed courage from the moment I sat down in that 

tattoo chair and waited for the buzzing metal needle to touch my goose bumped skin. I needed 

courage for about 30 seconds, 30 seconds of acting without giving into fear, without getting up 

and wimping out. And although I now have six tattoos, I needed that courage every time I sat 

down in that chair. ‘Cause you better believe I’m getting more. 

Courage is defined by Merriam Webster, as the mental or moral strength to venture and 

withstand fear. 

Any time we stand up for something we believe in or take on a new challenge or venture we 

must be courageous even if for a moment: 

Saying yes to a speaking invite. 

Starting a do good mission. 

Standing up for what you believe in. 

Getting vulnerable. 

Being generous with your time, money and wisdom. 

And sometimes, just showing up. 

It’s not just about getting tattoos. When Richard Branson started Virgin Galactic, when Oprah 

left her TV show to start her own network, when Lady Gaga started her own non-profit, they all 

needed courage. Courage to do something new, courage to stand up for what is right and 

courage to not care what people think. 
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They knew their ideas mattered. They knew they had to act on them. And they knew that this 

life was the only chance they get. 

When I saw the scary truth about sex trafficking and how even little girls as young as seven 

were being bought for sex, I knew I needed to be courageous, and do something that may fail 

just to stand up for them. 

When I allowed courage to trump my doubts and my fears, remarkable things happened. And I 

want them to happen for you too, in a safe and enthusiastic space. Why do I care so much 

about you being courageous? Because I have seen a common theme among entrepreneurs who 

want to do something to give back with their business. 

They’re short on courage and full of hindrances, and I’m tired of it. 

I want us to live in a world where we all realize that hope is alive in us. 

That the very problems our world faces can be changed for the better because they caught our 

attention—they made us step up and act. They made us knock fear down to continue on our 

mission. 

Forget being fearless and embrace courage even if for a moment, a day or a week. 

Your work, your story, and most importantly the mission you’re here to accomplish is 

waiting. 

 

Courage in Action: 

The next time fear rears its ugly head, just push through that fear for an extra 30 seconds; that 

should be all you need to see the beauty that awaits on the other side of fear. 

 

About the Author: 
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Erin Giles is the Founder of End Sex Trafficking Day and a business philanthropy consultant who 

helps businesses find a cause they’re passionate about and create a campaign, so they don’t 

just have a business; they start a movement. She believes more than ever hope is alive and it’s 

alive in all of us. Erin’s been seen on USA Today, Inc., Forbes and Huffington Post. 
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Beyond the Status Quo 

 

by Nicki Bullock 

 

For most of my life I have been compelled to risk. Status quo has always felt, well, status quo. 

But early in my 20s I felt the pressure to conform to the list of “shoulds,” things people should 

have done by the time they are 30: get an education (I dropped out after my first year), find a 

guy (luckily he is amazing), buy a house, get married and have a couple of kids. By the time I 

was ready to have my first baby, I thought I was doing exactly what I should be doing. 

And then in an instant as I first stared into my little boy’s eyes, life hit me … hard. I felt a flood 

of emotions and one very loud voice that said, “How can you expect your son to have true 

happiness, true freedom, if you can’t give that to yourself?” 

Busted! Damn those moments of clarity. And it wasn’t even something I could ignore because 

that voice, my intuition, was totally right. 

I had been happily checking off all the boxes in my life never stopping to ask if it was something 

I really wanted. That first moment with my son triggered the journey to my present day, where 

although from the outside, one might not realize the changes that have happened, but inside I 

am a completely different person. 

Happiness is an inside job and living in joy takes a huge amount of courage. I used to think that 

courage was reserved for people who took big risks, who wagered everything for something 

greater, who never feared what may happen. I now see courage very differently. 

Courage to me is the opportunity to own all of yourself, your desires, your dreams, your 

imperfections, your beauty, your brilliance. Courage is waking up every morning ready to shine 

your gifts in the world, without getting in your own way. And although some moments in this 

life require a leap with open arms, sometimes the most courageous life-changing moments are 

the quiet moments where you choose peace, choose forgiveness or choose yourself over the 

shoulds or the supposed-tos. 

And the beautiful thing that happens when you courageously choose yourself is that you give 

those all around you permission to do the same. And that is a revolution I want to be a part of. 

A part of the change that teaches our children to stand up for what they believe in, a part of the 

change that gives every human being permission to be themselves and stand in all their 

glorious beauty, a part of the change that supports others to live courageously in their own 

lives. 
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So today I invite you to do the same, to start a revolution in your own life, to say yes to that 

dream, that desire, that thing you can’t stop thinking of, that relationship that needs a little 

extra love, or that desire deep within your heart. Say yes, quietly or declare it to the world. But 

say yes. And know that regardless of where that yes will take you, it is exactly where you are 

meant to be. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Choose something to say yes to. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“There came a time when the risk to remain tight in the bud was more painful than the risk it 

took to blossom” -- Anais Nin 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Nicki Bullock is starting a revolution of her own. A revolution of mamas who are ready to 

reclaim mamahood on their own terms to live the life they deserve. Nicki teaches mothers to 

bring back their own joy, which in turn allows kids to find theirs. She believes that Happy 

Mamas Change the World and she is on a mission to inspire mamas all over the planet to get 

happy. Join her at www.nickibullock.com 
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The Upside of Discontentment 

 

by Tova Payne 

 

The art of contentment. Some call it a virtue. Others say it’s an unattainable dream. 

I used to believe it was the secret to happiness. Right? If you could just be content right now, 

then everything would be blissful … 

Here is what occurred to me, and you can decide if it’s true for you. 

The feeling of "discontent" is the soul speaking and it's telling you: “Don’t forget about me! 

I’ve got something important to do through you.” 

Now, I don't want contentment to get mixed up with acceptance and gratitude. There is a 

difference between acceptance, gratitude, and contentment. 

I am not really one to get into semantics, but the practice of accepting what is—is the necessary 

foundation to allow for further growth. Keep in mind acceptance is not apathy. Acceptance is 

recognizing the truth of the moment, seeing it for what it is, and accepting it as it is. Once you 

can accept the moment, the moment will not only complete itself, but will allow for further 

growth and change. 

On the flip side, when you actively do the opposite of acceptance—which is resisting the 

moment. It actually makes the moment worse, and the moment lingers longer. 

An ability to accept the moment, is an ability to fully feel the moment for what it is. And like all 

things in life, it will pass. When you accept things as they are, they complete themselves with 

more ease. Whereas when you resist a feeling, it tends to persist longer and causes you more 

harm. Acceptance is a necessary step to moving forward. 

Gratitude is the vehicle for abundance. 

Feeling and seeing the richness you have now, is the necessary step to further growth. 

It creates a mindset—a mental framework of richness, so that more richness can come into 

your life. 

What you focus on is what grows in your world. Focus on what's right in your life and you will 

see more right light up your world. 
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This is a daily practice that only you can test and verify if it's true. I have found it to be a 

practice with massive benefit. 

But contentment? Is it a benefit all into itself? Is it something to strive for and actively practice? 

It occurred to me, there is an upside to being discontent. It's your soul talking to you. It’s the 

soul saying, “Don’t forget about me! I’ve got something important to do through you.” 

And just maybe when you do feel deeply content, it is because your soul is doing its work in the 

world through you. 

So I suggest, the next time you get that inner feeling, like there’s something more, pay 

attention to it. That feeling of “There’s got to be more than this”—you are absolutely right. That 

is a divine calling. Mary Morrissey actually calls it by the name “divine discontent.” I love that. 

There’s nothing wrong with not being content, it might just be your soul’s divine way of 

speaking to you. To let you know, it has important work to do, so you better listen, or that 

feeling of discontent will keep knocking. 

The soul is not shy. It will always continue to knock, until it is given permission to give what it is 

meant to give to this world. May discontent be the call to action. 

 

Courage in Action: 

1.  Is there an area in your life where you feel discontent? You need to get clear on what it is so 

that you can begin to change it. 

2.  Now that you know what you don’t want, shift your focus over to what you do want. Please 

let go of Limiting Beliefs that say, “That’s unrealistic.” For just a moment allow yourself to 

dream big. 

3.  On a piece of paper draw a timeline from point one, where you are right now, to point five, 

exactly where you want to be. Then write out the four steps that will bridge the gap. 

4.  Take action on your first step today. Dreams can come true when you take daily consistent 

action toward living them! 

 

About the Author: 
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dreams. She writes, speaks, and coaches others to take action to live fulfilling lives. This 
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virtual home. Receive your free copy at: www.tovapayne.com 
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Corporate Executive Turns Renegade Gypsy 

 

by Hayley Hines 

 

There have been two times in my life that have required me to be really brave. First, a little 

background for you. I’ve always had the “gypsy” gene. A certain trait I could not explain that 

ignited my imagination showed up my dreams and tugged at my heart. This might be 

considered a positive and liberating trait in some cases, but while I really wanted to join the 

Peace Corps or travel and discover magical places in the world, everyone I knew was getting 

married and settling down. So instead, I signed up for what was considered the “normal” and 

“appropriate” way to do life. Before I knew it, I was married, had bought a house with a white 

picket fence and was living what most people would consider the American Dream, all by my 

mid-20s. While not gone, my gypsy gene was sedated by the normalcy of a regular life and the 

false comfort that it brought. I was completely miserable. 

Fast-forward seven years. Even with my best efforts, my marriage was a disaster. I’d created a 

life that looked nothing like me, and I looked in the mirror one day and didn’t even recognize 

myself anymore. I realized I had a huge decision to make: live this way the rest of my life, or 

leave. I decided to leave, and it was the best decision I ever made. I had to start completely 

over, but it was so worth it. I started to rebuild and create exactly what I wanted my life to be. 

I had always been entrepreneurial, and started La Bella Living, my lifestyle design company. I 

was left with quite a bit of debt from my divorce and struggled to really thrive on my own. I 

began consulting with a corporate wellness company in Dallas, which quickly grew to full time. 

When an opportunity arose to join a large benefits firm to drive their corporate wellness 

strategies, I thought I had achieved the freedom I was so desperately seeking. While some 

financial independence was comforting, for me my corporate life was still incredibly stifling. 

For another eight years I continued to suppress the gypsy urges and rose up the corporate 

ladder. First achieving success at the large benefits firm, and then moving back to the wellness 

company as an executive, reporting to the CEO. This was my “dream job.” While the corporate 

environment was financially rewarding, I could not shake the nagging feeling that it was not for 

me. I needed to make a change. The problem was, I had bought a house, and a car. This was me 

trying to be responsible. Grown-ups have things, I told myself, like mortgages and car 

payments. Although I wanted to embrace my true nature and run with my gypsy plan, I was 

scared. 
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To help appease my renegade side, I began to scope out what my life would look like if I was 

able to escape the inertia of my normal life. I called my plan Operation Gypsy and set a 

framework that would help guide my dreams. All I needed was a push. 

That push came on May 20
th

 after a tornado hit Moore, Oklahoma—the town I grew up in. 

Watching the news helplessly from my home in Dallas, there was a 42 minute window when I 

could not get in touch with anyone in my family. Seeing my childhood friends carry their 

children away from unrecognizable elementary schools and hearing story after story of friends 

who had lost everything brought me the clarity and perspective I needed. I thought about what 

was important to me, how quickly things can change, how my heart wasn’t truly happy, and 

that life is really short. Then it hit me: What on Earth was I waiting for? 

I had already rented out my house and paid off my car, and had been saving as much as 

possible. So I resigned from my job—and yes, it was scary! I left the security, the paycheck, the 

stability, the fancy title, the great people, and the lovely office to explore the next chapter. It 

was time for a new chapter, a new season, and my opportunity to do what I was born to do: 

inspire, motivate, educate, and love people so they can find their path to healthy living. 

Operation Gypsy was on! I re-launched my company, La Bella Living, a dream I had had for 

years and I am now taking my show on the road, designing products and services to help people 

create a life they love, to find passion and purpose and to provide a way for them to do more of 

what they were born to do. I am creating a business model that allows me cultivate my own 

dreams and aspirations and create income streams that allow me to work anywhere and travel 

the world. The first project I’ll be partnering with is the Africa Yoga Project and I will be 

traveling to Kenya early 2014 to support the amazing programs they are offering in Nairobi. 

The most important thing for me in making this decision was the unshakable belief that I can 

make this work. I can follow this path and do what may appear to be crazy to some and still do 

it anyway—giving myself permission to follow my heart and do my life’s work. It’s my soul 

work. That it was more important to me to live and to love with my whole heart and not listen 

to what other people might say. 

Brené Brown refers to what happens at midlife not as “a crisis,” but as an unraveling. She 

describes it as a desperate pull to live the life you want to live, not the one you are “supposed” 

to live, the time when you are challenged by the universe to let go of who you think you are 

supposed to be and to embrace who you are. 

Life is too short to do what we think we “should” do instead of doing the work our heart longs 

for. Believe in the vision you have for the life you want to live. Surround yourself with people 

who are supportive of your dreams and encourage you to pursue them. Find a community of 
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people who are on the same path and spend time with them. Use vision boards to visualize 

your desires. They are a powerful way to bring your dreams to reality. 

I had consulted with employers, implemented health management programs and created new 

innovative product offerings for 15 years before I left the corporate world to follow my heart 

and focus on my loves. I wanted freedom, deep connection, meaningful conversations, and 

impactful work. Creating my own path and definition of success has been exciting and crazy all 

at the same time. I have realized we don’t have to be defined by a role or a title; we can be a bit 

of everything that lights us up. I am ready to put my passion into action and make an impact.  

Leave a legacy; create change. It’s really scary, but also makes you feel very brave. 

“If your heart is yearning for something, it is your duty to find the courage to listen, then take 

action.  Not just for you, but for all of us.” -- Nisha Moodley 

 

Courage in Action: 

Create a vision board.   

Step 1: Look 

Get a bunch of old magazines and look through all of them. As soon as something jumps out at 

you, rip it out. Don’t analyze why—just rip or cut it out and put it in a pile. The key here is to go 

with the feelings. When an image or word makes you feel something—a lump in your throat, a 

flitter in your stomach, or the racing of your heart, follow these instincts. Listen to anything 

except your head! Don’t think, just feel! Give this some time and make sure you have a good 

variety of magazines. You also could Google images you don’t find that you know you want and 

print them off for your board. 

Step 2: Organize 

After you have a big pile of images that you just instinctively cut out, you will need to take some 

time to organize the images into three piles: ones that really speak to your heart, ones you like 

but aren’t sure of, and ones that don’t really do it for you anymore. Then once you have the 

three piles discard the one you don’t need and leave the ‘iffy’ pile off to the left which you may 

use. Make sure while you are doing this you don’t allow yourself to think; just be, and 

remember anything is possible--anything goes! 

Step 3: Arrange 
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Now take out your poster board and begin placing the images you love the most on the page 

first. You want to arrange the pictures first before gluing down to be sure that they are in fact 

exactly what you want and where. This is important: don’t over think this process. Just go with 

what looks and feels right.   

Step 4: Glue 

Now it is time to make it stick. You may want to use rubber cement, as plain white glue seems 

to make the magazine paper ripple. As you do this, really let yourself feel what these images 

may mean, but don’t settle on any dreams that are too small. Keep it open to possibilities that 

you may not even know are possible! 

Step 5: Beautify 

This is a fun part that is optional, of course, but if you like to paint or draw or even scrapbook or 

if you just feel like adding some nice touches to your board, get creative! I would highly 

recommend placing a picture of you in the center of your board—this is optional too of course.   

Step 6: Display 

Put your board on display where you see it every day! In your bathroom, on your bedroom 

ceiling, on your closet door—you decide, but hang it up! 

Step 7: Act 

You may believe in this law of attraction phenomenon and feel that just putting the intention 

out there is enough, but you have to be aware when opportunities arise, and then act! Like any 

good thing, you still have to work for it. Be aware, and then be fearless and take action! 

 

About the Author: 
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Hayley is a holistic nutritionist, lifestyle design coach, motivational speaker, and soul sparking 

adventure-seeker, dedicated to helping you fall in love with your life. She works with people 

ready to let go of how they think their life “should” look or be, and ready for a plan to create 

exactly what they want in their life—those who are ready to experience more freedom, 

passion, purpose, power and peace. 

She is the creator of Healthy Living, Healthy Loving, an eight week revolutionary program, and 

the author of forthcoming book of the same name. She also leads workshops, teleclasses, and 

retreats, focused on helping others create an authentic expression of themselves and find 

passion and purpose in life and love. 

Hayley’s a creative strategist working with women who are ready to stop compromising on 

what is most important to them, self-expression and soulful companionships. Her goal is to 

inspire women to live inspiring lives and encourage them to fall in love with their lives and live 

their dreams, whatever those may be. 

Hayley created La Bella Living to help individuals create a life they love. You can find her at 

www.labellaliving.com, on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/livinglabella, Twitter 

@livinglabella 
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A Leap of Faith 

 

by Alexis Pierce 

 

"One does not discover new lands without consenting to lose sight of the shore for a very long 

time." -- André Paul Guillaume Gide 

“What will you do after you leave?” This was the most-asked question I got after I resigned 

from my government career and made the e-mail announcement of my impending last day. 

“I have no plans,” I’d respond. I had built my career as a hard-charging strategic planner, and 

this seemingly lackadaisical approach to the next phase of my life was incomprehensible to 

most of my colleagues. 

“What? You must have a plan, or at least ideas. What are you planning to do?” they’d ask. 

“I’m going to prepare,” I’d say. 

“Prepare for what,” they’d continue. 

“For whatever’s coming next,” I’d respond confidently. 

“But what are you going to do,” they’d press. And around and around we’d go. 

My answers didn’t compute in a culture in which we are raised, judged, and valued based on 

our achievements—what we do. How could I just quit my career for … well, for nothing? I had a 

tenured job with great benefits and a comfortable salary. The economic crisis was in full-swing 

and people were desperate for jobs. How could I just leave? 

Easy - Faith. 

In 2008, while raking my yard, I had a vision of my life as a one-page resume. Awards, 

scholarships, steps in a career progression, private schools, buying a home, graduate degrees, 

international business travel. As the information passed in front of me, I realized my life was a 

snapshot of someone else’s dream. 

I didn’t value any of my so-called achievements. 

I wasn’t happy, I wasn’t fulfilled, and I certainly wasn’t the loving, spiritually-connected person I 

knew deep down I was meant to be. 
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Seeing – more importantly, feeling – how little of my life resonated with my deeper sense of 

self, I was faced with one big decision: stay as I am or risk it all to change? 

I chose to change. 

For two years, I planned my escape. I switched to a less-demanding job so I’d have time to 

renovate and then sell my home. I started housesitting and building a reputation that would 

enable me to housesit overseas. And then the day came that I turned in my letter of 

resignation. 

“What are you going to do,” my colleagues asked. 

“I’m not going to do; I’m going to be.” 

And so I am. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Think about your life right now, is there anything you dedicate your time and energy to that 

doesn’t align with your deepest sense of self? 

What do you need to do to have the courage to release these things from your life? 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Alexis Pierce is a life strategist, adventurer, and yoga instructor. She gives bold women the 

confidence and strategies to live brilliantly. If you’re looking to make big waves in the world, 

let’s start rocking the boat! Connect with Alexis at alexis@alexispierce.com 
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Bring on Breakdowns 

 

by Ciara Kamara 

 

You may think you’ve got problems, but you ain’t seen nothing until you’ve experienced a 

breakdown. Contrary to popular belief, problems are easily fixed, but breakdowns change your 

life. So, bring on the breakdowns! 

I learned to love breakdowns when I committed to the following: 

1. Getting married to my dream man—who moves frequently, 

2. Starting a family, 

3. Leaving my big beautiful house in DC. 

4. Resigning from my lucrative (but stressful) contracting job, and, 

5. Creating a location independent business. 

Talk about a web of commitments! I’ve got love, family, and business all in one, and I had my 

fair share of what many people would call problems. 

But I knew better … I didn’t have problems. I had breakdowns on the path to achieving my 

commitments! 

Before I moved to the Caribbean to be with my husband, I didn’t know if I’d ever get there! I 

faced confrontation leaving my job. I handled huge hurdles to renting the house—not to 

mention moving all of our things! Then, once we moved, I struggled through feelings of loss and 

depression after leaving everything I knew behind, and then I had total anxiety at the thought 

of starting a location independent business. The breakdowns were many and frequent! 

With such a huge commitment to living a new life, my breakdowns came (and still come) 

frequently and en masse. Now though, I allow the breakdowns to raise me up and propel me 

forward instead of wallowing in my disappointment at my circumstances. 

Once I stopped resisting my breakdowns, resisting them and getting nowhere, I learned a few 

things about breakdowns that I’m sharing today. So, once you finish this article, you too will say 

“Bring on Breakdowns!” 

Problems vs. Breakdowns 
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So, you may be wondering, What’s the difference between a problem and breakdown? 

People who have limited—to no—commitments or goals have problems. On the other hand, 

people who have goals and commitments in their lives have breakdowns. For instance, you 

have a problem if you’re dating for the sake of dating—with no specific end goal in mind—and 

you keep meeting losers. You have a breakdown if you’re dating with the clear desire to create 

a marriage, and you’re still meeting duds. 

Problems are like potholes. You hit one and you keep going. Breakdowns are like having your 

car run out of fuel. The difference between problems and breakdowns is that breakdowns exist 

inside of a commitment; they test our resolve to create the lives that we want. If we’re lucky, 

breakdowns propel us to fight for what we want. Take a breakdown instead of a problem any 

day. They’re blessed gifts! 

Why are Breakdowns Good? 

If you have a goal and you’re achieving it without any breakdowns or obstacles, you need a 

more challenging goal. Breakdowns occur to help us stretch and grow in service of creating 

breakthroughs toward our goals and in our lives! They may not be pleasant, but if you embrace 

a breakdown for what it is, there is wisdom in it that you can use to propel you closer to your 

goal. 

 

What do you do? 

Now that you know the difference between problems and breakdowns, you can see that 

problems only lead to more problems while breakdowns can lead to any number of 

possibilities. To benefit from your next breakdown, follow these steps: 

1. Embrace It. Bring on the breakdown. Don’t avoid it. Allow it to come early and often. 

2. Name It. When you spot it, name it. Once you realize you’re in a breakdown, call it a 

breakdown and distinguish which commitment(s) this particular breakdown is preparing you to 

achieve. 

3. Spot the gold. Ask yourself what this breakdown is here to teach you. What’s the “gold” of 

the situation? 

4. Take action. Once you’ve identified the “gold” this breakdown is here to offer you, hear the 

wisdom and use it to redirect your actions toward your goals. 
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5. Don’t stop. The breakdown may not be a pleasant experience but don’t allow yourself to 

wallow in it. Keep redirecting your efforts toward your goals. Use it to propel you and don’t lose 

the “gold.” 

If you’re lucky, you’ll have many breakdowns on your path to your goals. The more difficult the 

journey … the sweeter the destination. Let nothing stop you! 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Ciara Kamara is Founder & Managing Partner of Life Reset Coaching, LLC (LRC). She is a life 

coach, trained through ICF Accredited Coach Training Program, Accomplishment Coaching. She 

has a Bachelor's degree from The College of William and Mary and a Master of Science degree 

in Conflict Analysis and Resolution from George Mason University. Ciara founded Life Reset 

Coaching in Virginia to support social entrepreneurs to get out of their heads and into action to 

impact the world in a big way! Get your LRC Freebie at 

http://www.liferesetcoaching.com/freebies/. 
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Courage to Change Direction 

 

by Erin Brule 

 

“If you do not change direction, you may end up where you are heading.” -- Lao Tzu 

I'm changing directions.  Yes.  Again. 

About seven years ago, I was in an enviable position for a young woman in her late twenties. 

Director of Marketing for a resort company. Corner office. Ocean views. Great team to work 

with. 

And yet, one spring day, I walked away from it all. 

There wasn't a safety net. There wasn't a plan. I just knew I needed to do something different 

with my life. I wanted to make a difference. To have an impact. I had no idea what that really 

meant, or how I would go about achieving it. 

Over the next few years, I changed directions a lot. I ran a photography business. I helped start 

up a non-profit organization to build a school in Guinea, West Africa. I developed a recruitment 

campaign for Foster Parents. I taught West African dance classes. I became co-owner of a 

children's game company. I started a local coupon book.  And, about a year ago, I co-founded 

an online photography school on track to earn half a million dollars this year. 

Let me tell you this, I wasn't “qualified” to do any of those things. And yet, I did. 

Lack of knowledge should never hold you back. You can find the information you need. 

You can't, however, find motivation. 

That comes from within. 

But it's usually not lack of motivation that holds people back from changing directions. It's fear. 

Changing directions isn't easy. In fact, it can be straight up terrifying. 

But, if your heart is pulling you in another direction, stop for a minute and listen. It has 

something important to say. 

I'm not going to lie. There were moments of doubt. Lots of them. There were times I thought I 

could possibly be the most inept business person on the planet. Businesses that didn't take off 
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as I expected. Paths that just didn't feel right. There were times I wondered if I was nuts to 

leave the corporate world. 

And then, I found my tribe. The wonderful group who inspired me to dream bigger.   

I want you to imagine an 80 year old version of yourself coming over for tea. As she looks 

lovingly into your eyes, what would she say to you? What does she wish you would have done? 

That thing ... the thing you just thought of that made your throat tighten and tears spring to 

your eyes: that's it. 

Go do that. In some form. In some way. Explore that. Take the first small step. And, if you start 

down that path and realize it isn't what you want, change direction. Yes. Again. There is no 

failure harder to accept than the failure to try. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Sometime this week, find a quiet spot and have a conversation with your older self. Listen to 

what she has to say. Write it down. Share it with someone. Then figure out one tiny step that 

will start you down the path. Give yourself a deadline to complete this small step. Sometimes 

we hold dreams so close so we don't have to face the disappointment if they aren't realized. It's 

okay to feel afraid. Take that first step anyway. 

And go find your tribe. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Erin Brule is the co-owner at The Milky Way: a photographer’s resource. To date, The Milky 

Way has been able to donate enough funds to cover the operating costs of the Guinean school 
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for three months (for all 157 students!), and they plan on continuing to donate a portion of 

profits to contribute to expanding the school. http://www.themilkyway.ca  
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Fight or Flight: How to Decide What Serves You Best 

 

by Sarah Grear 

 

As a creative writer, I often get asked how I decided to start my business. The short answer 

would be that I started travel blogging in 2009, and my love for getting paid to write grew from 

there. But for the first time I’m ready to share the slightly longer and less whimsical answer that 

has made me the person I am today. 

Before we dive into my story, here’s the thing you should know about me: I’m a very positive 

person, and my story took some dark turns that disappointed me and made me question 

people’s motives. But rather than focus on the specific people in my story, I want to talk about 

what they represent. Ultimately, I realize we all have to deal with adversity when it inevitably 

comes knocking on our door. 

My story of becoming a writer began in an unlikely place. During the day, I was working as a 

freelance art installer for museums throughout Los Angeles, and I was travel blogging at night. 

At first I was smitten with the behind the scenes of the art world. The first crew I worked on 

was balanced with roughly 15 men and women. We had fun, and most importantly we 

respected each other. 

The work of preparing or deinstalling a show was physically demanding, with large crates being 

moved, walls that needed fresh paint, and custom displays created in the wood shop. But it also 

required gingerly handling the artwork, and an attention to the smallest details. 

I would rotate my time between museums and galleries as each show traveled from one city 

venue to the next. As I expanded my freelance roster of museums, I met some amazing artists, 

curators, and installers. Each museum was as unique as the installation crew that installed the 

shows. 

Some of the crews were less balanced between men and women. That’s when I started to 

notice that I wasn’t treated equally when I worked at certain venues. It started with little things. 

I loved using the heavy equipment, like scissor lifts, but I was told by management I wasn't 

allowed to drive them, while other men who had just as much, or less, experience could work 

on the lifts. 

The biggest slap in the face came at one of the most reputable museums in Los Angeles. I had 

applied for a permanent position, since I was ready to leave the freelance world. My co-worker 
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told me that the boss saw me walking through a corridor and he straight out said he would 

never hire a woman. 

For personal reasons I decided not to take legal action against him, and I got some criticism for 

that. But it was my choice, and it lead to me starting my own writing business. I have more 

mobility and freedom than I ever would have had as an art installer. 

I took the high road. It was my choice to move on to a more fulfilling career where I wouldn’t 

have to deal with the unfair conditions of art installation. Clearly not every institution was 

festering with unsavory men, but I truly feel that I moved into a far more gratifying world where 

my writing gifts are appreciated. My time is my own, and I can grow my business to any size 

that my little heart desires. 

It took a lot of courage, deep insight, and forgiving of myself and others around me. But I feel 

stronger, wiser, and genuinely happy about my choice. 

 

Courage in Action: 

How have you dealt with adversity? Think about a time when you were treated unfairly or 

judged or hurt. Did you stand up to face the issue directly, or take the high road, or both? Can 

you see a path to a non-abrasive approach that could lead to something far more fulfilling? It 

takes a lot of courage to do the right thing, whatever that is for you. 

Weigh your decision, step back and look at the big picture, and do what’s best for you and the 

people closest to you. 

Here's the most important question to ask: Can you stick by your decision without regrets? 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“A Journey of a Thousand Miles begins with a single step” -- Lao Tzu 

 

About the Author: 
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Sarah Grear is a creative writer, speaker, and PR Manager for Creative Custom Writing, Inc. with 

more than six years of experience in sales and marketing. She has written for business 

professionals with her signature style that positions them as the leader in their industry with 

high value copywriting that makes dreams grow and cash flow. 

Along the way Sarah has specialized in writing for several community news publications, and 

her work can be found in Alhambra Source, Trazzler, and Los Angeles Fashion. Her live 

workshops are filled with actionable, insightful information, and most recently she presented to 

100 bloggers at LALLBlog.   

Sarah successfully launched her business venture to assist entrepreneurs who want to stay 

relevant in their market, so they feel less overwhelmed while increasing their profits. Hop on 

her list, and get free tips on how to whip out impeccable content effortlessly. 
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Do You Suffer From Fantasy Procrastination? 

 

by Kelly Studer 

 

In one of my favorite movies, Finding Nemo, there is a scene where Marlin, Nemo's father, is 

starting to give up hope of finding his son and feels like he has failed him. He shares his concern 

with Dory, his best friend, and it goes something like this: 

Marlin: I promised I'd never let anything happen to him. 

Dory: Hmm. That's a funny thing to promise. 

Marlin: What? 

Dory: Well, you can't never let anything happen to him. Then nothing would ever happen to 

him. 

Isn’t it true that we often treat ourselves and our dreams like an overprotective parent treats a 

child, like Marlin treated Nemo?   

Think about all of the fantasies we have about our glorious, amazing, successful lives! These are 

the dreams of doing something unbelievably fulfilling. You’ll be your best self, and be capable of 

greatness.   

When our fantasies are so enticing and incredible, why do we do absolutely nothing to move 

toward them?   

I have fantasies that pop up regularly, like writing a book that will become a New York Times 

bestseller. Or the fantasy about giving a TED talk that will blow people’s minds (while wearing a 

really awesome outfit, of course). I also have the fantasy of traveling the globe to share my 

message on how to unleash magic and aliveness in one’s career. I can picture it all so clearly.  

It’s going to be amazing … someday. 

While that fantasy of giving a TED talk is still a mile away, I did take a step closer by giving my 

first keynote speech to a room of 100+ mid-career professionals recently. I had been asked to 

give the keynote the previous year but had passed on the opportunity out of sheer terror. 

Ultimately, I sabotaged my own success. Luckily, the event organizer asked me again this year 

and there was no way I was going to pass a second time. Was I still terrified? Absolutely.   
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In doing research for my keynote, titled “Claiming Your Dream Job … Courageously,” I stumbled 

onto a fascinating concept called Fantasy Procrastination* and suddenly it all made sense to 

me. 

The theory is that we are prone to fantasize about something we want to obtain, whether an 

accomplishment, dream job, lifestyle, or experience. Then, we imagine our own fantasy and get 

to choose exactly how it will go. We overcome all obstacles. We are impressive, happy, and 

stress free. We are simply amazing! 

Unfortunately, our own expectations are so high and the fantasy so amazing that we don’t 

know where to start, so we procrastinate and do nothing. In our imagination, we know what to 

do and the actions to take, but in reality, it seems like a lot of effort, so we continue to 

postpone. And the fantasy remains a distant, unattainable goal. 

What if all it took were four simple steps? 

1. Do something. Take one step. 

Find the most pressing thing you need to do and start there. It doesn’t have to be a big thing 

either. Then, notice what happens, pay attention to the shift that occurs, and take whatever 

next step feels right after that. Imagine you need to climb a staircase. You don’t leap from the 

first floor to the second in one single bound. You just take one step up a time. You might even 

take two at a time, but it would be steady progress upward, not a quantum leap. 

2. Embrace the messiness 

Needing to have a clear roadmap will keep you stuck exactly where you are right now. It 

doesn’t allow for the unexpected twists and turns which are so crucial for helping you figure out 

where to go next. A well-designed step-by-step plan is what we tell ourselves we need, and it’s 

a total lie.  It leads to fear and resistance.  Think about how chefs create new dishes. They 

experiment, try something interesting and unexpected, and see what happens. It may result in 

a few disastrous dishes before stumbling onto something truly delicious.   

3. Let go of the outcome 

Follow the path that opens up in front of you. Accept that it may turn out differently than you 

expected. Being married to the outcome and needing it to turn out exactly how you pictured it 

will get in the way of magic happening. Focus on the intention rather than having to get it right. 

4. Strike while the iron is hot 

Oftentimes, we pass up opportunities that are right in front of us because we think we’re not 

ready … like the keynote invitation I received last year. The truth is, you will never feel ready. 
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The key is to start and figure it out as you go. Think of it as playing a game of Hide and Seek --

ready or not, here I come! Now, repeat Steps 1-3. 

When you let go of needing to have a linear path, needing to get it right, and needing to obtain 

a perfect outcome, you allow yourself to move forward and create something amazing. You will 

enjoy the ride that moves you toward fulfilling your fantasy. The fantasy may even morph and 

change as you go but who cares? The end goal is actually not the best part; it’s what happens 

along the way that is exhilarating, motivating, and full of magic. 

You will end up achieving astonishing things and surprise yourself in just how truly awesome 

you really are (just like Nemo.) Now, wouldn’t that be a hell of a lot better than continuing to 

dream, but doing nothing? 

I took my first step by saying yes to giving a keynote. It may not be a TED talk (yet!), but it’s one 

step closer. When I really think about it, my first step was actually giving a talk to a small 

audience of ten people about a year ago. And then I gave another one and another one, until I 

built up to giving a keynote. It’s all about forward progress … and letting something happen.   

 

Courage in Action: 

What will you do tomorrow? Write down one of your dreams and the one step you can take to 

inch you forward a little bit closer. Make it an easy first step. What will it be? 

Then follow Steps 1-4 above and repeat! 

* Psychology Today: How to Change Fantasy Procrastination into Productive Action, March 31, 

2013 

 

About the Author: 
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As a career stylist, Kelly Studer has been transforming careers and images for ambitious, career-

minded professionals and executives at Fortune 500 companies, start-ups, and everything in 

between. Prior to starting her own coaching business, Kelly was a successful leader, recruiter, 

and consultant, at some of the world's best companies, including Google, Salesforce.com, 

Sapient, and Accenture. She is passionate about helping her clients discover and convey their 

innate talents and “uniqueness,” increase their confidence and clarity, encourage them to ask 

for what they want, and ultimately obtain success, fulfillment, and happiness. To learn more, 

visit www.kellystuder.com. 
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Courage to Turn up the Volume on the Inside 

 

by Kathya Bustamante 

 

People said it was courageous of me to take the leap. Others said I was crazy.   

At the time, I didn’t really understand why they said either of those things. All I knew was that it 

was impossible for me to ignore that voice inside telling me to go. 

I was 21 and a recent college graduate with the usual big hopes and dreams typical of that age. 

It was now time to go after that three letter word j-o-b. But I was at a loss. I had no idea where 

to turn or even how to begin this new chapter in my life. In fact, I was petrified and just the 

thought of a 9-5 office job killed my spirit.   

I wasn’t ready for that life. I knew there had to be more, but everyone around me from my 

parents to my friends had only one question, “What are you going to do now?” 

It was as if I had a sign on my forehead that read, “Please ask me what company I’m going to 

work for.” 

It wasn’t an unfair question. After all, my parents had just paid my tuition at a very expensive 

private university and expected nothing less of me than to go out and get a reputable, 

corporate job. 

But in my heart I knew I wasn’t ready for a life in an office. But what else could I do? 

Then one day, on my way to campus to pick up a letter of recommendation from a professor, I 

noticed a sign that read, “Come teach English in Japan.” It wasn’t anything particularly new as 

I’d seen similar ads before, but this time it was different. The invitation went straight in like an 

arrow. For days, the thought of moving to Japan stirred inside of me. 

But the thought was crazy. 

I had zero experience teaching English. I didn’t really know anything about life in Japan and I 

didn’t speak a word of Japanese. And how on Earth would I explain to my parents that I would 

go off to a foreign country to teach English and not put my Business and Art History degrees to 

good use? 

But somehow none of that mattered. I became obsessed with the idea of going to Japan and 

that little voice inside telling me to go was growing louder by the minute. 
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Simultaneously, though, all the voices outside were also getting louder. 

I decided not to tell anyone and went ahead and applied for the job in Japan. Within a few 

weeks the English language school in Tokyo contacted me and invited me to an interview 

scheduled in my city the following week. I couldn’t believe this was actually happening. I still 

hadn’t told anyone that I was even considering such a move. 

So, I went through with the interview and found it be surprisingly difficult.  It was obvious quite 

quickly that I was dealing with a very different culture. They asked about my experience 

teaching English (zero), my knowledge about Japan (very little), and my Japanese language skills 

(zero). I thought for certain I’d lost out on this opportunity. Depressed, I headed home and told 

my mother what I had done but assured her I wouldn’t be going as clearly I’d failed the 

interview. 

Oh well, I figured it was just as well. Besides, that same week I’d gotten two job offers with two 

companies working 9 -5pm in an office. I tried to console myself with this news and accept that 

this was just the way life worked. 

Then, a few days later, the miraculous call came in. I heard a sweet voice on the other end say, 

“Kathya-san,” and I knew. 

I’ll never forget the feeling. None of the other job opportunities felt right. But this one really 

did. This one was mine. It was my opportunity to seize and it all started with listening to that 

little voice. 

Looking back on my experience, it’s clear I was meant to go to Japan. The experiences I had, the 

kindness of the people I met, and the level of growth that took place inside of me and shaped 

who I am today could never be measured. 

In Japan I also learned one of my favorite life mottos, “Silence is a strength,” and if you’re quiet 

long enough you can hear the roar inside. I know I do. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Be still and listen ... What is your heart telling you to do? 

 

About the Author: 
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Hi, I’m Kathya Bustamante 

I’m a business strategist and my clients are smart, conscious business owners who care about 

people, care about the planet but also care about making money. They know that doing 

business and doing good do not have to be mutually exclusive. In fact, they understand that 

doing both will boost their bottom line. 

However, they also know that it’s not enough to have good ideas and good intentions. You 

actually need a clear vision and a plan. That’s where I come in. My gift is my ability to see the 

big picture and map out customized step-by-step strategy plans so my clients will know exactly 

what to do, in the right order, as they move toward their goals. 

Put people, purpose and the planet first and profits will follow. 

I set up www.Coeur-Strategies.com (“Coeur” is French for “Heart”) in 2011 and help business 

owners trust their hearts and successfully build socially responsible and profitable businesses 

they love. 
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Your Destination 

 

by Noelle Notals 

 

We all have a destination in mind, a place where we want to be or maybe a place where we feel 

we belong. Your destination could be your goals, results or an ideal lifestyle, a place that is 

complementary to your desires for peace, happiness, love and freedom. 

Imagine with me for a moment that you are actually flying to your destination. Before your big 

flight, you did just enough prepping for takeoff, not too much, but just enough. The very 

thought of flying without preparation causes you to lose your sense of direction, leaving you 

feeling flustered and fearful. However, because you are in a state of knowing you are assured 

that you have what it takes to get to your destination. 

Now, let’s step back and actually start prepping for your journey. So, how should you prepare 

to take flight? In contrast to the majority, you will prepare very differently.  

First, we will become acquainted with our “why” so that we can balance our fears. Your “why” 

are the reasons you are taking the risks to reach your destination—for example, wanting to 

provide a more fulfilled life for your family. It’s what keeps you going when you question 

everything. The best way to figure out your why is to ask yourself some questions, which you 

will do at the end of this article. One question to consider is, Why is flying to your destination 

worth facing your fears and chances of failure? While imagining your arrival, fear and self-doubt 

will kick in, but know that “getting over” or “killing” your fears is not the solution. You want to 

understand them and use your fears to fuel your flight. Fear will come and go and I want you to 

be equipped to handle your fears as they arise. This is done by first acknowledging that they 

exist, then addressing them and understanding where they come from. The key here is knowing 

that your desired outcome is bigger than your fears. Your “why” will ignite your fire. 

So what exactly is your fire and where does it come from? Your fire is your courage and it 

comes from your “why;” simple right? 

Now, it’s time to embrace your courage. Your courage will save you even if you feel like you’re 

going to fall out of the sky and hit rock bottom. Your “why” is your backbone, there in case you 

get totally lost, have to make a quick stop, change your destination, or question whether flying 

was worth it in the first place. 

Here’s the thing, people spend too much time preparing externally and spend little to no time 

preparing internally. Yes, external preparation is always important—for example, your plans 
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and strategies. However, internal preparation can provide you with enormous leverage before 

striving for any goal; inside is where the power is. You will prepare just enough externally, and 

then move on. Remember, done is better than perfect and you can always tweak things as you 

go. Preparing internally or lighting up your fire (courage) will help you take flight before you 

feel ready and propel you forward to accomplishing your goals. 

Lastly, together we will make a commitment to be unstoppable on our journey. Understand 

that our “why” is bigger and more powerful than our fear. We will trust our potential and have 

faith in our skills and abilities. Those who choose to be courageous, generous, spontaneous, 

ambitious and a bit outrageous will survive the flight. Those who imagine their dreams, feel and 

address their fears, and internally over-prepare will reach their destination. Together we will 

each reach our destination. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Ignite your courage by answering one or more of the following questions. 

Where is my destination? Why is flying to my destination worth the fear and chance of failure? 

What do I fear and why? Are my fears real or perceived? How will getting to my destination 

help me impact the lives of others? Get crystal clear on your why—your secret weapon to 

lighting your fire and keeping it bright. Indulge in it. It’s all about the vision here! 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Courage is not the absence of fear but the judgment that something else is more important 

than fear.” -- Meg Cabot 

 

About the Author: 
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Noelle Notals is a lifestyle entrepreneur who is fascinated with unleashing the power within to 

overcome challenges. She helps entrepreneurs who have decided to use their passion and 

purpose to build and grow outrageously successful, world changing businesses. She helps them 

master their inner psychology so that they can make even more money doing what they love. 

As an “inner game changer” for business and life, she works encourage entrepreneurs to build 

their businesses from the inside out through leveraging their strengths, building self-

confidence, maintaining their determination and taking action. Noelle's entrepreneurship 

journey consists of living a free, bright, vibrant life & inspiring others to build an unbelievably 

lucrative business doing what they love! 

http://www.noellenotals.com/ 
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Have the Courage to Listen 

 

by Cara Maclean 

 

I knew I’d stay for a year even though I told myself, “No, one semester will be good enough.” 

My heart just knew otherwise. 

I’d signed up for a study abroad program in Sweden my last year of university. To say I was 

excited doesn’t even register how I felt. 

Up until that point in my life, I did what everyone expected of me: studied, got good grades, 

had a steady boyfriend, didn’t question or complain too much. This was an opportunity to 

explore independence—my first lesson in listening to my heart. I’d never traveled 

internationally before and no one I knew was coming with me. I was scared. 

Scared to tell my parents what I wanted. Scared others would think I was frivolous or silly. 

Scared about what might happen at home while I was away. Scared to begin something so 

completely foreign. Scared about how much it all might cost. 

But, instead of allowing fear to stop me, I chose to listen to my heart, and it changed my life. 

Now, I see that life is a constant pull between what your heart craves versus what you think you 

should do. Your truest desires versus what’s socially acceptable. What you know will push you 

to grow versus what you are scared to do. 

Choose to listen to your heart. 

Honor what’s right for you even when it doesn’t work out like you thought, because sometimes 

it won’t and that’s part of the process. You’re learning to fully be you. To be strong and stand 

up for yourself, and to do what you know you can do to contribute to the world. 

Though I tell you this now, I had to test my heart and intuition again after Sweden when I was 

searching for a job. And I failed to listen, and ended up settling for a job I didn’t want. That job 

lasted a year, before I chose to listen to my heart. I left to do something different. Leaving can 

feel like quitting sometimes, and we are taught not to quit. But if you know you aren’t happy, 

and if you’ve got that inkling that there’s something more for you, be confident. You’re not 

quitting. You’re merely saying no to what’s not you, in order to go forward to what is. Even if 

you’re not exactly sure what that is yet. 
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Since then, I’ve been on a constant progression toward achieving my dreams by listening to my 

heart and acting accordingly. Little by little, every action matters, especially the mistakes. 

Invariably, you’ll discount yourself and it’ll feel like a mistake, like you’ve wasted time. Those 

times teach you more about yourself. They help you resolve to be more you. 

Get to know yourself and your dreams. You’ll need practice because it gets harder once people 

rely on you more and more. I see it all the time in parents. Once children enter into their lives, 

it’s too easy to set aside what you need as a person. Your primary responsibility becomes taking 

care of a child. It’s easy to feel that your needs don’t matter and following your heart seems like 

a luxury. 

Know your heart. That way, when you get off track or forget yourself for a while, you’ll have 

something to return to. You’ll know the feeling of “this is right for me” even if everyone else 

questions your choice. Use that feeling as a guide to life. Even as everything changes—you, your 

dreams, your circumstances—your heart will stay true. It will guide you back to center and 

allow you to grow through whatever comes your way. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Think back to a time when you felt the tension between what you should do versus what you 

knew was right for you. What was going on? How did you feel? Where did the feeling 

resonate—in your heart, your gut?   

Did you find resistance from your parents or friends? How did you respond? If you did follow 

your heart, how did “right” feel? Was is what you expected? If you didn’t follow your heart, can 

you see how your decision taught you something about yourself?   

What would you do differently now? 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Why do we have to listen to our hearts? Because, wherever your heart is, that is where you’ll 

find your treasure.” -- Paulo Coelho 

 

About the Author: 
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Cara Maclean is a writer, yogi, and coach who helps women create space to experience their most 

radiant life by clearing clutter in mind, body, and home. Yoga instruction coupled with focused coaching 

creates massive action while fostering ease and lightness. By letting go of what’s not working, her clients 

can clearly see what is working. They appreciate their wonderful life and use their new found energy to 

go after their dreams. Cara works with individuals and groups in the Seattle area and has online 

programs in the works too! You can find her at caramaclean.com and on Facebook at 

https://www.facebook.com/caramacleanyoga. 
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When You Pictured Your Wedding Day, Were Your Parents Missing? 

 

by Chelsea Bond 

 

I never anticipated planning the happiest time of my life without the people who raised me. 

After getting engaged in the City of Lights, a whirlwind cruise around the exotic Mediterranean 

and floating above Cloud 9; that was the last thing I imagined. 

Until it happened. 

What in the world could make parents not attend their own daughter’s wedding, you ask? They 

happened to not like two of our other guests who were sharing in the happiness of our planned 

union. 

This was a time that was supposed to be filled with jubilation, never-ending gushing stories of 

how excited we were and what exciting plans we had for our destination wedding. Every day 

over the year-long planning for this party wasn’t the easiest, especially without the support of 

your parents, so I decided to take it upon myself to find a missing piece in my life. 

This missing piece was my half-sister, Samantha, whom I had never met. She was ten years 

older than me and after some serious online tracking, I was able to find her. I was raised as an 

only child and had close to zero family. I decided to put my fear of rejection, nerve-ridden 

stomach and the fear of being vulnerable aside and reached out to her. I was not resolved that 

this exciting time in my life was not to include any family. So, my fiancé and I decided to drive 

from Texas to Maryland that Christmas and ring her doorbell. I had zero idea what to expect. 

But the last thing I expected was that we would be welcomed, with open arms, not only by 

Samantha, but her family and her extended family. And when we were, I couldn’t believe it was 

happening. 

Planning continued and to our excitement Samantha and her husband, as well as their 

additional extended family, told us they would indeed be making the trip to our destination 

wedding in Mexico! We were over the moon with excitement. 

Thinking that I had reached the pinnacle of happiness with my newly found sister and all of our 

other friends and family ready to attend our wedding, I had no idea what else was in store.   

When I began to look for gifts that would truly represent how much I appreciated my Maid of 

Honor and Bridesmaids, I was frustrated with the lack of personal touch. What could I do? I 
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picked up small amounts of jewelry making components and went to work. Little did I know this 

was the beginning of a dream, a destiny and a love-filled business. 

Today I design jewelry and hair accessories for brides getting married around the world. I know 

this wouldn’t have ever happened if it wasn’t for the amount of love I received from my 

husband-to-be, friends and, of course, my sister. 

All of that courage and energy was put into every piece of jewelry I created. It proved to me 

that such a huge emotional obstacle that had begun during our engagement couldn’t 

overshadow the future we could build. 

Whatever challenge you may face during any life event does not need to stand between you 

and your destiny. You just might grow the wings you never knew that you would need. 

Pick up the phone, compose a new email or log onto Skype and build the relationships you truly 

need and deserve in your life. 

Courage begins at “Hello!” 

 

Chelsea and Samantha  

 

Courage in Action: 

 

Think about a relationship in your life that has been severed or maybe never even began or one 

that is struggling. 
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Now pick one thing you can do to take that relationship to a better place.  Could you forgive, 

say you are sorry, let go, pick up the phone, tell them you love them? Choose one thing you can 

do today to restore, mend or further develop a loving relationship. 

 

In the end it is our relationships that truly matter. 

 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

 

"Love one another and you will be happy. It's as simple and as difficult as that." -- Michael 

Leunig 

 

 

About the Author: 

 
 

 

Chelsea Bond is a travel-inspired jewelry designer specializing in creating handcrafted little 

luxuries. She works with brides around the world to design tangible, wearable works of art for 

wedding days and beyond. Featured around the country on TV news segments and publications 

online, her reach extends internationally when it comes to making her clients swoon. From her 

signature barefoot jewelry to accompanying necklaces, bracelets, hair accessories and more, 

Chelsea’s sense of adventure and travel translates into timeless wearable art. 
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The Dialogue 

 

by Victoria Prozan 

 

It’s hard. It’s too hard. I can’t. I just can’t. 

But I want. I want it so badly. I wish. I wish I could. 

 

The end is the want. The first step is the can’t. 

What will happen? What will it feel like? What will others think? Will they even care? Or will 

they care too much? 

It hurts to try. It hurts to want. Which hurts more today? 

Waiting until tomorrow seems too prudent. That’s the best thing to do. “Tomorrow I’ll be 

ready.” 

But, there have been a ton of tomorrows. A year of yesterdays. And here we are. Waiting for 

the next exit ramp of tomorrow. 

What if I don’t wait a single moment more? What if the moment is now? 

Well, then I’ll be obligated. Committed. Bound. There will be expectations. My own. Others’. 

Pressure. 

Wait. What? 
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That’s crazy talk. Stop making up stuff. Excuses. Blocks. Undermining pitfalls. 

You can do this. You really can. No matter how strongly the shadow is felt, the past is not there. 

Every moment is a new fork in the road. Stop thinking about all the coulds, the shoulds and the 

woulds. Focus on what really matters, what your gut is telling you to do. 

“Hey, Fear! Go take a nap. You’re not needed right now.” 

Deep breath. 

You don’t have to be afraid. You don’t have be overwhelmed. You don’t have to crumble even if 

that is what feels safest right now. You just don’t. 

And then what if? 

What if you do this? Like really do this? I mean, holy moly, wouldn’t that be amazing? 

If you really do want to do it, then don’t just try to do it, but really do it!  

Seriously. 

Okay. I’m doing it. Like now. Like right now. 

Okay. I’m committed to making this happen. Not just in this moment. Not just today. 

But even when Fear wakes back up from its nap. 

Even when Fear pulls all its dirty tricks. 

Even when Fear gathers its army. 

How’s that gonna happen? Shhhh. I have a secret weapon. A weapon so powerful, I get 

intimidated by it. Me! And it’s mine. How crazy is that? 

Another deep breath. 

Imagine the confidence of completion. And the discovery in every baby step along the way. And 

the inevitability and heartbreak of setbacks. Then go back to imagining the confidence of 

completion. 

Lather. Rinse. Repeat. 

Alright, I’m ready. Let’s go. 

Where did I put that secret weapon? Oh, here it is. 
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“Hey Courage, let’s get this show on the road!” 

 

Courage in Action: 

What does your courage look like, sitting next to you right now? Describe or draw it. 

What if success was simply a matter of the direction of your momentum? What momentum do 

you have going on in your life right now? Is it steering you toward your dreams or are you idling 

on the side of the road, or are you backpedaling at an alarming rate? 

What does the inspired you create? Begin today and repeat often, what is one small teeny tiny 

action you can take? Sit quietly and let it speak to you. It’s already there. Can you hear it? 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Victoria Prozan is a brand + customer experience consultant who helps entrepreneurs dig into 

their core strengths and business vision to develop their brand and business from a place of 

authenticity and confidence. 

She's the creator of the Superluxe Naming Experience which has helped hundreds of 

entrepreneurs create spot-on names and tag lines for new brands and offerings. You can find 

her at http://www.victoriaprozan.com 
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In the Quiet after the Storm 

 

by Sheryn Kelderhouse 

 

From as far back as I can remember, I was a dreamer. As a young girl, I believed I was here to do 

something big. I spent hours in my room, reading and dreaming. I felt alone because I didn’t 

know anyone else who felt the way I did, who believed that anything was possible, or who 

believed I could be and live an extraordinary life. 

Then, it happened. I was in high school and I was taking Sociology. My teacher was a gift. He 

believed, not only in me, but in the power of each of my classmates, to be something big, to 

change the world, to make a difference. He taught this every day, and in that classroom, he 

changed my life. 

I went on to college and I kept in touch with him, never forgetting what he had taught me. As 

life went on, I lost contact with him and I went about my everyday life. I graduated and spent 

years living a fun life, full of friends, and fun jobs. But all the while, I felt like something was 

missing. I wasn’t making a difference; I wasn’t living my purpose. I knew I wanted to inspire 

people, the way my teacher had inspired me, but I didn’t know how I was supposed to do it. 

I became lost, moved back home, got pregnant, got married, and started living the life that I 

never said I would. My days became about laundry, grocery shopping, cleaning, and taking care 

of my kids and family. I was miserable. I spent many years struggling and searching, wanting 

more out of my life. I was stuck and didn’t know how to become unstuck. 

First, I divorced my husband and became a single mom to my two amazing kids—and I started 

to find my way a bit. 

Then two new people came into my life, my current husband Peter, and my neighbor Dom, two 

men who lived every day full of joy and took nothing for granted, and taught me to appreciate 

things in a whole new way. They resuscitated me, and I began to believe again. Then my 

husband and I were blessed with a son, and my family life was complete. 

During all these years, I continued to think of my teacher, and how he had given me such a gift 

back then. I dreamed of finding him and thanking him one day. I even told my oldest son, I was 

going to write Oprah to try to get to be on her show, so I could thank him and then the world 

would know what an amazing person he was. 
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Then, one late August morning, as my two teenagers were sleeping in and my husband and 

youngest were outside playing, our phone rang. And that was the moment our lives changed 

forever. My ex-husband, father to my two oldest children, had awakened that morning, saying 

he didn’t feel well, and within five minutes, he had suffered cardiac arrest and was on life 

support. The next three days, my two kids and I sat by his bedside, praying, talking to him, 

hoping for a change. He was brain dead, though, and after three days, he passed away—on my 

son’s first day of college and my daughter’s first day of high school. 

I never did write Oprah, but a year later, through the oddest of circumstances, I ended up 

getting in touch with my teacher. Twenty some years later after he had inspired me, he was at 

my home and was doing it all over again. He had retired from teaching and had begun a charity 

raising money living here half of the year and in Kenya the other half, building schools for the 

poorest children. It was then that I realized the impact he was making on the world, and had 

been making for all these years. He was an exceptional human being who believed in people, in 

the goodness of humanity, and he was doing his part to make a difference. He was living every 

day with purpose. 

Two more years would pass, and I realized I had to figure out why I was here, I had to begin to 

live differently or this feeling of something missing would never go away. 

Then more tragedy. My neighbor Dom, with whom I spent part of every day, passed away 

within weeks of learning he had cancer. A month later, my teacher was killed in Kenya in a head 

on crash while going for supplies for his school. 

How many people that I loved needed to die before I would figure this out—before I would 

start living my purpose and doing my part to change the world? 

The next couple of years I reflected on everything that had led me to now. Everything that I had 

learned, experienced, and suffered through, had made me the person I am and showed me 

how to live with purpose. And it was in the quiet after the storm, that my purpose was revealed 

to me. I was given the gift of still being on this Earth so I could carry on for the people who had 

inspired me, but who were now gone. I needed to live through all of this tragedy, and struggle 

so I could learn how to help others avoid it, or be able to show them how to deal better with it, 

how to turn it into a life with meaning. 

I created The Inspired Life Movement, where I help women with big dreams take inspired, 

meaningful action to live each day with exhilaration. If I can change one life, inspire one person 

to live a life of purpose, then I know I am doing what I was here to do. 

As William Barclay said, “There are two great days in a person’s life.  The day they are born, and 

the day they discover why.” 
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Courage in Action: 

What is your why for what you want to do? Knowing your why is what will keep you focused 

and moving forward. To help you, a great read is Simon Sinek’s, Start With Why. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Sheryn Kelderhouse is a woman with big dreams to change the world.  She is the founder of The 

Inspired Life Movement and works with other women with big dreams to take inspired, 

meaningful action to create an exhilarating life. 

Sheryn is a college graduate, and spent several years in the hospitality industry working 

throughout the United States, before becoming a mom and an entrepreneur. 

She is a wife and mother of three.  As an entrepreneur for the past 24 years, she has been an 

award winning designer, an artist, writer, retail shop owner, as well as a daughter, sister, friend, 

dragon slayer, and a believer in possibility. 

http://sherynkelderhouse.com 
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Courage Is the Secret to Success 

 

by Cyndi De Rossi 

 

“Everyday courage has few witnesses. But yours is no less noble because no drum beats for you 

and no crowds shout your name.”-- Robert Louis Stevenson 

Sitting over a cup of coffee, my friend was telling me about her recent marriage breakdown, 

and her fears for herself and her children as she entered a new phase of her life without a 

partner. I listened quietly as she spoke of her worries about finding work and supporting 

herself, when suddenly she blurted out, “I just can’t do anything. I don’t have any skills! I wish I 

were as talented as you!” I was shocked. Firstly, my beautiful friend is multi-talented. She has 

one of the best singing voices I have ever heard, plus she makes all of her own clothes (which I 

see as a huge accomplishment considering sewing gives me migraines!), and before the 

breakup, she had managed all the administration for her (now ex) husband’s business. And she 

has so many more talents, too many to list here! As for me, well, I didn’t view myself as 

particularly talented. I’m just one of those people who does what she loves, with the view that 

if you love what you do, you’ll learn to do it well. 

I explained this to my friend, reminding her of all the things she could do which I could not. I 

explained my own fears about being not so good at some things, but knowing deep down that I 

had enough courage to try, and if I just pushed through, my fears would subside. I told her how 

scared I felt when I started something new, but how I’d learned a long time ago when faced 

with chronic illness, that a life half lived was not a life I wanted. In my refusal to accept a life 

half lived that meant I had to stomp all over my fear and just keep going. I had to find my 

courage every day to keep going when it felt like everything inside me was broken. It was that 

everyday courage that I drew upon to create my own success.   

“So what you’re saying is, talent doesn’t matter, courage, is the secret to success,” she asked. I 

thought a moment and responded simply, “Yes.” 

“I don’t have courage though,” she said. I told her of the courage she had to even contemplate 

a new life, let alone actually leave her marriage. That the way her children were coping so well 

was an example of her courage. That in her ideas and thoughts of starting over, while feeling 

like she had no talent, actually showed great courage. I reminded her of her everyday courage. 

You see, the thing is, it doesn’t matter how talented you are or how many skills you’ve 

acquired. It doesn’t matter how much money you have or where you live. It takes courage to 
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build a successful business, to raise a family, to carve out the life of your dreams. Courage is the 

driving force behind success. It’s the one thing that allows you to put yourself out there, to take 

a chance and to move toward your goals. It’s the invisible energy behind the times when you 

say “Yes” to a new opportunity or idea. 

Chantelle Adams is showing her courage by saying yes to jumping out of a plane (especially 

when she is terrified of heights!), and her courage to committing to raise funds for a school in 

Nicaragua is hugely inspiring! Courage can be those big wow moments that we find ourselves 

saying “Yes” to, and it can also be found in the small everyday moments where we don’t even 

realize we’re courageous. We can see courage in the mother, who even if sick and weary to the 

bone, still gets up each morning to tend to her children; we see it in the husband who sits by his 

wife’s hospital bed each day, whispering words of encouragement even though he feels 

powerless to help her; we see it the checkout operator, who kindly greets us, even though she 

feels her life is falling apart. When you start to recognize the courage you hold within yourself, 

you’ll realize you have all you need to be successful, you’ve had it all along. 

Can you see your own courage in the everyday things you do? 

 

Courage In Action: 

Create a journal page about your own daily courage. List all the things we’d usually view as 

“small,” from getting out of bed when you’re feeling less than well, to asking your boss at work 

for a raise. Perhaps your courage comes from turning up at a networking event when you’re shy 

and would rather stay home? Write about all of it. It’s amazing how you start to find your 

courage in the places you’d never noticed before!  Add a drawing or photo of yourself, and 

draw some wings of courage on your image. 

 

About the Author: 
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Cyndi De Rossi is a qualified counselor, intuitive life coach, writer, artist and speaker. 

With her authentic, fun, down to earth approach (together with some kick ass spirituality), 

Cyndi supports and inspires women to confront the variety of their life experiences, both 

positive and negative, to move beyond the things that are blocking them and to open 

themselves up to love and life. Cyndi helps women learn how to live their lives in ecstasy, to see 

the true beauty of themselves and the world around them, and to nurture their inner spirit so 

they can reach their full potential, and start living the life they want. Cyndi is available for one-

to-one sessions on Skype, or in person in Clifton Springs, Victoria, Australia. She can be 

contacted via her website at CyndiDeRossi.com or email to sparkle@cyndiderossi.com 

“Each one of us has an inner radiant sparkle, and by learning to shine our gorgeous sparkling 

light we can feel amazing every day, and attract the people and situations we want. My life’s 

mission is to help women find and ignite their own sparkle and start living the life they have 

dreamed of.” -- CyndiDeRossi.com 
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Hope: What We Forgot to Nurture in Our Children 

 

by Silvia Bianco 

 

I’ve always wondered what it is that makes one child growing up in grim circumstances go on to 

live a life that is just as grim in adulthood, while another ends up living a healthy, fulfilling, 

successful life. Or why does a child who grows up in a loving family with all the material 

comforts, still experience depression, drug and alcohol abuse, eating disorders, even suicide.  

What is it that creates these outcomes? Is it nature or nurture? It’s an old question. 

I have come to believe that it is hope, a belief in life’s possibilities that makes the difference. In 

spite of how life appears to be, we see something else. Amidst the chaos, the fear, the despair, 

the feeling of hopelessness a little voice reminds us that there are other possibilities, other 

choices. Despite what we are living through today, we hold a different vision of tomorrow.   

We—whether consciously or not—have made a choice to remain open to other possibilities. 

We hold a different vision of ourselves and how we want our lives to be.  And this gives us the 

power to create it. 

This article takes a closer look at hope and how we, as parents, as role models, and as a society 

can better understand and apply hope in our own lives so that we can then begin to nurture it 

in our children.   

Hope is a term that is used frequently in the English language, so much so that one would think 

we truly understood it. Hope is most often used whenever we want to express words of 

encouragement, comfort or expectation and rarely understood in its role as an emotion. It is in 

our understanding of hope as a human emotion that we begin to perceive its ability to affect 

our lives in positive, profound ways. Emotionally, the loss of hope keeps us hiding from our 

fears.  It cripples us from trying new things, embracing new ideas and attracts to us the very 

things that we fear. Channeling fear into hope gives our lives meaning, a sense of purpose and 

the strength of character to overcome overwhelming obstacles. A door always remains open. 

What yanks hope out of us? As children, we were innately attuned to hope, love and feelings of 

safety. Our cries were usually met with comfort. Our smiles were simple reactions to the new 

pleasures all around us. We had not yet learned what it was to feel hopeless. It was a time 

before we learned the rules, when we questioned everything, when our beliefs and opinions 

were not yet formed, when our definition of reality could be anything for anything was possible 

and each day was filled with new discoveries. We believed in magic then. 
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Slowly, day after day we began to accept as truth, what we are told by our parents, our 

teachers, our communities, our government and the media. Day after day hope got siphoned 

out of us until we no longer believed in magic and our world became a mere reflection of our 

conditioned beliefs and our fears. We became just like everyone else around us. We forgot the 

stuff we were born with. 

We all make unconscious decisions, influenced by beliefs, once accepted and long forgotten, 

that still determine the course of our lives and end up controlling us. 

We fail to understand that what is controlling us is merely a thought, old programming, 

outdated input, most of which occurred long before we had the experience or the ability to 

question its validity. Now as adults, we can examine beliefs that no longer work, that wreak 

havoc in our lives and change them. It’s really that simple. The problem lies in our refusal to 

give up old beliefs, no matter how much we hate what they are doing to our lives. 

Yet, it seems to me that the extent to which we can make decisions with renewed clarity, 

unencumbered by the past, will determine how well our lives work. 

As parents, guardians and role models to our children, it’s primarily through our efforts that the 

inner spirit, which is the wellspring of hope will be given the kind of care and nourishment it 

needs to grow and remain healthy. We can foster the development of the self-esteem, 

optimism and vision our children need to effectively deal with the many complicated issues 

they will have to face, issues that have global repercussions. 

Our children are exposed to so much more than we ever were as children. They face realities 

we never confronted. By the age of 18 the average child will have witnessed 200,000 acts of 

violence, right in their living room. At school, an off-handed remark can get them expelled and 

police stand guard at the entrance. We played on the street and drank water from the hose. 

They play in cyberspace and drink bottled water bought from the store. We experienced the 

violence of our President being shot. They experienced 9/11. We experienced a world war in 

which we knew what we were fighting for. They experience war as a normal part of life. They 

learn quickly that the world is a scary place, that the environment is being destroyed and that 

our planet may not even be here when they grow up. 

Clearly by now we must realize that we can no longer continue to do things the way we always 

have.  It has created the world we live in.  And our world, our children’s world, is in serious 

trouble. 

We are all responsible. The funny thing is, once we get this, really accept this, then we can 

begin to do something about it. The trouble is we don’t think we’re that significant. We don’t 

believe that one person can make a difference. The wars belong to the politicians, poverty to 
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the lazy, violence to the troubled and crime to the dishonest. We have nothing to do with it. 

We’re too busy working at a job we hate, that no longer inspires us (and maybe never did) in 

order to pay for a mortgage and credit card bills for stuff we didn’t really need. We continue to 

live life on automatic until life steps onto the conveyer belt and pushes us off. 

Some of us get a life threatening illness; others are jolted by divorce, financial loss or some 

other life experience and we end up on our knees. That’s when hope comes in. At first it’s just a 

glimmer, feels uncomfortable, even painful, like an unused muscle. We were taught in 

thousands of subtle and not so subtle ways not to get our hopes up; life’s a struggle, not an 

adventure. We were encouraged to settle down, to give up our zany ideals, to get a secure 

job—preferably with a big corporation—when what we really wanted to do was act, sing, write 

or open a restaurant. In the process we gave up our greatness and our dreams. 

As adults we must have hope for our own dreams before we can teach our children how to hold 

onto theirs. We must be willing to examine our own lives, darkness and all, in order to shed 

light on who we really are. We begin to ask the questions that bring us out of darkness, when 

we’re in the dark.  It is here that we probe into what really matters, who we really are and what 

we are here on this planet to do. The answers rarely have to do with making more money or 

buying a bigger house. Those are answers from the ego. The soul whispers to us about meaning 

and purpose. It speaks to us of service and inspiration, of love and connection to others. It tells 

us that not only are we significant but that we are Divine. A quote I love from Marianne 

Williamson’s classic book, “Return to Love” puts this beautifully, 

        Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 

        Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. 

        It is our Light, not our Darkness, that most frightens us. 

Somewhere in the process we discover that when we do something we never thought we 

could—in spite of our fears—we are forever changed. Slowly we begin to believe in our light 

and feel the hope there. We begin to feel the same force that created the universe pulsating 

within us. The stuff we’re made of is powerful. It creates worlds. I believe there’s a lot of people 

today on their knees, asking questions. On your way off your knees, a whole new world unfolds. 

I’ve been on my knees many times. I was 35 and suddenly a widow with two small children, five 

and two, to raise and a career that brought me little joy. Four years later I was off my knees and 

starting a restaurant with my new husband. Yes, I was off my knees but filled with fear. Who 

was I to think I could be a chef when I had no professional experience or training? Who was I to 

risk everything on such a fanciful venture? Who was I to think we’d even make it through our 

first winter—the worst in Connecticut history? Who was I—scared to the point of nausea. It 
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was my constant companion for months, night after night as the orders piled up in front of me. 

I didn’t think. I just moved! 

After about three or four years, when a thriving clientele finally led me to feel that I knew what 

I was doing, I discovered that it was the very fact that I didn’t know what I was getting myself 

into that enabled me to continue and not give up. I didn’t know then that it wasn’t possible for 

one inexperienced sauté cook to run a busy restaurant with a four-burner stove. I didn’t know 

then that both my husband and I would be working far longer hours with far less pay than we 

had received in years. I didn’t know the rules of culinary distinction then so I was unbounded by 

them. I simply trusted that I was in the right place doing something I’ve done all my life in my 

distinctly Italian upbringing: feed people delicious food and make them feel at home, and that 

this brought me joy. 

Ten years later I was single again and back on my knees when my restaurant was forced to 

close because of leasing issues. Only this time, I was on my knees giving thanks, for all I had 

experienced, all I had learned, all it had given me. In spite of all the money I was losing by not 

being able to sell my successful business, I felt gratitude! I was living in a brand new world 

about to once again jump into the unknown. This time though I did so with excitement. Dr. 

Wayne Dyer in his inspiring talk on PBS on The Power of Intention and a book of that same title 

repeats a phrase that is sure to imprint the consciousness of many.  He says, “When you change 

the way you look at things.  The things you look at change.” 

Among the many things I discovered during my 10 years of owning my restaurant was how to 

create and that we don’t create alone. Biscotti, was a special place. We were a team of people, 

coming together, every day to literally serve others. We were a contemporary tribe, working 

together toward a common goal—making things work, day after day, amidst the chaos that 

comes with the territory—and still managing to care for and help each other. It was the perfect 

backdrop from which to observe teamwork, camaraderie, selfishness, setbacks and triumphs. In 

the process we served wonderful food and provided a much loved home to thousands and 

thousands of people. Who knows how much or in what ways we impacted people and our 

community. What ripples were sent out from Biscotti simply because we were there and 

welcoming? David Hawkins, author of Power vs. Force, who, after 29 years of research on the 

hidden aspects of human behavior found that: 

One individual who lives and vibrates to the energy of optimism and a willingness to be 

nonjudgmental of others will counteract the negativity of 90,000 individuals who 

calibrate at the lower weakening levels 

Hey, we were serving up love to a whole lotta people! I used to get teased about this from my 

staff because I used to write about it in my “Notes From the Chef” inserted into the menus. I 
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also cut out favorite quotes and inserted them under the glass table tops. It was always 

amusing to see customers exclaim the appropriateness of the quote at their setting. Because 

Biscotti was in a small New England town, I hear constantly how much we’re missed. So what 

impact did we have? Only heaven knows. 

What I know is that we made a difference. 

The impact on my life was clear. I closed my restaurant in the same month my first cookbook 

arrived in stores across the country. Ironic? More like synchronistic, wouldn’t you say? It was 

clearly one door opening while another closed. 

The impact on my children remains to be seen. Maybe my choices, my actions and reactions 

conveyed a sense of possibility in them too. Maybe they won’t have to struggle as hard to 

discover who they really are because they saw me do it. Maybe they’ll strive for their dreams 

because they see me go after mine. Maybe by feeling hope in myself I’ve allowed them to feel 

hope for themselves. Maybe in spite of the world they currently see they can envision another. 

I believe that if our children can learn to use the knowledge in their minds in conjunction with 

the feelings and insights of their hearts they can address the realities and make the necessary 

positive changes. They can dream the dream that will give birth to a brand new world. 

It is our belief in life’s possibilities that gives us hope. It is hope that allows us to persevere 

despite overwhelming obstacles and creates miracles. 

 

Courage in Action: 

What are you teaching your children, or the future generation, through your actions and 

choices about hope? 

Look back at a time in your life where one door closed for you, were you able to see the next 

door that was opened in its place. Where did it lead? As you journey through life and when you 

have situations in your life that seem to be a closed door how can you remind yourself to look 

for the door that is wide open, waiting for you to walk through it. Write it down and remember. 

 

About the Author: 
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Fighting an Invisible Battle: Facing My Fears and (Re)Discovering “Me” 

 

by Genevieve Mari 

 

I held my head between my two hands and cried. 

I didn’t sob or wail. There were no hysterics or drama, no bawling like a baby. I just sat there, 

quietly holding my head between my hands and let the tears fall. As they fell, my eyes gazed 

out at the backyard through the glass patio door. It was a nice day, sunny and breezy. But 

despite the beauty of the day, my tears just kept falling, one after another. I was a mess. 

It had been a trying month; between my son’s morning daycare fits and my zero closed sales for 

the month, I was beyond stressed. Under normal circumstances, these two ordeals should have 

been much easier for me to deal with, but I had been suffering silently for the past two years. 

This job had not been the “position” I had aspired toward while working on my graduate 

degree. It had been presented to me as the ideal job for a new mom trying to find balance 

between work and home. Truth be told, it was probably the worst job for any mother of young 

children; the salary was 100 percent commission based, appointments usually had to be 

scheduled for evenings, there were no assigned territories, and competition within the office 

was brutal where many of my colleagues found success through dishonest means and unethical 

measures. My ethnicity, religion and gender put me at the bottom of the barrel in this office, 

and it was demoralizing. My life remained a roller-coaster ride of ups and down the duration of 

my employment within this enterprise. 

By the time I reached the beginning of my third year, my family life had become a chaotic mess.  

My health had declined, I had no patience, and I was tired all the time. And despite all of this, I 

remained fixed in place, knowing that I should leave but arguing with myself that it would 

eventually get better. But then summer came and so did my son’s issues with daycare. It never 

dawned on me that forces greater than me were leading me down this road for a purpose. 

And then that fateful morning happened; my son exploded into the worst hysterical fit ever, 

which started as I pulled into the daycare parking lot and continued all the way into his 

classroom. I lost my composure before making it out the front door. I cried the whole way 

home, tears blurring my vision and streaming down my face. Oh how I hated seeing my son so 

upset. I felt so guilty leaving him with a new educator knowing how shy he was. But I knew that 

these tears were more than just the emotional toll of having a tough two year old. These tears 
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were the result of three years of betrayal, my betrayal to myself, to my beliefs, to my heart and 

to my soul. 

I hated my job; I hated the time it stole from my children’s life and I hated all the problems this 

job caused between my husband and me. I hated how this job made me feel about myself. But 

what I hated even more was the fact that I had let it take all of these things from me. And so as 

I sat there in my kitchen with a heavy heart and a tear stained t-shirt, it dawned on me; it was 

time to make a change. 

And so I did something that morning that began the start of many positive changes thereafter.  

I called a friend. She offered me this advice: “It’s sunny out; go sit in your backyard, face the 

sun, empty your mind, and just breathe.” And that’s exactly what I did; I sat cross-legged on the 

huge rock in my garden, and stared up at the sun. I let my tears dry and I just inhaled, and then 

exhaled.  No real answers came to me in that hour, no ah-ha moments. What I did find was the 

ability to just let go, to stop fighting and release the pent up anxiety. The stillness of the 

moment allowed me to find peace and calmness within. I embraced that feeling. And as the 

rays of the sun kissed my cheeks and closed eyelids, I turned my face up to the sky and smiled.  

I knew then that I was onto something. 

A few weeks later, I booked an appointment with a life coach and learned (or finally admitted) a 

few things about myself. Fear and other people’s opinions kept me from pursuing my own 

legitimate path. Somewhere in the years that passed, I had lost myself in the many identities 

others had ascribed to me: Mother, Sales Rep, Wife, Caretaker, Cook, Nurse, Driver, Sister, 

Daughter, Career Woman, etc. I had let myself become buried beneath layers of titles and 

perceptions that I had completely lost track of “me.” When I spoke of feeling lost, I was often 

reminded of my age, as if there existed an age to be “lost.” It was clear that I should just accept 

the status quo, just as everyone else was doing. It didn’t matter that it didn’t sit well with me, 

so who was I to expect anything more? Fear kept me from fighting these opinions, fear that I 

might fail and prove them all right, fear that I might succeed and prove them all wrong. Fear. 

Coaching helped me rediscover “me,” the authentic me, my true self. Through coaching, I 

developed the courage to be me and to stand my ground. I learned to acknowledge my real 

passion and audaciously pursue it all while staring down the naysayers. I found empowerment 

through coaching, and the courage to believe in my dreams, as well as my ability to reach them.  

I had earned the right to pursue my passion, and I deserved to do so. Coaching illuminated my 

path and taught me to listen to my own voice, not that of others. I’ve come a long way since 

that first coaching session; one could even say I’ve jumped leaps and bounds. I could not have 

done so without the unending support of my coach, Jennifer Sanford Holm. She helped me 

move my mountains out of the way, and always held that safety net open for me. She helped 

me combat my fears and reach my goals. 
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August 28th 2013, my daughter will be attending her first day at kindergarten. I will be there to 

see her climb the steps of the big orange school bus for the first time, and more importantly, I 

will be there to greet her when this same bus returns her home. It will have been five months 

since I left my job to embark on my own entrepreneurial journey as a whole food and whole life 

coach. Although I am still putting all the pieces together, I am now walking a path that is not 

only real and true; I am walking a path that is my own. I am now proud of the example I am 

setting for my children of having the courage to be true to me. 

 

Courage in Action: 

What labels do you wear? Think about all of the labels and do they really define who you are?   

Now take out a paper and pen and just write, and don’t stop for ten minutes. Write down all of 

the things that make you you! 

After you have written your list all about you—likes, dislikes, strengths, weaknesses, talents, 

gifts, desires, dreams etc.—take some time to see if you are living a life that is true to you or if 

you are living a life of fear, based on others expectations for you. 

If you are living a life different than what you know in your heart to be your life, then decide 

now to make a change.   

One of the top five regrets of the dying is: I wish I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, 

not the life others expected of me. 

The time to start living your life, your way is now! 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“It takes courage to grow up and become who you really are.” -- E.E. Cummings 

 

About the Author: 
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F-E-A-R 

 

by Vana Feliciano 

 

Fear—the four letter word that cripples our intentions, stomps on our dreams, makes us 

hesitant, and insecure about our self-worth. Fear. It makes us question our intuition and makes 

us reluctant to declare or share our aspirations. Stuck. Disheartened. Immobile. 

Fear has a unique way of paralyzing our progress. It doesn't matter if we are in the beginning of 

our journey or seasoned travelers, fear creeps up on everyone who dares greatness.  

It is not that fear is a bad thing, although I can see why we tend to feel that way. Fear began as 

a primal instinct to help us survive attacks made on our lives. Nowadays, it shows up to protect 

the lifestyles we lead. 

Our defenses to it go up when we begin to want more for ourselves: a better job, a healthier 

body, a promotion, a higher education, to quit smoking, to stop lying. Fear senses that our 

comfort zones are being put to the test and does everything it can to make us feel like our 

desires are the wrong things to pursue. 

Fear can begin to tell us that we are not good enough, smart enough, pretty enough, prepared 

enough, or skilled enough. Anything to keep us in the same place. 

It is not that fear doesn't want the best for us. Ironically, it thinks staying complacent is best for 

us because it is safe.  

I know that I am not alone in my struggle with fear. Deep in my heart I know we all struggle 

with it daily in some form. One thing I have learned is that fear is not something to be 

conquered or defeated. That battle is futile, and we will wind up on the losing end of that fight. 

Instead, the lesson has become to embrace fear, to allow it to be as real as real can get, to feel 

it instead of fight it, to be with it and all the discomfort it brings, and to use it as fuel instead. 

This is all much easier said than done, but it is a lifelong journey that can only begin with that 

first step forward. All the greats admit that they still feel fear. The difference between us is that 

they feel fear but do it anyway. It doesn't matter what it is: a phone call, a letter, an interview, 

an audition, saying I love you first, saying I'm sorry, trying out that class, networking at an 

event, saying yes, saying no, or launching something new. 
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When it's not in terms of danger, fear means that we are on the edge of our comfort zone. It 

means something epic could be on the horizon of our willingness to try.   

We are bound to feel a sense of vulnerability, which in itself is a virtue in disguise. We are 

bound to face failure, but should not consider it anything but heroic. So yes, the journey toward 

doing things regardless of how afraid we are will shake us up and take time to get used to. 

Scary? Yes, but think of the other options: never fulfilling our dreams, never trying anything 

new, staying exactly where we are, although there is a deep desire to change. That’s scarier. 

Today, let us offer our graces for every fear we have. Each is a call to action. Let us find the 

grace in redefining our relationship with fear. Let us find the grace in acknowledging our fears, 

in letting them fuel us forward, because only the courageous aspire to fail! 

Choose flight. You deserve it. 

Be here now and always say grace. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Vana Feliciano wants to live in a world where life isn't a race to the top; it’s a journey back to 

the basics. She created Your Graceful Life to help women reclaim their lives through gratitude 

and a progress over perfection attitude. She is the author of The Mindset Makeover and 

chronicles her lessons daily, on her blog The Grace Project. http://www.yourgracefullife.com/ 
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The Courageous Journey to Loving Yourself 

 

by Chivon John 

 

There was once a time when I believed that being courageous involved performing a great act 

of heroism with the kind of actions that you read about in fairy tales, where dragons are slain 

and the hero swoops in to save a princess from a harrowing fate. 

Funny enough, as I’ve grown older, I’ve learned that my childhood fantasy wasn’t too far-

fetched. Courage does involve slaying dragons; I just never thought it would be my own. 

For many years, my dragons manifested themselves as nagging thoughts that made me believe 

that I wasn’t enough as I was. I had a nagging obsession with trying to get fit. It sounds harmless 

except my definition of getting fit was doing anything I could to achieve what I believed to be as 

the perfect body. For years I mentally and physically abused myself all in the name of looking 

for outward beauty. 

I convinced others and myself that I was okay, but in reality, I was really an invisible girl who 

desperately wanted to be seen. 

I didn’t know it at the time, but my searches for beauty and acceptance were a distraction from 

my real issues of depression and anxiety. Instead of searching for someone to say that they 

loved me, I should have been telling it to myself. 

For years, I stayed within this cycle, until I stumbled into the world of holistic nutrition and 

fitness. I joined a boot-camp thinking it would be another quick way for me to get my desired 

dream body, but I got way more than I bargained for. For the first time, fitness became a 

vehicle of self-love instead of a weapon of self-hate for my body. I learned how to view food as 

nourishment instead of the enemy and started to confront my dragons head on. Finally, I 

recognized that I only needed to fix my thoughts and not my body. 

Self-acceptance is an ongoing journey and is probably one of the most difficult ones that you’ll 

take in life. There are no roadmap, no compass, and no directions to get you there, but that 

doesn’t mean that the trip isn’t worth it. 

For anyone who has ever struggled with a dragon, know that it will get better, but only when 

you decide to be the hero of your own story. Along the way, you may stumble and have doubts 

but remember that you are strong enough to slay your dragon and that love always conquers 

over fear. Above all else, remember this: 
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You are Strong. You are Courageous. You are worthy. Everything you seek is already within you. 

Each one of us has the power to slay our dragon and achieve our goals no matter how crazy 

they may seem. But, it starts with one simple step—the acknowledgement that you are worth 

it. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Write “I am” statements on sticky notes and post them on your mirror or on the wall by your 

bed to remind you of all the amazing things you are and who you want to be. For example: I am 

strong. I am courageous. I am enough. I am worthy. I am full of love. 

 

About the Author: 
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I Believed I Could Fly 

 

by RaShaunda Fuller 

 

I mean literally—I believed I could fly. And if I’m honest with myself, I’ve always believed it. I 

just wasn’t aware of how much I believed it until it came time for me to take flight. And by take 

flight, I mean figuratively speaking. 

Let me back up a bit so that you will understand what I’m talking about. Ever since I was a child, 

I knew I had superpowers. No, I can’t spin webs from the palm of my hand, but I can overcome 

any obstacle that comes my way, and when I say any obstacle, I mean any. 

I like to think of myself as more than a survivor; I’m a thriver. No matter what I’ve gone 

through, I always manage to thrive and fly above the situation, which could explain the 

recurring dream I’ve had since I was a child. Oftentimes in my dreams, when I experience 

danger of some kind, right before I’m caught or harmed, I’ll take off flying. My arms spread like 

wings and I take off in flight, escaping any harm or danger. I’ve had this dream for years now, 

for as long as I can recall. Oddly enough, my mother has the same dream. Different 

circumstances, but the same outcome: She too can fly. 

So when it came time for me to take a leap of faith into the world of entrepreneurship, 

needless to say without hesitation I rose to the challenge. Was I afraid? Heck yeah! I was 

terrified. But I knew enough about myself and about God to know that I would be okay. I’d 

gotten confirmation of this right before I actually took the leap of faith, which actually came by 

force.  

A lot of entrepreneurs I know have been in the same boat I was in at that time: Caught between 

their job and their dream. (Which, by the way, is the name of a book that helped me along the 

way: Caught Between a Job and a Dream, by Delatorro McNeal.) But, back to what I was saying: 

There I was working in the wonderful world of sales, selling technology for one the largest 

technology companies in the world. Life was good, or so it appeared. I was earning a decent 

living, much better than I’d ever done before. Before that I’d lost my home, car, etc., due to a 

layoff. So the sales job was what helped me to rebuild life for my son and me. I was even 

blessed to be able to take in my teenaged nephew and support the family on my own. We had 

everything we needed, and I was even able to provide some of their wants. So like I said, life 

was good, except the fact that I was dying inside, or at least it felt like death. I wasn’t living. I’d 

become a robot: Day in, day out it was all about the cubicle, the conference calls, the 
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technology calls, setting up appointments, forecasting, writing proposals, and closing the deal. 

Talk about death by boredom—that for me was torture. 

You see, I’m a creative person. A visionary. In order for me to come alive, I must create. 

Anything less is a waste of me. And with this job, I was wasting away fast. We earned a decent 

base salary and an even better bonus/commission for sales that we closed. Basically, the sky 

was the limit as far as the income that I could earn, but the money wasn’t enough to make me 

happy. I mean, here I was finally getting my life back together, but I was depressed. Every time 

we’d receive our bonus check everyone else would be celebrating, planning extravagant 

vacations, renovating homes, buying fancy cars, etc., and I’d be crying.  

I’d get my bonus check and go to my car and cry. I felt like I was losing my mind. I mean, here I 

was doing better than I’d ever done before and I had the nerve to cry about it. I asked God for 

forgiveness for being ungrateful. But I felt it wasn’t me being ungrateful that had me in such a 

slump. What had me in a slump was that I was out of place. I was out of my element. I wasn’t 

being true to myself. I had become one of them. By one of them, I mean a robot. I’d become 

conditioned to think that the only way to make a living was to sacrifice myself. I had taken the 

same journey as those who’d gone before me. I was pursuing retirement and a gold watch. In 

the process I’d retired my own spirit, hung up the jersey of my dreams, and was settling for a 

life that left me out of it. 

But what was I to do? I’d already thrived back from losing everything and I had my son and 

nephew to provide for. 

I did the only thing I knew to do. I prayed it out, all day, every day. Through tears and confusion, 

I prayed about it. That was in December of 2008. I took the entire month off for holiday 

vacation with my kids, and during that time I prayed like I’d never prayed before. I prayed that 

God would release me into my destiny. I always knew one day I’d work for myself, but I just 

didn’t know what or how I’d do it. So I specifically asked God to show me the what and the 

how. My plan was to work for another 18 months to save money and get my personal affairs in 

order, and then I’d branch off on my own. 

In January, I went back to work with a new attitude I was no longer working for them but they 

were working for me. The income had purpose. It was working toward my plans/goals instead 

of me working toward their plans/goals. I felt renewed. To support my goal/vision, I’d started a 

21 day fast. This was an amazing time in my life. I knew the fast would be all I needed to gain 

clarity, direction, provision and confidence. I finished my fast on a Friday. Right before returning 

to work that Monday, while preparing for bed, I heard a voice say to me, “Something is getting 

ready to happen I want you to trust me.” There was no other audible instruction. It was plain as 

day.  
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And I recognized this voice as the voice of God. Who else could it have been? Shaken, I called 

my spiritual mentor and asked her to wake me so that I could join her for 5am prayer. She 

agreed. So at 5am, we got up and prayed over the phone together. Still a bit nervous, I went off 

to work. When I got there, we were all called into a meeting. That meeting changed my life. By 

9am I was yet again laid off. Just like that. No job. No income. Fear crept in for a second, until I 

reminded myself of the message that I’d gotten the night before. When I heard the voice say, 

“Something is getting ready to happen. I want you to trust me.” I breathed a sigh of relief. I’d 

been warned. Not only had I been warned, but I’d been reassured that all I had to do was trust. 

So I decided to do just that. 

I took a moment to gather my thoughts and my things, and I headed out the door. I bravely 

walked from what was imprisoning my spirit into the freedom to do and be me. 

And that was the start of my entrepreneurial journey. I talked it over with my son and explained 

as best I could so that his eight-year old mind could understand. I asked him if he trusted me to 

take care of him no matter what. He said yes. That was all I needed to hear. With his trust and 

my faith in hand, I proceeded. Of course, I was met by the outside voices of concerned family 

and friends. Their opinions came flying to my door like the Sunday paper. Thump. Hard, and 

aiming directly for my head. I had to drown them out as best I could, for I knew that this was 

my time to escape. My time to fly. After much prayer, the fast and the voice that warned me of 

what was to come I knew this was bigger than me. It was about more than me. So I took the 

step. And many tears, fears, trials, tribulations, crooked people, awesome opportunities later 

here I am. Founder of my socialmediamentors.com. A company founded to help people be able 

to do what I’ve been blessed to do with my life. Fly. 

Though my understanding and success with social media I now teach others how to use these 

tools to help start and grow their business. In addition to that, I’ve taken my soft spot that I 

have for personal development and added that part to our offerings as well. And for me, even 

after all that I’ve been through the journey has just begun. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Wake up ten minute earlier each day and use this time to tune in and connect. Start your day 

off right by centering yourself and being still. You could meditate, pray, journal, read, but do 

something that feeds your soul and reminds you of your bigger purpose each day. 

 

About the Author: 
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RaShaunda Fuller is a social media expert, motivational speaker, and author of the soon to be 

released book How Social Media Changed My Life. She is the founder of My Social Media 

Mentors an online Social Media and personal development training center. 

Best known for her social empowerment movement, RaShaunda’s passion is to help others 

accomplish their goals in both their business and personal life. Having started her company with 

zero dollars and an infinite supply of faith turned into action, she knows firsthand what it takes 

to make your dreams come true. 

She works with both existing and aspiring entrepreneurs to help them understand and apply 

the power of social media to their current business initiatives. In addition to helping them 

understand the power of social networking, she also provides personal development resources 

to help people understand how their personal development is directly connected to their 

business development. 

Her mission is to spark the flame that ignites others to utilize the tools and resources we have 

at hand to bring their dreams to life. 
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Flight Guide: Move Through Fear with Strategic Liberation 

 

by Christi Daniels 

 

"Most of our life, we're put in a cage, where we sing the same song day in and day out. But life 

is not about being caged; life is about flying." – The Spark by Lyn Heward and John U. Bacon 

Last year I decided I wanted to fly. The desire had been showing up for years in the form of 

videos people had made with Go-Pro cameras strapped to their heads while base jumping, then 

flying through the air with wing suits. Then there were Cirque du Soleil acrobats flying on the 

trapeze and others gliding from trampoline to trampoline. Image after image would excite me 

and lure me into spending what I’m sure was a mind blowing amount of time researching, 

investigating, watching videos and exploring what it would be like to be that free and unlimited. 

While I’d have to travel more than 600 miles for a trapeze school, it seemed the safest and 

most sane approach to satiate this urge to fly.   

Insert Picture 

Inconveniently, I also have an intense fear of heights, or as my husband would say: “It’s not so 

much about the heights, but about the potential falls.” Over the years I’ve attempted to 

conquer my fear of potential falls in a variety of ways, and each time I worked my way through 

this uncomfortable process, I was deeply happy I did. It felt good afterward to have moved 

through the fear and arrive on the other side. In those situations when I couldn’t move beyond 

the fear, I learned acceptance and to glean understanding from the experience. 

It wasn’t until I faced my most recent challenge about moving forward in my own business that 

I realized the correlation between my fear of potential falls and my fear of potential failure. I 

have similar body responses to both and the fear of potentially failing while putting myself out 

there was just as visceral as standing at the top of a mountain with nothing to hold onto. 

Even so, this desire of mine to liberate a broader number of people from their perceived 

boundaries was so palpable, that it required a method to move beyond the discomfort. I looked 

to life for inspiration from what had worked with my fear of potential falls in the past and I 

remembered the flying trapeze experience at Santa Monica Pier. 

Before going up to the trapeze platform, we students went through the physical motions and 

sequence of what we would do in the air. Our instructors had us review this again and again to 

prime our bodies and minds for what was going to happen. My fear of potential falls was fully 

present as I climbed each rung of the ladder, focusing on the very next step and then the next. 
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My legs were like jelly, and the only way I could move through each step was to remember my 

bodily sensation of expansion, to breathe and find gratitude for this experience. I reminded 

myself that there was a net, there were people to assist, lots of people have done this before 

me, and I was going to be okay. Once I was at the top of the 30 foot platform, I saw that the 

rest of the pier stretched out into the Pacific Ocean. I found only a small handle to hold onto 

and that familiar shrinking feeling returned. 

To keep going, I checked back in with that feeling of expansion, gratitude and slowed my breath 

as I made room for the next person to share the tiny landing with me. When the instructor 

clipped the back of my belt, I panicked, realizing that I would have to let this person hold my 

entire body weight as I reached out to grab a hold of the bar. I’m fiercely independent and 

trusting others is something that takes conscious effort for me. Going with it, I leaned out to 

grab the bar and listened for the command and after another breath, I had jumped! I wish you 

the experience one day of the sense of freedom that ensued. It was brief, but exquisite. After 

wrapping my legs around the bar and hanging upside down, I grasped the bar again and fell to 

the safety net below. 

Each time I went up, it was barely easier to do, but eventually, the final moment arrived. As I 

leapt off the platform and hung upside down with legs over the bar, I heard the “hup” signal 

from the instructor and with my hands outstretched, released the bar entirely mid-air. What 

came next were extended moments of bliss … I was caught fully, beautifully, and profoundly 

and as I swung out toward the ocean, I was filled with the most complete sense of freedom 

and elation that I have ever known.  

As I write this very piece for you, my heart is pounding, and I am applying the lessons I learned 

from this profound flying experience to push through my resistance and fear of failure, and I 

suppose rejection, as well. This fear is something that accompanies life, regardless of how 

experienced, confident or accomplished we become. As we expand outside of our comfort 

zone, we inevitably encounter fear or discomfort. The trick is leveraging a strategy that’s been 

proven to work for you so that you can transcend the fear of potential failure and continue to 

grow, expand and reach new heights. 

My wish for you is that as you take your next steps, you will arrive at the platform of life with an 

expansive posture and a grateful heart, and a trusting presence knowing that many of us are 

out here cheering you on and ready to celebrate your courage, lessons and successes. There are 

thousands of us waiting down below to whistle and cheer for your progress, but in order to do 

so, we need you to let these words hold your weight for just a moment, for you to relax, take a 

hold of that bar, lean out and jump off the platform. 
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Strategic Liberation Method:  You can use the method below to prime yourself for what it is 

that you want to accomplish. This is similar to visualization, but it differs in that it requires you 

to embody the feeling sense of your outcome, so you actually use your body to move around 

the room and experience what you imagine the outcome will feel like. 

1. Expansion - Prime your pump by imagining yourself in the act of doing what you want to do 

with the sense of expansion and growth that will follow the outcome. Move beyond your mind 

to embody the essence of what it would feel like having accomplished it, finished it, and 

experienced it. Close your eyes* and really get into the physicality of it. How would you walk? 

Would you jump up and down? High five someone? Squeal with delight? Just as if you were an 

actor playing a role, walk around the room and act out physically and verbally what you would 

do as if it were happening now. Choose a location on your body to touch to anchor in this 

feeling. Take a deep breath and let your entire body feel this sensation of satisfaction. As you 

move back to your daily life, when you feel your body or energy begin to contract, touch this 

same spot again and recall your bodily sense of expansiveness. 

2. Gratitude - This is the secret sauce of life. It is said that fear and gratitude cannot be felt at 

the same time. Touch that spot on your body again to bring up your bodily sense of 

expansiveness, now close your eyes* and feel a deep sense of gratitude that this outcome has 

taken place. Breathe into that gratitude and let it wash over your body from head to toe. As you 

go about your daily life, when you encounter resistance, return to this sense of gratitude by 

touching this spot again. 

3. Trust - There is no way around this one, it requires vulnerability and risk. One way to make 

this easier is to assume and embody the viewpoint that life is always happening for you, for 

your next step, next challenge, next growth opportunity that will lead you exactly where you 

need to be. Now close your eyes* and imagine that you are surrounded be people who are 

cheering you on and want to celebrate with you the small steps and the big ones. Sure, there 

are people out there who don’t really care, but there are plenty who do. Embody your outcome 

again; then, add your gratitude; now, add the cheering people who are celebrating with you. 

Let yourself feel relaxed in that support and encouragement. Again, touch that spot on your 

body and anchor in the trust of having support. You can return back to this during daily life 

when you feel your body contracting in fear by touching that spot and embodying once again 

the feeling of support and encouragement. 

*Access the mp3 download that walks you through the process at the link below: 

http://www.christidaniels.com/couragetofly 

Rather than waiting for the perfect conditions to start, take immediate micro-actions toward 

your outcome with a playful, curious and experimental approach to feedback and progress.  
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When you proceed like this with a sense of expansion and gratitude, you are likely to encounter 

people who will help catch you when you fall, encourage you to try again and celebrate with 

you when it’s time! 

 

Courage in Action: 

Think of a pivotal time in your life when you acted courageously to push past a fear and move 

forward. Put yourself back into that time and get into the feeling state of what it was like when 

you connected to courage and pushed past fear. 

• Where did you feel it in your body? Describe the body sensations. 

• How did you connect with your courage? What were the key elements, the essence 

of what you did to be able to access that state of being courageous? 

• How can you leverage those elements as your personal go-forward formula for 

connecting with your courage? 

Select a current situation where you would like to call on your courage for assistance. Commit 

to just one day of living fully committed to showing up courageously by applying your personal 

courage formula and referring back to the recommendations above when you encounter 

resistance. See what you think about the results and then decide if you’d like to re-commit to 

just one more day of the same. Lather, rinse, repeat! 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Christi ignites positive change in the world by facilitating the alignment of her clients with their 

essence.  She is the creator of Self-Full Living™ and Full-Strength Living™ programs that help 

people administer the antidote for the People Pleasing Virus and reclaim their full, authentic 
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selves.  Christi specializes in creating strategic methods for people to use in making subtle shifts 

that net life-changing results.  Her methods focus on Holistic Success, success and alignment in 

all areas of life without sacrificing any one area at the expense of another, and often leverage 

the innate wisdom of the body as both an entry point for change and for accessing guidance. 

www.christidaniels.com 
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Courage in Business 

 

by Nathalie Doremieux 

 

Have you ever dreamed of starting your own business? Do you have a gift that is so good that 

you know you have to share it with the world? I’ve been there, and like many of you, I thought 

that it would just stay that, a dream, until I discovered Tony Robbins and his Money Masters 

series. I was particularly touched by the interview he did with Marie Forleo. That video changed 

everything. For the first time I thought that making a living doing what you love was possible. 

Today I run a six-figure business designing and developing WordPress sites for my clients 

through the WP Help Club. 

I started my first business in 2005, full of hope and ideas to make it grow to a 15—employee 

company. It took a lot of courage, determination and money, in fact it took me six years to 

realize that I was going about it in completely the wrong way. 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars wasted later, my husband and business partner, finally 

realized that we had to make a change. Money and motivation were running out and we were 

faced with the decision to give it one more try or give up and go back to the corporate world. I 

guess the best decisions that you make are the ones that you have to make with your back 

against the wall. It takes a lot of courage, but you have to do what feels right in your heart, 

what you think will make you happy. 

I'm no guru, but I can tell you that it took seven years for my business to be profitable. That's 

because we were stubborn, thought we knew better, and kept making the same mistakes over 

and over. What I can share with you today is what I learned in the process so that you don't 

make the same mistakes I made. 

Try fast; fail fast 

Many entrepreneurs fail because they want to have the perfect website, the perfect offer, but 

they never get there. 

It’s okay to be vulnerable, to not have all the answers, we learn as we do, not as we think of 

what we should do. You need to understand that people forgive. Yes, they do. What's 

important is that you keep trying with a genuine willingness to help, not to be there just to 

make money. Baby steps. 
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Many gurus make it look like it's easy. They sometimes forget to tell you how many times they 

failed too, learned from their mistakes and kept trying until they succeeded. 

The difference between the people that failed and the people that succeeded is that the people 

that succeeded kept trying until they succeeded. 

Track and measure 

If you want to improve a process and learn from your mistakes, you have to track and have a 

way of measuring the results that you get. Any action that you take for your business needs to 

be a step forward, whether it is a success or a failure. You should see failures as an opportunity 

to learn something new and something that brings you one step closer to your goal. You need 

to learn from it and move forward. 

The very first thing that you need to start tracking is how you spend your time. Because this is 

the one thing that you can't change: there are only 24 hours in a day and you need to know 

where you spend your time. 

And that starts by valuing your time: here is a great exercise for you (from Jane Frankland at 

http://jane-frankland.com): 

• Make a list of things you don’t like doing. Chris Ducker calls these tasks the “vomit in 

your mouth rather than do tasks.” Amusing! I know where he’s coming from! Anyway, 

these typically are the things you procrastinate over. 

• Make a list of things you like doing but are not good at. 

• Make a list of things you can’t do yourself. Yes you really can’t do everything yourself! 

This should help you see what your strengths are and what you should be focusing on, and 

what you should delegate. 

You think you don't have the budget to delegate? Then either change your plans and postpone 

until your business generates the money or find a way to generate the money so you can afford 

it. There is no other way really if you want to succeed. 

The power of communities 

Joining communities of like-minded people is probably the best thing that I could have done for 

my business. Not only because it generates a network of potential clients for me, but also 

because I can get the advice and support from people that are in the same boat as me, and that 

is golden. 
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Communities are places where you are seen as a human being and where you can share your 

fears, your frustrations, and also your achievements, while also giving back to the community. 

It’s a network of people that can give you the courage to go after your dreams. 

 Consider hiring a coach/mentor 

This is the one thing that made me go from five to six figures. And I can tell you her name 

because I am so fond of her—it's Nathalie Lussier. I have paid thousands of dollars before for 

one-on-one coaching advice, but I never received the level of ethic and professionalism that 

Nathalie has. She is just the person that made me feel like I can do this. She's approachable, she 

cares deeply, and she has a business ethic that is so pure. She genuinely wants to help. She's my 

role model and I love her to pieces. She has changed me as a person. 

Go after your dreams. It takes courage and determination to build a successful business and 

you have to be willing to fail, get up and try again until you make it. I failed for years before I 

started to see the light at the end of the tunnel, but I never gave up because I knew that’s what 

I wanted to do. I surrounded myself with the right people and gave myself permission to fail, to 

be vulnerable. And the rewards are well worth all these efforts: I have the freedom to work 

from wherever I want (that was one of my goals), while doing what I love—helping 

entrepreneurs have a presence online. 

 

The difference between the people that failed and the people that succeeded is that the 

people that succeeded kept trying until they succeeded. -- Nathalie Doremieux 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Nathalie Doremieux is an ex-software engineer from the Silicon Valley. She started the WP Help 

Club in 2005, and as a WordPress expert, she helps entrepreneurs bring their ideas or products 
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online. You can find out more about her or schedule a free consultation at 

http://wphelpclub.com 
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How Your Glass Ceiling May Be Holding You Back and What to Do About 

It 
 

by Stacie Whitney 

 

What’s all this about a glass ceiling?  No, I’m not talking about skylights, here. 

I’ve just been re-reading one of my all-time bestest bibles, The Big Leap, by Gay Hendricks. That 

man is my hero. Seriously. He really saved me. 

Hendricks talks about the Upper Limit Problem that we all have. Yes, we all have it—though it 

manifests in any number of different ways. 

You know those upper limits we all place on ourselves—the rock star who finds astounding 

success, then overdoses three days later, or the VP who gets the big promotion, only to find her 

relationship severely teetering on the rocks. Or me, who is so blessed with a soulful, loving 

family, super health, a fabulous education, a sweet comfy home, and I just couldn’t figure out 

what I wanted to do with my life. 

Yes, indecision is a major glass ceiling. 

Is this something you can relate to? We’ll look at how to move past this in a moment. 

So I finally began taking action, and helping the people I’m here to serve, and noticed I started 

catching colds left and right. Yes, my glass ceiling at work again. So what to do when things are 

going well, and you notice something is slipping? 

In the beginning of The Big Leap, Hendricks asks, “Are You Willing to Feel Good All the Time?” 

Get honest with yourself here. Ask yourself if you really believe and are willing to feel good, on 

all levels, all the time. 

If there is any part of you that answers “no,” or even hesitates, then you have just discovered 

your very own personal glass ceiling. 

The first step is awareness. Noticing it exists is a huge step. If you’ve recognized or 

acknowledged this, then, seriously, congrats—you are on your way to breaking through your 

self-imposed limits. 

The next step is about taking some form of inspired action. Make a decision, communicate 

with that person you need to, book that trip, apply for that position, call that friend. Just. Do. It. 
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What feels intuitively right to you—beyond the fear, your beliefs of what is or isn’t possible. 

What would you tell your soulmate, best friend, or child, they needed to do if they were in your 

shoes and there was no such thing as worry? 

In my case, I started my business, in spite of not feeling 100 percent. I also started listening 

more to my body, and giving it the healthy foods, exercise and rest it desires. 

And one day, while I was lying on a beach (on a holiday I intuitively knew I had to take, though it 

took me ages to justify and plan), the outline for my book came to me. Not just an idea, but the 

entire outline, the focus, the purpose, and how to go about writing it, as well as part of the title. 

This quote explains it so well: 

Concerning all acts of initiative and creation, there is one elementary truth the 

ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment one 

definitely commits oneself, then providence moves too. -- Goethe 

So even if you can’t see the bigger picture yet, even if you feel stuck, lost, confused, jammed 

forever underneath your cursed glass ceiling, please know that breaking through, moving past, 

soaring beyond your current limits, is closer than you realize. 

1. Notice your limits. Name them. 

2. Take some form of inspired action, no matter how teensy. 

3. Course correct and repeat Steps 1 and 2, as many times as it takes. 

Smash your glass ceiling and become who you always knew you were meant to be. If I can do it 

(I used to be called the Queen of Indecision), believe me, you can too. 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

"A step in the wrong direction is better than staying in one spot all your life. Once you're 

moving forward you can correct your course as you go. Your automatic guidance system cannot 

guide you when you're standing still." -- Maxwell Maltz 

 

About the Author: 
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Stacie Whitney is a wife, mother, author and creative muse. She overcame postnatal 

depression, anxiety and panic attacks to create her business www.staciewhitney.com, which is 

devoted to helping dispirited mamas, who have lost their independence and oomph, to 

rediscover the spark that's buried beneath the diapers. She has recently published her first 

book Life Purpose Handbook; the ABC's of Getting Unstuck, Discovering Your Strengths and 

Sharing Your Gifts With the World.  
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Do You Like to Travel? 

 

by Hannah Mang 

 

Traveling—one of my greatest passions! I love visiting new places, love the excitement of 

meeting new people, love eating far-from-home-food, and especially love hitting the beach. 

Mmh! 

But even with all that to love, there was one huge turn-off that ruined my travel enthusiasm for 

years: Fear of Flying!  

Usually I'm pretty bad-ass, but if you wanted to scare the crap out of me, you just had to book 

me on a flight. 

Weeks before the flight I would begin to feel nervous, uneasy, even embarrassed because, you 

know ... “Flying is the safest way to travel,” “The most dangerous part is the drive to the 

airport,” “Statistically speaking ...” Blah, blah, blah. You're simply not supposed to be scared on 

a plane.  

Well, supposed to or not, I sure was. So today I want to get up-close and personal with you and 

share the story of how I overcame my biggest fear. May it be an inspiration to you, my friend! 

When I was a little girl, it made no difference to me if you sat me in a plane, in a car, or in a 

train. I was pretty much bored on any kind of vehicle. But this changed dramatically when I was 

about 17. With every flight my fear grew as if I was feeding it sugar-frosted cake for breakfast. 

My fear grew to a point where I went from Vienna to Sicily by train! That's a freaking island 

2000 kilometers away! It was bad. My fear was obviously insanely strong. If a flight was even 

slightly turbulent I was close to a panic attack: Tears in my eyes, sweaty hands, heart racing, 

thoughts of death. True story. 

So how did I go from a nervous wreck to an almost relaxed passenger? I booked the scariest 

three-week-long trip of my life. Alone. The route went like this: Vienna – Cologne – London – St. 

Lucia – Trinidad – Tobago – Trinidad – St. Lucia – London – Amsterdam – Vienna. 

Featuring lots of big ass planes with 500+ people, as well as tiny, propeller machines with 18 

seats (kill me now!!!). Naturally, I was freaking out weeks before my first take off, and I got lots 

of advice about what kinds of pills I should take to knock myself out. But I never took a single 

pill.  
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I did not want my fear to have such power over me—I wanted to conquer it instead. That's 

right, Fear: I won't be your slave anymore! (Insert heroic music here.) 

Alright, honestly, when I made it to Cologne I cried. I have no idea why, but there I was, crying 

at the airport. Alone. Shivering at the thought of what was yet to come, and calling my mommy. 

Why the hell did I do this to myself? 

After I pulled myself together (kinda), I decided that I had to do something. 

So if you're having irrational fears yourself (popular examples include spiders, heights and 

dentists) and you're dying to conquer them, apply my strategies. Here's what I did and you can 

too: 

1. Educate yourself: I used the 15+ hours I had to spend at airports all by myself to read. I 

learned how planes work and what the sounds are. I learned about the backup systems (there's 

up to three of them on a decent plane) and I learned about turbulence. I learned about what 

the pilots need to do, their checklists and working hours. I learned about the clouds and how 

cargo pilots apparently are the rowdies of the sky. 

I was informed and prepared! This helped a lot! 

2. Make confessions about your fear. I told the guy sitting next to me, as well as, the cabin 

crew that I was super scared. Hell, I even went into the cockpit to talk to the pilots about it. 

Everybody was super sweet and understanding. Nobody laughed. The pilots shook my hand and 

talked to me about the route. They reassured me that everything was fine and I got to see that 

they're nice, decent people. Not crazy. Not on crack. Not seemingly 17. I felt safe and trusted 

the pilots much more after talking to them instead of just hearing their voice through the 

speakers. 

3. Find your own natural “pill.” I thought to myself, if I have to spend a night at London 

Gatwick Airport anyway, I might as well stay up and have fun. Fun was nowhere to be found 

though, so it was rather boring, but I only slept like one hour. So when I got on the plane I was 

a) too exhausted to be scared and b) drifting off to sleep quite soon. Plus: I slept almost five 

hours on the flight which made it much less of a pain in the ass.  

Note: There's always a way to trick yourself out of fear – drug-free! 

4. Focus on the bright side. Yeah, yeah that's cheesy and you've heard it before. But it does 

work! I read and re-read a quote that had a huge impact on me and it went something like this 

“You own the world when you fly over it.” Huh. Do I, now? That's kinda cool ... 
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That quote made me see flying as the amazing thing it is, it made me look out of the window 

(impossible before!) and enjoy the beauty of this planet from above. 

So, I want to remind you that you always have the choice on what to focus on. The negative or 

the positive—what’s it going to be? 

Long story short, I safely made it to Trinidad and back home, had the best time of my life and 

obviously didn't die! And since I bravely mastered something I considered absolutely 

impossible, I'm not scared anymore. I don't particularly love flying now, but I'm not freaking out 

like death was right around the corner. I'm cool now. I can watch a movie. Complain about the 

food. Possibly complain about the movie. 

What's the bottom-line? Fear is stupid unless it protects you from real danger. 

What's your irrational fear? Do you have one? Did you overcome one?   

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Hannah is Austrian native, speaker of 7.5 languages, lawyer, and Caribbean music addict. Also, 

she writes highly effective copy for entrepreneurs who wanna stand out from the crowd. (Like 

you!?) 

Expert for sales-pages and persuasive writing, she loves to multiply her clients’ incomes. With 

her sharp, entertaining and straight-to-the-point style, her mission is to eradicate boredom and 

confusion from websites and blogs. Hannah’s clients love her because she truly listens and 

transforms cryptic words into outrageously clear copy that sells. 
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My Demon, My Friend 

 

by Megan Potter 

 

I'm not depressed right now, but I have depression. I'm not alone in this; statistics say that one 

out of every ten people have depression to some degree or another. 

Some people think of depression like it is a cold, or the flu. You get it, take your medication, and 

eventually it goes away. Others think of depression as a new, permanent state. 

I find my depression to be more like alcoholism. It's my constant companion (though I may not 

always be depressed), and a pit I can find myself at the bottom of at any time, if I'm not careful. 

I'm not currently depressed. And I'd hazard a guess that a lot of people who know me think of 

me as exuberant and vocal and would be surprised to know that I ever am depressed. But 

there's always the possibility. 

I spent most of my twenties lost in depression—the hard core kind—except, I didn't know that I 

was depressed. I didn't know anything about depression. I simply assumed that this was life and 

life sucked. I was also pretty sure that a big reason life sucked was because I also sucked. There 

were days I really, really, wished I could make the sucking stop. In, you know, a more ... final 

way. 

Then one day I was reading a book by one of my clients—a doctor who specialized in 

depression. And I had one of those moments—those frozen in time moments—where I 

thought: "So, that's what's wrong with me!" I made an appointment to see the doctor. I started 

re-examining everything I had thought was true from this new perspective: I was sick, not 

broken. And suddenly ... I found I felt better. I wasn't depressed anymore, but I still had 

depression. 

It could creep up on me at any time. So, I learned to recognize the symptoms—lethargy, 

disconnection, fantasy. And I also learned that there were some great (but simple) tools I could 

rely on to pull myself back away from the edge of the pit that is depression. Things like, 

movement and a change of scenery and sunlight and asking for help. For seven or eight years I 

kept myself in a pretty steady balance. 

Then one day in my thirties I was pouring my soul out to a friend and she, very gently, asked 

me, "Do you think you could be depressed?" 
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I didn't want to, but I had to admit I could be—it was always possible. I hated to think that I'd 

let my guard down enough that my old companion had snuck back up on me, but it had. And 

not just a little. I'd gotten almost as far down into the pit as I'd ever been. I hadn't been 

watching where I was going and the great, dark maw of depression had swallowed me whole. 

I reached out for help, bought some (amazing) books, made some drastic changes, and spent six 

months healing myself. I kept myself conscious of the whole process. I worked hard and stayed 

present. I looked for how I had gotten there without noticing and I planned how I was going to 

get back out. I stayed with it until I could say, "I'm not depressed—right now." And I learned 

more about my depression and about me than I ever had before. I left that encounter better 

equipped to walk alongside my ever present companion.  That was three years ago. 

This past week I noticed depression rearing its head. I wasn't sleeping well. I'd felt disconnected 

when I had seen friends I love. I was choosing to daydream and indulge in a fantasy world 

instead of being present to the real one I lived in. I had to admit, I needed help. 

So I reached into my well stocked tool box. I asked for help. I told someone—more than one 

someone—something was wrong. I allowed myself to accept all of the help that was offered to 

me (no small feat I assure you). I went outside. I played on the swings. I did yoga. (I felt better 

already). I also asked myself some hard questions, like: "What am I avoiding?" And I took some 

brave actions. 

I'm not depressed right now, but I do have depression. A lot of fabulous people do. 

Some people mistakenly believe that having depression is a personal failure. It's not. I like to 

think of it like a demon on a leash; it walks beside me and forces me to pay attention to the life 

I'm living right now. And when it's maw opens it teaches me about the beauty in the now, 

prioritizing self-care, and the value of offering myself a little grace now and then. 

I'm not depressed right now, but depression is my companion and I'm okay with that. 

So often we think that being healthy or being successful are the same thing as being perfect, or 

at least, not being broken. My depression tells me that that's not the truth. I'll always be a little 

bent, but that doesn't mean I can't be whole. What does it mean to you to be whole? If you 

knew you were whole right now (despite the broken and less than perfect bits) what would you 

do differently? 

 

Courage in Action: 
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Even if you don't have depression, knowing which tools and actions have the ability to shift 

your energy and focus (and therefore change your whole day) is empowering. We all have our 

own inner tool box. Mine includes trees and swing sets and novels and yoga. What's in yours? 

Sift through your tool box and pick something you haven't done in a while. Go forth and do it! 

 

Quote To Ponder: 

“Courage doesn't always roar. Sometimes courage is the little voice at the end of the day that 

says I'll try again tomorrow.” -- Mary Anne Radmacher 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Megan Potter is the audacious and Limitless (but face obsessed) S’hero who holds court over at 

Limitless Living. When Megan’s not working on her plans for World Domination, or playing on 

swing sets, she’s using her superpowers for perceiving patterns, Chinese Face Reading, and 

unleashing potential as the Secret Weapon of women with riotously outrageous dreams. 
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Courage Trembles 

 

by Jo Ebisujima 

 

The earth moved, a sharp jolt to start with, followed by another and another. Soon the whole 

house was shaking and creaking, the shakes coming in waves and getting bigger and stronger. I 

grabbed hold of my son; we just made it outside when another big wave of tremors hit us. I 

held him tight, as he screamed, “I want it to stop; I want it to stop!” 

I could hear other children screaming, buildings creaking, bicycles falling over as I watched the 

cars on the street wobble like jelly, and the telegraph wires swing like skipping ropes. As it all 

happened, I knew somehow that this wasn’t the epicenter. My stomach lurched. If it was this 

strong here and the epicenter was in Tokyo, the damage and death rate there will be 

horrendous. I felt sick to my stomach. 

Eventually, the shaking subsided. Pale faced neighbors came onto the street looking wide eyed 

and scared. We waited a while, and then ventured back into the house. I tried to call my 

husband but couldn’t get through. I turned on NHK, the national broadcasting station, to see 

what was happening; luckily we still had power. 

Reports started coming in, a massive magnitude 9 earthquake had hit the coast of Tohoku, and 

a tsunami warning was flashing on the screen. The next few hours were a blur. I tried 

repeatedly to contact my husband, but with no luck. Eventually his mother managed to get 

through to us; she had spoken to my husband, at least I knew he was fine too. 

I hadn’t grown up in Japan, I am a Brit, so I was certainly not used to earthquakes and tsunamis. 

My Japanese skills were not great either. This was a big quake, but I wasn’t sure if it was big 

enough for us to go to the designated safe earthquake place, or if we should stay put. I decided 

to do what the locals did and they seemed to be staying home. The news was coming in thick 

and fast, but I was only catching a fraction of it. 

Thankfully I was still connected to the world by the internet; my Facebook and Twitter feeds 

went crazy. Every now and then we would get another wave of tremors. My son and I hugged 

each other tight, hoping that the big one had already happened and that we were experiencing 

aftershocks. 

Soon the images of the destruction that the tsunami had caused started coming in. I sat and 

cried as I watched in horror: people getting swept away, cars and houses disappearing into the 

black water. I hugged my son, not wanting to let him go, ever. Later that night, my husband 
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made it home; he had gotten a lift from his coworker. They had been listening to the news on 

the radio, but he had yet to see the devastation on the TV. More hugs. More tears. 

I assured everyone back home that we were fine. We hadn’t sustained any actual damage. 

Supplies were running low in the shops, but we were doing okay. That was until the following 

Tuesday, when my son was at kindergarten. I was setting up a fundraising auction and my 

husband was back at work. He called me to say that the nuclear power plant in Fukushima was 

leaking radiation. Close all the windows. 

The earthquake was terrifying, the tsunami, horrendous, but the nuclear disaster on top of that 

was, by far, the scariest thing I had ever experienced. The situation for non-English speaking 

Japanese was much easier. They only had the reports that the Japanese government was 

putting out, while English speakers had CNN and similar media stations to contend with. From 

one extreme to the other. We no longer knew who to trust, what to believe. Was it safe or not? 

We decided to go down to the in-laws in Kanasi for a while. It was strange how normal 

everything was there. Back home, the supermarket shelves were mostly empty. You couldn’t 

buy batteries, water, or toilet paper, and the amount of fresh food was dwindling. Down in 

Wakayama, the only empty shelves were for batteries and water. 

I suppose we could have left, started afresh somewhere else, but this is our home. We have a 

house, my husband has a job, and although I am constantly facing the everyday challenges of 

living in a foreign culture, I do enjoy living here. Deciding to stay was a big decision—was it 

safe? Would my son’s health be affected? The government had already lied to us about the 

scale of the nuclear fallout. What else hadn’t they told us? 

We had friends and family back home telling us to just get on a plane and get out, but it wasn’t 

as simple as that. What would we do for money? The economy was hardly booming, we 

wouldn’t be able to sell the house or if we did, we would get peanuts for it, and we didn’t have 

a fat account full of savings to fall back on. 

So we stayed, we educated ourselves on everything nuclear, we checked the water readings 

daily, and we only bought produce from overseas, far away from Fukushima. (Two and a half 

years on, we still check our food). We packed new disaster bags and I threw myself into helping 

the survivors any way that I could. 

There was some good that came from the Great Tohoku Earthquake. It forced me to make a big 

business decision: my little Etsy store wasn’t going to cut it. I needed a successful location 

independent job, so that if we needed to leave at any time, we could. 
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That decision alone made an enormous change in my life. I needed a new plan, and I needed to 

learn more about marketing and how the internet could be used to my advantage. I needed to 

connect with new people and step out of my comfort zone on a daily basis. I needed to put 

myself out there, no matter how scary it was and just do it. The traditional options for work as a 

non-fluent Japanese speaker is teaching English. I didn’t want to go down that route, doing a 

job that I didn’t enjoy. I wanted to do something more meaningful, I wanted to help people, 

and I wanted to use my skills. Standing up and deciding that I was not going to fit myself into 

the mold that everyone expected me to do, that I wouldn’t bow to the pressure to conform, 

which is oh-so important in Japan, helps me push myself further each day, each tiny step taking 

me closer to where I want to be. 

My motivation is not money, my motivation is a safety net for my family, if we ever need it. 

 

Courage in Action: 

What major life event in your life has brought you more clarity on your purpose and direction? 

Are you still moving in that direction? 

 

About the Author: 
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moms organize their homes and kids so that they have less stress and more time. 
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settling in Japan where she runs her business from home. 

My Organized Chaos 
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Secrets Of A Rock Star Mom (1:1 mentoring program) 
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Prove Your Doubts Wrong 

 

by Uchechi Ezurike-Bosse 

 

"I say the universe speaks to us, always, first in whispers ... And if you don't pay attention to the 

whisper, it gets louder and louder and louder ... If you don't pay attention to that, it's like 

getting a brick upside your head. You don't pay attention to that-the brick wall falls down." -- 

Oprah Winfrey 

 

I had the great pleasure of witnessing someone rise to the challenge of finally deciding to prove 

her doubts wrong. There's been a business she's wanted to do for some time now and had put 

off for years, over ten years! She had been overcome with so much doubt that it she packed up 

her dream and put it in a box, literally and figuratively. The crazy thing was that she had always 

had a nagging feeling to pick it up again, but then doubt would surface, and back in the box 

went the dream. However, an incident occurred that hit her like a brick in the head and lit a fire 

in her to finally take action. It reminded me of Oprah's quote above that life whispers our 

dreams to us. 

We often hear intuitive whispers. However, we often push them away, or sometimes we are 

too busy living someone else's dream that we miss the whispers completely. When we continue 

to ignore the whispers, we then get a nudge. Have you ever felt that? For me it came at a time 

when I heard a speaker who moved my spirits, someone who so inspired me to be a better 

version of myself, that I said to myself, "I want to do that and inspire others." Some people still 

continue to ignore the nudges, and that's when we get the brick in the head! If we still do not 

heed the message, the bricks come crumbling down and we are forced to listen and make a 

change. 

There are those who feel stuck in their careers with hopes of doing something more with their 

lives. However, they give in to the expectations of having a career and living the "normal" life. 

Now, if you are in a career that you love and are aligned to your goals and visions, that is 

amazing! Keep going! Unfortunately, this is typically a very small minority. People often feel 

dissatisfied in their career, but never really know what they were meant to do. However, I 

believe that we are always guided to and shown our purpose and calling. Have you seen 

someone doing something that excites you and you get that nervous and exciting ache in your 

stomach? Or have you watched someone do something that you think, "Wow that is fantastic! I 

want to do that!" Listen to the guidance and your feelings. Joseph Campbell said, "Follow your 
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bliss." This is a great indication of what you should be doing. Now, just because it says bliss 

does not mean that you will not come across resistance and hard work along the way, because 

let me tell you, you will. You will start following your heart and then your current programming 

and conditioning surfaces and you get that uncomfortable feeling that appears when we start 

stretching past our comfort zone. This is when the majority of us give up on our goals and 

retreat back to what we are familiar with. Even though we so desperately want change and our 

current situation may be causing us pain and dissatisfaction, we give up and stay in our comfort 

zone because it is familiar and less scary. 

The beautiful thing that I have come to learn is that once you face your doubts and move 

toward your goals, you end up proving it wrong. The power it has over you literally diminishes! 

Just like your fears, you are able to overcome it and move past the barrier and become stronger 

as a result. Once you do this once, you are able to do it over and over again. Before you know it, 

you will have conquered your fears and doubts, will have achieved your goals, and will be ready 

for the next! 

 

Courage in Action: 

It is time to rise to the challenge of proving your doubts wrong! Look at a past opportunity that 

you have been thinking about (new business venture, possible partnership, info product etc.) 

Get clear on your vision! Journal it or create a vision board in order to have a clear picture of 

your goals. 

Create a step-by-step plan that will take you from your current circumstances, to your future 

goal. If you have difficulties creating a plan, the Internet is full of resources. Research someone 

or a company that is doing what you want and see how they did it! 

Prove your doubts wrong by taking steps towards your goals. You will see that once you take 

the first steps, the Universe/God will answer and lead you to opportunities and people to help 

you achieve your desired goals. 

 

About the Author: 
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Courage to Break Free 

 

by Loren Manheimer 

 

I grew up in a cage. I was told what to believe, what to think, what to feel, and what my 

opinions were. I wasn’t supposed to ask questions or have thoughts of my own. I was told by 

the church we went to that women didn’t need a college education. I was supposed to 

graduate high school, get married, and start having babies. 

I didn’t want babies. I didn’t want to get married. I wanted to go to college. 

When I was 13, I wanted to be an archeologist. I wanted to travel the world digging up the ruins 

of ancient civilizations. My mother and grandmother were never going to allow that to happen. 

When I was 16, I wanted to be an artist. I wanted to create things. I heard about a new thing 

called graphic art that was done on computers. I would have been in the second graduating 

class in the entire country with a Bachelor’s degree in computer graphics. Since they were 

already unsuccessful at marrying me off, my mother and grandmother decided that what I 

really wanted was to be a doctor. They forged my name on a college application for pre-med. 

They wanted me to be a doctor and make a lot of money so that I could support them 

financially later in life. It didn’t matter if I was happy or not. I gave in and did what they wanted 

because I didn’t know that I could find a way to do what I wanted, and I was too scared to try. 

Before I was even 19 years old, I had given up. I couldn’t be what I wanted to be. I was terrified 

to go against my mother. I was miserable and depressed. I just gave up. I quit college, got a 

dead end job, and moved in with the first in a series of awful men. I didn’t have the strength to 

fight for more than that. I didn’t believe I was worth more than that. I created a new cage for 

myself. Cages felt safe back then, even if they weren’t happy places. 

With each awful man, I got heavier and heavier and more depressed. I ended up in an 

emotionally abusive relationship that was destroying me. I didn’t know how to dig myself out of 

the mess I had gotten myself into. One day, a senior manager at my job told me that I was far 

too smart to be doing what I was doing. He encouraged me to go back to college. He told me I 

could do more and be more. He saw something in me I hadn’t seen in a long time. That man 

saved my life. 

I went back to school and got my Associate’s degree, and then I got promoted at work. I wanted 

to go back and get my Bachelor’s degree. My then husband told me that my going to school 

was a huge inconvenience to him. He didn’t want me to get another degree. The emotional 
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abuse in that relationship got worse and worse as I got more confident and continued to do 

well at work. I was opening the cage door, a little bit at a time, even though it was terrifying. 

One day, I finally got up enough courage to end that relationship. Getting divorced was one of 

the most difficult things I have ever done, but it was exactly what I needed. I got my own 

apartment and got my Bachelor’s degree. I started working on my weight problem and other 

health issues. I changed jobs. I made new friends. I started to feel happy again. I started to 

figure out who I was, what I believed, what my opinions were and what I wanted out of life. I 

started to have fun. I realized that I was smiling and laughing more often than I was crying. I 

had finally flung open the cage door and set myself free. I promised myself that I would never 

go back. 

Today, I am free. I know who I am and what I believe. I take good care of myself. I go to school 

whenever I want for whatever I want. I’ve lost almost 200 pounds (yes, lost that much!). I only 

date men who treat me the way I deserve to be treated.  I smile every day. I adopted a dog. I 

laugh all the time. I do work that I love. I don’t let anyone tell me what to believe, what to 

think, what to feel or what my opinions are. I openly, defiantly and fearlessly live my life in the 

way that I choose. I am free, and cages, no matter who creates them, are no longer an option. I 

am free. 

 

Courage in Action: 

Are you living the life that you want to live? If you could do absolutely anything with your life 

right now, what would it be? What’s holding you back from doing it? 

Do one good thing for yourself today that makes you feel good and makes you feel free. 

 

About the Author: 
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Three Simple Ways to Manifest Your Deepest Desires! 

 

by Shirley Plant 

 

Over the past year I have begun to meditate and one of my favorite CD’s is Deepak Chopra’s 21-

day Meditation Challenge—Creating Abundance. Each meditation is not overly long, so for 

those who are super busy, it is easy to fit one a day into your life. 

I started off by taking a few minutes every day to be silent and listen. It was difficult in the 

beginning, my mind would wander, and I would be planning my whole life when all I needed to 

do was to be quiet. Why is this so hard for some of us to do? 

Try to go within, to that sacred place and just concentrate on your breathing, whether you 

repeat a Mantra (a word or phrase) or simply just concentrate on your breathing. Simply 

clearing your mind will be of great benefit. 

Many people say to me I am way too busy to meditate. I think that is just an excuse. No one is 

too busy to meditate. You can set your alarm five minutes earlier in the morning, or try 

meditating in the shower. What about on the bus or subway? Just before you drop off to sleep, 

or in the bathtub at night, turn off the TV and take a ten minute break to simply be quiet. 

Perhaps a small walk on your lunch hour where you simply concentrate on your breathing or 

stare off into nature and repeat a calming phrase. 

Some simple phrases you might like to repeat while deep breathing are, “I invite unlimited 

abundance into my life,” “I am living my life with ease and gratitude,” or try repeating a word 

like “peace” over and over for a few minutes. If your mind drifts away from your centering 

thought, simply bring it back gently to the repetition. 

Gratitude is a wonderful thing to embrace. Whether you are rich or poor, healthy or sick, it is 

possible to feel gratitude and pass it on. Remember that movie Pay it Forward? Well, try it. It 

doesn’t have to cost anything: It can be smiling at a stranger that you pass by on the street, 

helping an elderly person with their groceries, or letting someone with less produce go in front 

of you in the check-out lane at the super market. You could also: Stop and let someone merge 

into the traffic easily, pay for the coffee of the next person in line, or tell your child or parents 

you are proud of them and that you are grateful they are in your life. 

A really fun thing I have started to do is a manifesting scrap book. For this all you need is some 

colored paper or Bristol board, a glue stick and some magazines. I go to a discount store to buy 

old magazines as it can get expensive if you are buying all new editions. Leaf through the 
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magazines and if a picture or word catches your eye, cut it out. You can have themes or simply 

cut and paste pretty pictures into your scrap book. You could have a page devoted to love, a 

page devoted to career or play, or perhaps a garden or hobbies page. 

A few months ago I wanted to get off my sleeping medication which I had been on for 25 years 

due to my Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. I manifested a calm sleeping page in my scrapbook. I 

found pictures of little sheep sleeping in a baby blanket and a young child awakening with a big 

smile on her face, a picture of a moon and stars; well, you get the idea. When I was awake at 

night trying to fall asleep, I would look through my manifesting scrap book at all the lovely, 

calming pictures of things I want to manifest into my life. 

Remember as children we used to use or imagination; well, this is the time to use your 

imagination and create your abundant life. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Shirley Plant is the author of Finally ... Food I Can Eat, a dietary guide and cookbook for people 

with food allergies and dietary restrictions. 

Through Delicious Alternatives she helps people come up with healthy, tasty menu plans that fit 

into their dietary needs. 

www.deliciousalternatives.com 
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Just Stand Up 

 

by Marcy Criner 

 

Where is this place? I think as night fills the air. A chorus of frogs sings in the distance, while 

boards creak and groan as the dark shadows of horses press against them. As I sit quietly in my 

padded folding chair, a crisp brisk air permeates my layers of clothes, while soothing sounds of 

slow rhythmic breathing punctuated with loud horse snores fill my ears. 

My husband, Martin, glances at me with a small smile as we both retreat to watching and 

waiting. A small dusty lamp casts just enough light to make out the faint outline of the large 

belly stretched to the limit with the life within waiting for the moment to enter this world.  

Time slides by as my mind focuses on the outline of our pregnant mare, Aspen. Small things 

come into focus. My own breathing slows as I watch her head nod as if she is saying, “Yes.”  

She begins to turn circles in her stall filled full of straw and hay. She paces and continues to 

move, while occasionally taking breaks for a bite of hay. I stare at her outline and feel nothing. 

No dizzying array of thoughts, no planning and best of all, no list making enters my mind. 

Nothing but that moment, just like the night sky clear, vast, and broad.  

Suddenly, Aspen makes one more revolution and stops. We watch her hindquarters change 

angle and shape. She wants to lie down but doesn’t. We hear the very distinct sound of water 

and both spring to our feet in motion knowing the moment is here. I run for the light switch. In 

one press of the finger, the mood and tenor shifts to the urgency of birth. From her black 

hindquarters we see a translucent sac covering two hoofs quickly emerge. Aspen is standing 

then chooses the lay down with a graceful thump. We see the baby’s nose between its feet. 

Another choice is made and Aspen is up again. Taking a moment to think, she moves then 

decides to go back down. 

Once she is down, I find myself on the ground covered in fluids with the baby’s nose in my 

hands. I pull the white slick sac away from his nose and hear him take his first breath. Another 

push and the baby is out. A rush of welcoming whinnies and neighs fills the space. This strong 

black colt is still linked to his mother through the umbilical cord. I begin to stroke him feeling his 

warm body below me. His mother turns her regal head and stares at him with a look of 

adoration. A deep neigh emanates from her. He wants up! 

I continue to touch him as we wait for his mother to rise. Before me I see all legs ready to run, 

hop, and explore the world. I feel nothing but sheer appreciation. Appreciation that I am a 
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witness to the essence of life. Seeing life in its purest form. I feel the aliveness in me as I stand 

with Martin and watch Aspen rise, as her baby knows he will follow. He struggles and falls all 

the while being encouraged by his mother. I feel a deep knowing well up inside me. From this 

place, I am connected to a greater universe. This was it. In this moment, the curtain was pulled 

back and a feeling of life force called me in.  

All four feet are staggered on the ground. He is standing! Waves of wonder flow through me 

and he starts experimenting with his newly discovered legs. Falling and twisting he tumbles. As 

quick as he falls, he is back up on his feet. 

Martin and I see milestones like nursing come and go. I wonder about transformation and think 

of this newborn foal. I see myself in him. In twenty minutes, he had transformed from one 

world to the next. Thoughts of mental states and our ability to transform them flood my mind. 

A quiet stillness settles in for the night as early morning approaches. With a full belly, the 

newborn colt, Flutterby, begins his peaceful sleep. We are memorized by the simple, perfect 

beauty that life brings to those in the dark or in the light. In stillness or in fits of urgency, the 

ability to move to the essence, to the source of all things is the gift within. 

 

About the Author: 

 

 

Marcy Criner is the creator of Phatmare.com, author of soon to be published novel, The Art of 

Foreclosure, and a follower of horse wisdom. As an inspired speaker, she combines 

meditational imagery of horses with deep insights to move her listeners to their soul essence. 

She writes weekly at Phatmare.com, where her visitors go to experience more than just advice. 

Listening to her five-minute horse meditations, brings a jolt of clarity to any day. Horse Clarity 

live events launch this October to combine the very best of horse wisdom with live horses and 

people. Reach out and touch the mane for the best in life. Site: http://phatmare.com 
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How Do We Find the Strength and Courage to Let Go? 

 

by Shari Beaudette 

 

You must honor pain in order to discover the lessons and blessings it has to teach. Honor the 

pain you feel—rather than running away. 

How do we choose the path of positive re-framing instead of complaining and blaming? I 

believe it starts by sharing our stories. We all have our stories. And sharing is what shows our 

authenticity and vulnerability. It’s what connects us and shows us that we are not alone.   

I shared recently with my community that I was heading to Connecticut for my mother’s 

funeral. I had a chance to say goodbye just two weeks prior, but hadn’t seen her in 26 years 

before that. 

I lost her, the first time, as a child to mental illness. 

And this second time to acute myeloid leukemia. 

And throughout the pain of this journey, I discovered a couple of simple, yet profound insights 

that I hope will support you, as well. You see, I had to shift the “poor me” mindset early on in 

life. I was resilient and strong and felt proud of my ability to bounce back, to recognize the 

blessings and lessons along my journey—despite a far from functional childhood. 

But I realized over the last few weeks that all my years of being open and vocal about my story 

weren’t always about strength. I also learned that healing isn’t a one-time thing. 

Layers of sadness and grief surfaced as I processed my mother’s terminal diagnosis and then 

went to tell her goodbye for the second time and final time. 

I realized in the moments between tears how much pain was still buried deep within “my 

story.” I always thought I had closure to this earlier loss. But how could I really? And while I’ve 

shared my story so “matter-of-factly” all these years, I now recognize that in some ways, it had 

become a crutch—armor to shield my insecurities, especially since becoming a mother. “Look 

how great I’m doing despite …” 

Adapting to motherhood myself is what caused these wounds to begin resurfacing. I found 

myself feeling “that I just didn’t know how to be a good mother because I lived with a 

completely unstable woman during my formative years.” And then just last year, I learned that 
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this was a cycle. A horrible cycle of pain I needed to release. Because the trauma my mother 

faced in her youth most certainly led to her disconnection from reality. 

So how do we find the gifts in moments like this? And more importantly, how to we find the 

courage to let go? 

It’s not always easy. 

But I do see and honor the blessings. 

I’ve had amazing women in my life. I’ve learned that it absolutely does take a village … and I’m 

grateful every day for all the beautiful people who’ve been a part of my village. Those who 

helped raise me, support me, and nurture my gifts and my spirit.  

I learned about being vulnerable and asking for help. I learned that “closure” is relative when it 

comes to healing from the loss of a parent. But the greatest gift and lesson is one that I teach. I 

believe that the universe was testing my core values and beliefs, testing my commitment and 

my practice of just being love, of slowing down, renewing and healing regularly, so I can show 

up and make a difference. 

Sharing my story is still important. But the reason for sharing my story has shifted. It’s to help 

name and then surrender the parts of the story that are holding me back—the deep 

unconscious parts. 

We are shaped by what does and doesn’t happen in our lives. And only by acknowledging and 

working through the painful parts can we let go. That’s the beautiful news! We can rewire our 

neural pathways. We truly can change. We can let go. 

I’d wrestled over the years with whether or not I needed to see my mother again. But when I 

heard the news that she had terminal cancer, I knew I needed to see her and set her free. It was 

time to surrender to healing, to transforming, and to releasing her pain—letting go of the parts 

of the story that likely led to her demise, while honoring the gifts, especially the gift of life that 

she was able to give to me. 

So as the tears came, I realized that she was finally going to be at peace. And because this 

lesson of letting go in order to notice the gifts is so important for us all, I want to share what I 

wrote and read at her funeral about surrendering and letting go of what no longer serves us as 

we collectively embrace what does. And, no, this journey has not been easy. But it’s in the acts 

of self-love and slowing down that I’ve been able to realize and honor the blessings and lessons. 

May you find the space and time for your own healing too. 

Dear Mom 
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It’s so hard at times to know what to say. What to do. How to make things better. How 

to help. 

So we try to muster up the right words. Find the right answers. Ask the right people. 

And sometimes the answer is simply to do nothing. 

To surrender the pain and invite in love and light and spirit. 

I saw this in your eyes just two short weeks ago … it’s a memory and a lesson I’ll carry 

forever. 

Because you never stopped fighting until you knew you’d be safe … and I’m forever 

grateful I got to hug you and comfort you and say goodbye. 

And while your spunk and passion didn’t always serve you ... It’s what got you through. 

So thank you Mom. For being strong and driven. 

For always having dreams and hopes and visions. To make things better. To create 

positive change. To release pain. 

I know in my heart that these were your gifts … 

Not everyone was able or ready to see and accept these gifts, including me, but I know 

they allowed you to find some pockets of light in your life … To build a career and marry. 

To bring your two children into the world. 

And then for you to keep going even when reality escaped you. 

I recently remembered another time you truly surrendered. Thank you for loving us 

enough to let us go too, Mom … so we stood a chance. I could never fully process or 

grieve this loss until becoming a mother myself. I now know that letting us go must have 

been one of the most painful things you ever did. And the most loving. 

And While many of us spend our lives seeking love, joy and purpose … maybe our entire 

purpose is to simply choose to be loving and purposeful day in, day out, to surrender to 

the journey, but to still show up and make a difference in whatever small way we can. 

It’s a choice I made when I realized that there was nothing I could do to help you. Tough 

choice for a child. So I’d say, “Hi” when you’d call … (and yes sometimes it’d be years in 

between your calls). I’d try unsuccessfully to find meaning or logic. And then I’d hang up 

feeling all your pain. I’d cry. I’d wonder why. I’d grieve. And then I’d commit myself to 
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honoring the life you gave me: finding the lessons and blessings in everything and 

everyone and doing my best. 

And most people don’t understand … How could they? But as I told you in our goodbyes, 

I know you did the best you could. So did I, Mom. So did all of us here, because we 

didn’t know what to say, what to do, how to make things better, or how to help. 

So we tried to muster up the right words. And ask the right people. But now we’re 

surrendering too, Mom. Surrendering your pain. Surrendering your suffering. 

Surrendering to light, love and grace as we release your burdens and purposefully carry 

on your gifts. 

As I read this goodbye, we all wept. 

We all understood.   

It takes courage to say goodbye. It takes courage to feel. It takes courage to love. And it takes 

courage to let go. 

My hope is to inspire the courage for you as well. To release the pain. To find the blessings. To 

show up and make a difference. 

 

Courage in Action: 

What do you need to let go of? I lovingly invite you to write, journal, cry, pray, vent. Whatever 

you need, my friend. Gather your community. Gather your support. Find your courage. Baby 

steps.   

 

About the Author: 
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Shari Beaudette, MBA, busy mother of two, yoga and spa aficionado, founder of 

SpaTimeLiving.com is co-author of the International Best-selling book, Finding Fulfillment in the 

Spiritual Age and author of the forthcoming book, Life Lessons Learned from Laundry: 10 

Mindful Living Habits to Cleanse the Chaos When Work Life and Laundry Keep Piling Up. 

As a self-care, renewal and mindfulness coach, Shari is on a mission to help busy moms shift 

from frazzled to fabulous through the habit of guilt-free, non-negotiable self-care. After a 

traumatic childhood and path to motherhood, Shari discovered two powerful secrets that 

helped her begin to re-write her story: self-love/self-care and learning to ask for and accept 

help. Spa Time Living is an online community for busy women to mindfully renew & recharge 

regularly, even when they don't have time to get away. A place to inspire meaning. Positive 

change. Connection. Healing. Authenticity. 

Her Chaos Cleanse on-line programs give the essential permission, support and accountability 

to help moms embrace self-care and renewal as THE keys to maximum energy and productivity. 

Shari lives with her family in Denver, Colorado and online at http://www.spatimeliving.com/. 

You can also find her on Facebook and Twitter @SpaTimeLiving. 
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Letters from Nargiza 

 

by Jennifer Lozier 

 

“Prejudices, it is well known, are most difficult to eradicate from the heart whose soil has never 

been loosened or fertilized by education: they grow there, firm as weeds among stones.” 

-- Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Bronte 

 

Sometime about age ten, when all of my classmates refused to associate with me and my 

mother began entertaining the idea of divorcing my father and entered into an affair, I began 

visiting Kyrgyzstan. I often escaped to the country when I waited for sleep or when I was 

awakened by my parents’ fighting below me. I dreamed of my one friend, Nargiza, and how 

pleasant her home in Kyrgyzstan must have been. She had many siblings, a variety of animals—

cats, dogs, horses, cows, rams, and hens—and lived on a farm with apple and pear orchards. 

Unlike Nargiza, I had a half-sister fourteen years older than me, one cat who liked to be left 

alone, and lived in a two-story house with a small vegetable garden. Nargiza’s home became a 

remedy for my own, and I imagined us running around her farm playing Tag, jumping rope, 

helping with the animals, and picking apples. 

Nargiza and I were pen-friends. I drew her name from the green basket during a Girl Scout 

meeting. As part of that particular lesson, each girl had to send a letter abroad to the address 

she drew. We were not required to receive a response, but if we wanted to receive a badge we 

needed to send a letter to introduce our self. At the end of the school year most girls had not 

received a response, but some had. I was among those who had not.   

Summer arrived and I continued to think of Kyrgyzstan. I waited anxiously for the mail to arrive 

each day and was crushed when nothing from Kyrgyzstan came. In late June, I decided to write 

again. I was not optimistic, but figured sending a second letter would not hurt. Early in 

September, around my dad’s birthday, I received my first letter from Kyrgyzstan. I treasured the 

letter and was extremely careful opening it.  

In addition to the four page letter, Nargiza had sent two mini-calendars, two postcards, and her 

photograph. Her photo was in black and white, and had undoubtedly been her Christmas 

photo—she stood between a porcelain Santa and a tinsel-covered Christmas tree. Her dress 

sparkled, even in black and white. In the letter, she wrote she did not receive my first letter, but 
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hoped that would not discourage me from writing in the future. She told me about her family, 

her animals, and her farm, and concluded with a short history about her country.  

My parents’ fighting continued daily, my school work went from mediocre to less than, my 

sister didn’t come home most nights, and my mother began taking me on her dates with the 

man who was not my father. I conveyed none of this to Nargiza. Instead, I wrote about my 

favorite books, movies, and music, what I learned in school, and how I longed to visit her. She 

replied with letters much of the same.  

Our correspondence was not profound at age ten, and though I often wanted to share my 

mother’s infidelity and my parents’ inevitable divorce with Nargiza, I feared revealing this may 

discourage her from writing. My fear derived mainly from my own insecurity, but also from my 

ignorance about her culture and their beliefs on marriage and divorce. At ten I believed divorce 

was solely an American custom, and that someone in another country would not understand. 

Plus, I still regarded Kyrgyzstan as my Utopia—my escape, where infidelity and divorce were 

inconceivable. 

Eventually, my parents did divorce, and eventually I had to share this news with Nargiza, at 

least, if I wanted to continue as pen-friends because I had a new address. And instead of saying 

something like, “I’m so excited to share my new address with you!” I said, “My parents recently 

divorced, so I have a new address.” And guess what? She said, “I love you my dear friend! And I 

am sending you love from far away.” And for almost 20 years now, we have continued to send 

each other love, as we go through the stresses of school, breakups, moving, etc. We have never 

met or spoken, but we communicate love through our letters regardless of what pain the other 

is going through or what the other may have done—we send love. 

Looking back on this, I realize my insecurity was driven by the fact that I was taunted and 

teased in school, ultimately leading me to become less trusting and more afraid of people. I 

reacted much in the same way with Nargiza and was afraid even to open up to someone 

thousands of miles away. As I’ve gotten older though, I have found the things I went through 

with my family and friends are universal, and all I need to do is to open myself up, to take a 

chance on my fears, and to learn to trust and love each new person I meet.  

And I encourage others to do the same.  

 

About the Author: 
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Jennifer’s first year teaching college Composition taught her more about the importance of 

writing than any writing class she had ever taken. Teaching her students how a poorly-formed 

sentence or paragraph could completely turn an audience off an idea, even an idea well 

researched and thought provoking, pushed her to improve her own writing, as well, which led 

her into the world of professional writing and editing. 

Working with clients on a national level, Jennifer writes various types of content for business 

coaches, lifestyle and fitness coaches, marketing firms, and other professionals. The content 

varies from blogs and newsletters to video scripts and e-books. So if you are in need of some 

quality content for your blog, newsletter, website, e-book, etc., please feel free to check out 

jenniferlozier.com for more information and writing samples. 

In addition to the above, Jennifer is an astrophysicist, a lover of literature, past wedding 

coordinator of the Toledo Zoo, and loves connecting with and helping as many people as she 

can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


